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He’s 32 and approaching 1,000 NHL games but the Canes’ Jordan Staal still going strong  

By Chip Alexander  

That Jordan Staal’s first career NHL goal came shorthanded 
probably surprises no one. 

Playing for the Pittsburgh Penguins, the rookie center 
knocked away a pass by Jaromir Jagr of the New York 
Rangers, took off down the ice on a shorthanded breakaway 
and beat goalie Henrik Lundqvist with a quick forehand. 

It was Oct. 12, 2006, at New York’s Madison Square Garden. 
Staal was 18 and playing in his third NHL game. It was the 
first of seven shorthanded goals that season for the Pens’ 
first-round draft pick. It was hustle play, pure and simple, by 
No. 11. 

One replay has a TV announcer talking about Staal’s “long, 
powerful strides.” As first NHL goals go, it was a keeper. 

Flash forward to Tuesday night against Nashville at PNC 
Arena. Staal, captain of the Carolina Hurricanes, was playing 
in his 984th NHL game. He’s 32, still a young man but with a 
lot of NHL miles under him in his 15th season. But he played 
almost 23 minutes in the game against the Predators. 

The game was in overtime. First, Canes defenseman Jaccob 
Slavin got a stick on the puck to foil a 2-on-1 by the 
Predators. Forward Martin Necas chased after it in the 
corner, hounding the Preds’ Calle Jarnkrok to flip the puck up 
the boards toward Eeli Tolvanen. 

But the puck bounced past Tolvanen. There was Staal, on 
his way up the ice with long, powerful strides, all but ignoring 
Tolvanen’s futile attempts behind him to hit his stick, the 
puck, Staal, anything. Tolvanen at that moment was a mild 
irritant. 

Staal didn’t hesitate, powering a forehand past goalie Pekka 
Rinne. Ball game. For the Canes (18-6-1), the 3-2 victory 
was their sixth straight win. 

“I looked over and I didn’t see much for a pass,” Staal said 
after the game. “I thought I had a decent angle for getting a 
good shot. It went in, so I’m happy with it.” 

That was Staal’s somewhat clinical assessment of a play and 
shot -- of his 235th career goal -- that had the 2,900 or so 
fans at PNC Arena on their feet and loud. They were happy 
with it, too. 

Staal was mobbed on the ice by his teammates. Somewhere 
in the pile was a player who might be 32 but felt more like 22 
at the moment, smiling, still something of a kid at heart 
although a father at home and a strong captain of his hockey 
team.  

Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour appreciates the effort to be 
good, to be consistent. Brind’Amour once had the “C” as the 
Canes captain. He played center. He did a lot of the dirty 
work, scoring some big goals but also killing penalties and 
winning key faceoffs and making the smaller plays that can 
be vital in victory. 

Asked Tuesday about Staal’s overtime winner, Brind’Amour 
mentioned “two or three unbelievable back-checks that will 
go unnoticed.” They were the kind of plays Brind’Amour 
made so often as a player and never fails to notice as a 
coach. 

Last season, before the NHL suspended the regular season 
because of the pandemic, Staal had eight goals and 27 
points in 68 games. He had two power-play goals and an 
assist.  

COVID a setback for Staal 

This season began with a setback. After the opener against 
Detroit, Staal tested positive for COVID-19 and went into 
quarantine. In his mind, he also was responsible for 
spreading the virus to other teammates.  

Whatever his motivation or drive since his return, he now has 
10 goals and 22 points in 23 games. Given more power-play 
time by Brind’Amour, Staal has five power-play goals and it 
was his second-period score Tuesday that began a Canes’ 
comeback. 

“He’s got confidence,” Brind’Amour said. “I think he feels 
good about his game and that’s a big part of it. It’s just the 
nature of the game. You validate everything. You look at the 
stat sheet and say, ‘Oh, I’m playing good because I’m 
scoring goals.’ With him, it was tough to keep telling him 
‘you’re playing great’ when he looks at the stat sheet the past 
couple of years and he’s not producing.  

“But I don’t see a big difference in his game. I just see the 
puck going in for him and he feels great about it, which 
probably says enough.”
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Geekie scores twice as Canes roll past Nashville Predators 5-1 for 7th win in a row  

By Chip Alexander  

Vincent Trocheck was not able to play for the Carolina 
Hurricanes on Thursday, and Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour 
said that would be a “big blow.” 

With Trocheck out and injured, Morgan Geekie came off the 
taxi squad. He was listed as the fourth-line center in his 10th 
game of the season and his first since Feb. 11. . 

And Geekie then played, well, like Trocheck, scoring twice 
on the power play as the Canes rolled past the Nashville 
Predators 5-1 at PNC Arena for their seventh straight victory. 

The Canes (19-6-1) now have surged into first place in the 
Central Division with 39 points, one point ahead of Tampa 
Bay and Florida. Tampa Bay was beaten 6-4 in Detroit by the 
Red Wings on Thursday. 

With Trocheck out, Brind’Amour moved Martin Necas to the 
first power-play unit and had Geekie on the second unit. 
Geekie then scored a first-period power play, deflecting a 
Jake Bean shot in the slot much like Trocheck often has this 
season.  

In the second period, Geekie scored again just as a Canes 
power play ended, again off a Bean pass, his shot hitting 
Preds goalie Pekka Rinne, bouncing off defenseman Mattias 
Elkholm and past Rinne. Just like that he had his second 
goal of the season and the Canes a 4-0 lead. 

“It’s huge,” Brind’Amour said. “You obviously don’t expect 
that type of performance, but obviously we needed it. We’re 
going to need it moving forward with the injuries we’ve got.” 

Trocheck leads the Canes with 13 goals. The Canes also are 
without forward Teuvo Teravainen, who continues to try and 
fully recover from a concussion.  

But the Predators (11-15-1) have their own injury problems. 
They were undone by Canes’ first-period scoring binge -- 
Geekie, Brock McGinn and Dougie Hamilton scored in a 
span of 2:21 -- and the goaltending of the Canes’ James 
Reimer, who made 15 of his 32 saves in the opening period 
in picking up his 12th win of the season and 170th of his 
career. 

Reimer’s bid for his first shutout of the season ended on Nick 
Cousins’ goal with 4:32 remaining in the third. 

“They’re missing a few guys, too,” Reimer said of the Preds. 
“That kind of seems like the story this year. There’s going to 
be adversity. You’re going to be missing key players. It’s a 
matter of who wants it more or who wants to play their game 
better.” 

Geekie wanted it. Ineffective when used early in the season, 
he was assigned to the Chicago Wolves of the American 
Hockey League on Feb. 19. He responded with four goals 
and an assist in two games and was named the AHL player 
of the week, earning an immediate recall to the Canes. 

And then sat. Practiced, but sat. And watched and waited. 

“I know exactly how he was feeling,” said Bean, who has 
been in and out of the lineup. “He’s a very mature guy. He 
took it really well.”  

Not that it easy. 

“Obviously some days are better than others,” Geekie said. 
“The organization has been great, my teammates have been 
great. It’s good to watch some games ... and get a different 
point of view kind of thing. You can see a bit more, slow it 
down.” 

When Trocheck couldn’t go Thursday, Geekie was ready. In 
addition to his two-goal game, he won 12 of 15 draws in 
being named the game’s first star. 

The Canes, 10-1-1 at home this season, checked nearly all 
the boxes this night. They had three power-play goals -- 
Necas scored in the third -- and have 12 in their seven-game 
win streak. It’s the first time since the 2008-09 season 
they’ve had power-play goals in seven consecutive games. 

The Canes killed off their lone penalty. Bean and Andrei 
Svechnikov each had two assists. Reimer did the job in net.  

The Canes also found time to salute defenseman Jaccob 
Slavin and forward Cedric Paquette as both played their 
400th career NHL games. 

It’s part of Brind’Amour’s job to worry about the injuries and 
missed games. But the Canes were too good and played 
through it Thursday. 

“You’d like to have your full group but not many teams in the 
league do right now,” he said. “You’re going to have to have 
depth to be successful this year.”
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LeBrun: Trade fits these 6 contenders should explore ahead of NHL deadline 

By Pierre LeBrun 

This is shaping up to be a somewhat abnormal trade 
deadline — like just about everything in our lives over the 
past 12 months — but there are still going to be some 
tangible moves before April 12, just not as many as we 
normally get. 

I recently wrote why I think that is, but not all hope is lost. 
Some contenders are making their calls. Many teams are 
doing their pro scouting meetings this week or next to 
prepare for the deadline. 

A year ago, the Tampa Bay Lightning were the trade 
deadline winners (in retrospect) when they shelled out assets 
to acquire Blake Coleman and Barclay Goodrow and 
reshaped two-thirds of their third line for the playoffs en route 
to the Stanley Cup. Just getting Nikita Kucherov back from 
injury sometime in the playoffs is likely to be Tampa Bay’s 
big deadline addition this season given their lack of cap 
space and frankly, no major needs at all. 

But other contenders are going to act. 

With that in mind, here are some moves that would make 
sense for some contenders looking to add a final piece or 
two to get over the hump. 

Mattias Ekholm to the Boston Bruins 

Our esteemed Bruins beat writer Fluto Shinzawa earlier this 
week had a really good piece, pointing out that while Ekholm 
checked all the boxes for the B’s, the fact that he’s the most 
sought-after player on the trade market doesn’t fit the 
deadline style of GM Don Sweeney. And I mean, you might 
argue that the Bruins need more second-line forward help 
right now than anything. But I still think Ekholm to Boston is a 
match made in heaven. I like the toughness Jarred Tinordi 
has brought since being claimed off waivers but with the 
offseason departures of Torey Krug and Zdeno Chara, there 
are still some holes on the left side of the defence. Ekholm 
has a year and a half left on his contract at a bargain $3.75 
million AAV. It’s the perfect match for what’s left of the 
Bruins’ championship-contending window. What’s a first-
round pick and a prospect when you’re trying to max out 
Patrice Bergeron’s remaining time in the NHL and win 
another Stanley Cup? Could Jake DeBrusk be part of this 
deal? Ekholm remains a stud, top-four D. If you’re Sweeney, 
you owe it to your team to try to swing this. 

Eric Staal to the Carolina Hurricanes 

OK, so this one has a Hallmark movie feel to it. But it just so 
happens, as I discussed on TSN’s Insider Trading on 
Thursday, that the Hurricanes have brought up Staal’s name 
internally and discussed the possibility of bringing him back. I 
wouldn’t describe it as a top-of-the-agenda item for the 
contending Canes, who honestly don’t need a thing in my 
mind. Their lineup is loaded. But I know the Carolina brass 
recently discussed the merits of picking up the phone closer 

to the April 12 deadline if Staal was still on the Buffalo roster 
and seeing what it would take in a softer deal to get the 
pending UFA. You can imagine Jordan Staal would love the 
idea. And I mean, who wouldn’t? 

You might argue the aging Eric Staal has lost a bit of a step 
and maybe doesn’t quite gel with the Canes’ up-tempo 
game. But I would also say there are going to be games in 
the playoffs where the rulebook gets thrown out on some 
nights and it’s a grudge match out there. Staal remains a 
strong, physical presence who can play both centre and 
wing. I love the idea of him back in Carolina. 

Rickard Rakell to the Toronto Maple Leafs 

The word from sources around NHL front offices is that the 
Leafs have let it be known they’re poking around for a 
middle-six or top-six forward with a two-way game who is 
hard on the puck. James Mirtle made the case this week for 
the Leafs to go all-in with a trade. 

Mikael Granlund has been linked to the Leafs for a long time 
via the rumour mill and he’s probably an easier fit for Toronto 
because he’s a pending UFA. But that Rakell comes at 
nearly the exact same cap hit as Granlund (Rakell, $3.79 
million; Granlund, $3.75 million) and has another year on his 
deal as well, that’s a bonus hockey-wise even though it 
creates cap issues for the Leafs after this season. They 
would be getting at least two possible playoff runs out of 
Rakell and in the event they can’t get Zach Hyman re-signed, 
they would have already found his replacement. If Hyman re-
signs, then they’ve got the offseason to juggle the cap and 
figure it out. I feel Rakell, who plays both wings, is a step up 
talent-wise on Granlund. Anaheim isn’t shopping Rakell, but 
they’re listening. And there’s a difference there. They like the 
player. Teams will have to pay to get him. For me, that starts 
with the Leafs offering 2020 first-round pick Rodion Amirov 
and still, that probably wouldn’t be enough. Toronto would 
need another asset in the package. The Leafs are all-in. GM 
Kyle Dubas owes it to the cause to investigate the Rakell 
situation. 

Alex Goligoski to the Philadelphia Flyers 

The 35-year-old blueliner isn’t having a banner year, with two 
assists on the season, but he’s been solid defensively. Add 
his body of work the last few years and that he’s a pending 
UFA, and I believe his name is on the Flyers’ list of potential 
targets. 

Not top of the list, but it’s one of those situations where if the 
Flyers strike out on other top-four targets, they could come 
calling to Arizona eventually. 

That Goligoski is a pending UFA is an appealing factor for a 
Flyers team that probably would rather not complicate their 
Seattle expansion protection issues. Flyers defencemen Ivan 
Provorov, Travis Sanheim and Philippe Myers are must 
protects ahead of the July expansion draft. So renting a top-
four D is probably the best course of action, although if they 
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found a way to get into the Mattias Ekholm auction they 
might be willing to deal with that expansion draft headache 
after the season. 

Goligoski is a left-handed defenceman and the Flyers, who 
didn’t replace Matt Niskanen after he retired in the offseason, 
would prefer a right-shot D. But the fact Goligoski can play 
both sides fills the need. 

It’s not the sexiest deal but one that I believe is among the 
realistic possibilities for the Flyers. 

The Coyotes are still in the playoff race so how they fare in 
the standings closer to April 12 will obviously have a bearing 
on their pending UFAs, which they have plenty of. But they’re 
in dire need of acquiring draft picks. 

David Rittich to the Washington Capitals 

The sense I get out of Washington is that the next few weeks 
will be important to get a better feel for Ilya Samsonov and 
where he is with his game. In the big picture, I think there’s 
confidence in thinking he’s their No. 1 guy for years to come. 
But is that level of consistency going to be there this season? 
The Caps are all-in and the window to win is tight. So it’s why 
I think if there’s still any doubt at all closer to April 12 they go 
out and bring in some insurance in goal. And what better fit 
than Rittich, who is a pending UFA. The Caps have almost 
zero cap room so they’d need the Flames to eat at least half 

of Rittich’s $2.75 million cap hit. And it goes without saying 
that Rittich would only be available one presumes if the 
Flames under new coach Darryl Sutter haven’t made a run 
back into the playoff picture. But all things being equal, I like 
this fit for Washington. 

Mattias Ekholm to the Winnipeg Jets 

There is only one Mattias Ekholm, we can’t clone him yet. 
But if the Bruins trade doesn’t happen … I love the Jets 
option. 

Loaded up front and with a Vezina Trophy winner in goal, the 
Jets scream one more top-four D as a piece to get them over 
the top. It just so happens that I’ve heard some rumblings the 
Predators have chatted internally about 24-year-old Jets 
blueliner Sami Niku, who has struggled to become a 
mainstay in the Winnipeg lineup but remains a player with 
more ceiling. Would a first-round pick and Niku do the trick 
for Ekholm? The only fly in the ointment is the 14-day 
quarantine for players crossing the border into Canada. The 
Jets just lived it with Pierre-Luc Dubois. But if you’re talking a 
futures deal anyway, what’s two weeks in the bigger picture 
when you’re getting at least two possible playoff runs out of 
Ekholm before his deal is up? Come on GM Kevin 
Cheveldayoff, take another swing. What’s two blockbusters 
in one shortened season, right?
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Hurricanes use 3-goal surge to overwhelm Predators 

Morgan Geekie returned to the Carolina lineup and scored 
his first two goals of the season 

By Cory Lavalette 

The Hurricanes seized control with three goals in just over 
two minutes in the middle of the first period en route to a 5-1 
win over the Nashville Predators on Thursday at PNC Arena. 

Morgan Geekie had two power play goals, and Brock 
McGinn, Dougie Hamilton and Martin Necas also scored for 
Carolina. James Reimer made 32 saves in the Hurricanes’ 
seventh consecutive win. 

Three Thoughts 

1. The Hurricanes have now won seven straight and moved 
ahead of the Lightning in points (39 to 38) atop the Central 
Division (Tampa Bay still holds a slight edge in points 
percentage, .760 to .750). Only the Maple Leafs have more 
points (40) but are behind four teams in point percentage. 

“Even when it’s not perfect and it’s not the way we want to 
play, we’re finding ways to win,” said defenseman Jake 
Bean, who assisted on both of Geekie’s goals. “So that’s 
always a good thing, and if we can kind of put it all together 
as much as we can, we always have a chance to win every 
night.” 

2. It was another big game for Carolina’s special teams. The 
Hurricanes scored on all three of their power play 
opportunities and now have an NHL-best 32.2% success 
rate. The penalty kill was also a perfect 1 for 1. 

Carolina has 28 power play goals in 26 games, and 11 
different players have scored for the Hurricanes. Last 
season, 13 Carolina players scored power play goals in the 
68-game season. 

3. Hamilton has quietly put together another big statistical 
season with 20 points in 26 games. What’s been missing is 
goals — but Hamilton finally got his second of the year in 
Carolina’s first-period offensive explosion. 

Hamilton charged in from the point and one-timed a pass 
from Andrei Svechnikov between the hash marks that gave 
Carolina three goals in just over two minutes. Hamilton also 
had an assist to push his point streak to seven games — all 
Hurricanes wins. 

Number To Know 

2:21 — The amount of time it took Carolina to score three 
goals in the middle of the first period, turning a 0-0 game into 
a 3-0 lead and seemingly crushing the will of the Predators. 
Nashville tried to get back into it at first — the Predators had 

seven shots on net the last eight-plus minutes of the period 
— but didn’t register a shot in the second period until there 
was only 7:43 remaining. By then, the score was 4-0 and the 
Hurricanes were well on their way to a two-game sweep of 
the Predators. 

They Said It 

“It would be a pretty good day when we could pack it in here 
again.” 

— Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour on his team’s success 
(10-1-1 this season) at PNC Arena and what it would mean 
to have a building full of fans. 

Plus 

Morgan Geekie, Hurricanes center — Geekie played his first 
game with the Hurricanes since Feb. 11, having gone nine 
games in January and February without a point. A two-game 
stint with the AHL’s Chicago Wolves saw Geekie score four 
goals and add an assist, and his scoring touch was back with 
Carolina on Thursday with two goals. 

Geekie’s first goal came on the power play with game at 0-0. 
He deflected a Jake Bean shot and bounced it past Pekka 
Rinne (18 saves until he was pulled late in the second 
period) to give Carolina a lead. Then in the second period, 
he scored again with the man advantage when his shot from 
the right wing hit Rinne, went off a Nashville defender and 
into the net. He also won 12 of 15 faceoffs. 

“You hope it shows that we’ve got a lot of good players and 
some depth,” Brind’Amour said of Geekie stepping into the 
lineup and having success, “and we obviously we need it 
right now with all the guys we have out.” 

Geekie memorably had three goals and assist in his first two 
NHL games last March — right before the league was shut 
down due to the COVID-19 pandemic. He then played eight 
games with Carolina in the return to play/playoffs last 
August, registering one assist. So in three games played in 
the month of March, Geekie has five goals, an assist and 
perhaps a new nickname — Mr. March. 

“My dad’s birthday is in March, so you could attribute it to 
that I guess,” Geekie said. 

Minus 

Sebastian Aho, Hurricanes center — There isn’t much to 
criticize in a mostly dominant win, but Aho didn’t click with 
new linemates Necas and Nino Niederreiter on Thursday. He 
was held off the score sheet and finished with just two shot 
attempts (both on goal).
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Gold: Canes' centers of attention 

By Adam Gold 

It had been 11 years since the Carolina Hurricanes won at 
least six consecutive regular season games. As good as the 
Canes were in the second half of the 2018-19 season, the 
best they managed was five in a row -- twice. But, they 
couldn’t manage that sixth straight win.  Tuesday, the Canes 
made it interesting -- really interesting -- but managed a 3-2 
win thanks to the heroics of Jordan Staal. All the captain did 
was log 22:45 of ice time (TOI), win 20 of 28 face offs and 
score Carolina’s first and last goals. 

Behind Staal, Sebastian Aho was almost as dominant. He, 
too, played a season-high 22:45. He assisted on Staal’s first 
goal, tied the game in the 2nd period with a power play bomb 
of a slap shot and was 11 for 17 in the circle. The Canes 
other center, Vincent Trocheck, added a pair of assists as 
the Canes continue to excel down the middle. It's very  

You could argue that this Hurricanes team is as good down 
the middle as any in franchise history -- yes, that includes the 
one that lifted the Stanley Cup. Two years ago, other than 
Staal -- who missed about 40% of the season with 
concussion issues -- Carolina had Aho, Lucas Wallmark and 
Greg McKegg manning the center position. And, it’s worth 
pointing out that Sebastian was playing the position full time 
for the first year. 

Rod Brind’Amour was far from convinced that Aho wasn’t 
better suited to play left wing. But when Staal went out of the 
line up, a time that coincided with Rod toying with moving 
Sebastian back to the wing, he was left with no choice. 
Jordan Martinook, Clark Bishop and Nicolas Roy all saw time 
in the middle and the team somehow made it work. 

Today the Hurricanes might have the best top three centers 
in the sport. They’re at least in the conversation. Toronto’s 
Auston Matthews, John Tavares and Jason Spezza, the 
Niclas Backstrom, Evgeny Kuznetsov, Lars Eller trio from 
Washington and the Bruins top three of Patrice Bergeron, 
David Krejci and Charlie Coyle are all stout and the reasons 
why those clubs are among the best in the NHL. 

When we talk about why the Hurricanes are one of the best 
teams in the NHL, one with a legitimate chance to win the 
Stanley Cup, it’s their strength down the middle that 
separates them from most of the pack. 

The match up 

The Hurricanes are 3-0-0 vs the Predators so far this year. 
Against the Preds, Aho leads the team with 6 points (4 goals, 

2 assists) while Vincent Trocheck has a pair of goals and 3 
assists in the three games. 

Carolina’s power play converted twice on Tuesday and is at 
29.8% on the season, 3rd in the NHL. Nashville’s penalty kill 
is 29th in the league at 70.0% while the Hurricanes have 
killed off their last 10 while shorthanded -- even scoring once 
in those situations -- and are now up to 10th in the league at 
82.2%. Carolina has scored at least one power play goal in 
six straight games, converting 9 of 22 over that span.  

Bumps, Bruises and Bad Boys... 

UPDATE: Vincent Trocheck will not play tonight. Morgan 
Geekie will draw in, but it's not necessarily going to be a 
case where he just takes Trocheck's place between Nino 
Niederreiter and Martin Necas. 

Teuvo Teravainen and Jake Gardiner will continue to be 
sidelined for tonight’s game with Nashville. Teravainen has 
missed 9 of the last 10 games due to a concussion he 
suffered against the Blackhawks almost three weeks ago. 
Gardiner has seen a balky lower back flare up over the last 
few weeks.  

Meanwhile, Petr Mrazek, who suffered a thumb injury that 
needed surgery at the end of January, continues to recover. 
The team was hopeful of a quicker return, and Petr started to 
practice with a stick more than a week ago, but the normal 
recovery time from his type of injury is closer to eight weeks 
than four, so Petr is still on track to return in a normal time 
frame. 

Nashville enters tonight’s game without so many key players 
it more resembles a line up you might see for a preseason 
game. Norris trophy winning defenseman Roman Josi will 
miss a second straight game with an injury. In fact, the 
Predators will be without three of their top four on the blue 
line as Dan Ellis is also sidelined and Dante Fabbro is 
seerving the first of a 2-game suspension for his flying elbow 
to the head of Carolina’s Brock McGinn on Tuesday night. 

The Preds will also be missing Matt Duchene, Rocco 
Grimaldi and former Hurricanes center Erik Haula, who is on 
the league’s Covid-19 protocol list. 

Opening face off is set for just after 7:00 at PNC Arena. Join 
Alec Campbell at 6:30 on 99.9 the Fan for the Storm Watch 
and then stay tuned for the Canes Corner Podcast which 
drops after every Hurricanes game.
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Recap: Quick Strikes, Power Play Push Canes Past Predators 

Canes score three goals in 2:21 in the first period 

By Michael Smith 

Morgan Geekie scored two goals and James Reimer made 
32 saves to help the Carolina Hurricanes extend their 
winning streak to seven games in a 5-1 victory over the 
Nashville Predators. 

The Difference 

Three shots, three goals. Bing, bang, boom, like the express 
A train. 

The Canes needed just 141 seconds to score three straight 
goals on their fourth, fifth and sixth shots in the first period 
and establish a commanding 3-0 lead. 

Morgan Geekie kicked off the scoring fun on the power play 
with his first goal of the season. Geekie got his blade on a 
point shot from Jake Bean to redirect a bouncing puck past 
Pekka Rinne. The goal was Geekie's first of the season and 
first since scoring in his first two NHL games over a calendar 
year ago on the Canes' final road trip before the 2019-20 
campaign was paused. 

A short while later, with strong play along the near boards, 
the Canes were able to thwart Nashville's clearing 
opportunities. Jordan Martinook whacked a puck back into 
the zone, and Warren Foegele gained control of the 
bouncing biscuit after Nashville fanned on a D-to-D 
exchange. Foegele dished the puck across to Brock McGinn 
for the one-timer, his eighth of the season that, in 26 games, 
surpasses his goal total (7) from 68 games a season ago. 

On the very next shift, just 16 seconds later, Andrei 
Svechnikov put his shoulder down to drive the net. He circled 
around back of the cage, and Jordan Staal attracted 
attention from Ryan Johansen in front. Svechnikov spotted 
Dougie Hamilton sneaking in untouched and put a centering 
feed on his tape for the one-time finish. 

"We were pretty opportunistic tonight, especially early," 
Reimer said. "Didn't really give them a sniff. That's what you 
want to do." 

Fist Bumps 

Morgan Geekie 

Geekie had last played an NHL game with the Canes on 
Feb. 11. In the time since, he made the most of a brief AHL 
stint when he recorded five points (4g, 1a) in two games with 
Chicago and earned AHL Player of the Week honors. He's 
had to be patient, but his opportunity to draw back into the 
Canes' lineup was going to come one way or another. 

"Some days are better than others, but the organization has 
been great, and my teammates have been great," Geekie 
said. "I was just going out there every day trying to get back 
in the lineup and do what I can." 

With Vincent Trocheck unavailable due to injury, Geekie 
stepped in and put in a performance like it was March 2020. 

Geekie's second goal of the game, also a power-play tally, 
came in the second period, as a rebound from a shot he put 
on Rinne bounced off the skate of Mattias Ekholm and in. 

"You don't expect that type of performance, but we needed it, 
and we're going to need it moving forward," Brind'Amour 
said. "We've got a lot of key guys out, and everybody has to 
step up a little bit. Morgan did tonight for us." 

Power Play 

The Canes power play is clicking at another level. The 
Canes converted on all three of their power plays tonight and 
have scored on the man advantage in seven consecutive 
games. As of typing this sentence, the Canes now own the 
top-ranked power play in the league that's converting at a 
remarkable 32.2%. 

When 5-on-5 play is often so tight, special teams can make a 
difference in the game, and it's doing just that for the Canes 
right now, even when injuries force their lineup and their 
power-play units to be so fluid. 

"You hope it shows we have a lot of good players and depth. 
Obviously we need it right now," Brind'Amour said. "It's not 
ideal. You'd like to have your full group, but not many teams 
in the league do right now. That's just the way it is. … You're 
going to have to have depth to be successful this year." 

Martin Necas  

After being held off the scoresheet on Tuesday, the NHL's 
Third Star of the Week found the back of the net for his fifth 
goal of the season on the Canes' third power play of the 
game. Necas turned his stick in the slot to redirect a perfectly 
placed puck from Svechnikov, and the puck dribbled through 
Rinne to put the Canes up 5-0 4:38 into the third period. 

James Reimer  

Reimer was ever so close to recording his first shutout of the 
season until Nick Cousins got Nashville on the board with 
4:32 left in regulation, but Reimer still finished with 32 saves 
on 33 shots (.970 save percentage) in his fourth consecutive 
win and 12th of the season. 

"There's going to be adversity, and you're going to be 
missing big players. It's a matter of who wants it more or who 
wants to play their game better," Reimer said. "Tonight, we 
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came out and got a couple ones early and took it over for the 
last 40. We played our structure really well, and that's what it 
takes. When you're missing guys, you have to play your 
game." 

Stats Pack 

7: The Canes have won seven games in a row for the first 
time since the 2009-10 season. 

7: The Canes have scored on the power play in seven 
straight games, and in four of those games, the team scored 
multiple power-play goals. 

7: With a goal and an assist, Dougie Hamilton is now riding a 
seven-game point streak (1g, 8a), the longest point streak by 
a Canes player this season. 

Quote of the Night 

"My dad's birthday is in March. You can attribute it to that, I 
guess." - Morgan Geekie on if March is his favorite month, 
given that he's posted six points (5g, 1a) in three career 
March games 

Up Next 

The Canes hit the road for two games in Detroit on Sunday 
and Tuesday before beginning a stretch of four straight 
games against the Columbus Blue Jackets.

 

Hurricanes top Predators for seventh straight win 

Geekie scores twice, Reimer makes 32 saves to sweep two-
game set 

By Kurt Dusterberg 

RALEIGH, N.C. -- Morgan Geekie scored two goals to help 
the Carolina Hurricanes extended their winning streak to 
seven games with a 5-1 victory against the Nashville 
Predators at PNC Arena on Thursday. 

"Obviously you don't expect that kind of performance," 
Hurricanes coach Rod Brind'Amour said of Geekie. "We 
needed it. Obviously, we're going to need it moving forward. 
We've got a lot of key guys out. Everybody has to step up a 
little bit, and Morgan did tonight." 

James Reimer made 32 saves, and Dougie Hamilton had a 
goal and an assist for the Hurricanes (19-6-1), who are 10-1-
1 at home. Jake Bean and Andrei Svechnikov each had two 
assists. 

The Hurricanes have won each of the four games against the 
Predators this season. 

"We were pretty opportunistic tonight, and especially early," 
Reimer said. "When you get up by a couple goals, it's nice, 
especially as a goalie. [We] didn't really give them a sniff." 

Nick Cousins scored for the Predators (11-15-1), who are 1-
4-1 in their past six games. Pekka Rinne allowed five goals 
on 23 shots and was pulled in the third period. Kasimir 
Kaskisuo made three saves in relief. 

"It's a good group we're playing against out there," Nashville 
defenseman Mattias Ekholm said. "Plus, us having a 
younger lineup, it's important to get off to a good start, and 
tonight we didn't manage that. We have to learn from that." 

Carolina scored three goals in a span of 2:21 in the first 
period. 

Geekie's first goal of the season came on the power play 
when he tipped Bean's shot from the center point to make it 
1-0 at 9:06. Geekie was playing his first NHL game since 
Feb. 11. 

"It's good to watch some games from [the press box], get a 
different point of view," the forward said. "I was just going out 
there every day, trying to get back in the lineup and do what I 
can." 

Brock McGinn one-timed a pass from Warren Foegele in the 
right face-off circle for a 2-0 lead at 11:11. On the next shift, 
Svechnikov carried the puck behind the Nashville net and fed 
Hamilton driving the slot for a 3-0 lead at 11:27. It was his 
first goal in 17 games and extended his point streak to seven 
games (one goal, eight assists). 

"It was a couple bad minutes," Nashville coach John Hynes 
said. "We came in on the defensive-zone coverage and we 
had guys in the slot, but we didn't pick up [Hamilton]. Right 
away, it's 3-0 from there." 

Geekie's second goal on the power play pushed the lead to 
4-0 at 8:50 of the second period. Rinne stopped Geekie's 
wrist shot, but the rebound went in off Ekholm's skate. 

The 22-year-old rookie was assigned to the Chicago of the 
American Hockey League for two games in February and 
scored four goals and an assist. 

"He's a very mature guy," said Bean, who played two 
seasons in the AHL with Geekie. "He took it really well. 
Obviously, he took his time in the American League and took 
full advantage of it to get confidence, and it showed tonight." 
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Martin Necas made it 5-0 on the power play when he 
redirected Svechnikov's pass to the slot at 4:38 of the third 
period. Rinne was pulled after the goal. 

"I thought five was enough," Hynes said. "[Rinne] made 
some big saves later in the second, but after five with that 
much time left in the period, it was an opportunity to give him 
a break and give [Kaskisuo] an opportunity to come in and 
play." 

Cousins scored on a wrist shot to make it 5-1 at 15:28. 

NOTES: Kaskisuo played his second NHL game. He made 
his NHL debut with the Toronto Maple Leafs in a 6-1 loss at 

the Pittsburgh Penguins on Nov. 16, 2019. … Predators 
defenseman Mark Borowiecki sustained an upper-body injury 
in the first period. There was no update after the game. ... 
Carolina was 3-for-3 on the power play and has scored a 
power-play goal in seven straight games. They are 12-for-25 
(48.0 percent) in that span. … The Hurricanes won seven 
straight games for the first time since Feb. 5 - March 4, 2010. 
… Hamilton is tied with St. Louis Blues forward David Perron 
(four goals, five assists) for the longest active point streak in 
the NHL. … Hamilton had an assist in his seventh straight 
game; Zarley Zalapski (1992-93) was the last 
Hurricanes/Hartford Whalers player to do so.

 

 

Geekie scores twice as Hurricanes pound Predators 5-1 

By Bob Sutton 

RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Morgan Geekie scored his first two 
goals of the season and the Carolina Hurricanes used a 
rapid-fire scoring spree in the first period to defeat the 
Nashville Predators 5-1 on Thursday night. 

Geekie posted the game’s first and fourth goals. His opening 
tally began a span of three goals by the Hurricanes in less 
than 2½ minutes. 

Geekie was in the lineup for the first time in exactly a month. 

“I was just going out there every day trying to get back in the 
lineup and do what I can,” he said. 

Brock McGinn, Dougie Hamilton and Martin Necas also 
scored for the Hurricanes, who have won seven games in a 
row. Jake Bean and Andrei Svechnikov each had two 
assists. 

Eleven Carolina players scored at least one goal during the 
team’s perfect four-game homestand. McGinn and Hamilton 
had their first goals during that stretch, but Geekie gained 
most of the attention in the latest result. 

“You don’t expect that type of performance,” Hurricanes 
coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “We needed it. We’re going to 
need it moving forward.” 

James Reimer made 15 of his 32 saves in the first period. He 
was denied his first shutout of the season when Nick 
Cousins scored with 4:32 left. 

Pekka Rinne, who has played in six straight contests for 
Nashville, stopped 18 shots before exiting after the game’s 
fifth goal. 

Geekie’s first goal came by redirecting Bean’s delivery on a 
power play. McGinn and Hamilton had goals 16 seconds 
apart, with the Hurricanes scoring on half of their six first-
period shots. 

“Even when we’re not having great periods, we’re finding 
ways to win,” Bean said. 

Bean’s second assist came on Geekie’s other goal. They’re 
former roommates in the minor leagues. 

“Kudos for him finding a lane on the first one and finding me 
on the second one, too,” Geekie said. 

The Predators couldn’t recover from the first-period 
mistakes. 

“It was a couple of bad minutes,” Predators coach John 
Hynes said. “I thought prior to the penalty we had carried the 
play.” 

The Hurricanes franchise produced a 4-0-0 homestand for 
only the second time in 36 years. 

GEEKIE’S GOODS  

Geekie registered a point in a home game for the first time. 
His four points last season came in road outings. 

Geekie, a 22-year-old center, was in his 10th game of the 
season for Carolina.  

“Hopefully it shows we’ve got a lot of good players and some 
depth,” Brind’Amour said. “Everybody has to step up a little 
bit and Morgan did tonight for us.” 

Geekie was on the ice because of an injury to center Vincent 
Trocheck. Brind’Amour said earlier Thursday that Trocheck, 
who leads the team with 13 goals, wouldn’t play. 

PREDATORS IN PREDICAMENT 

The Predators made more lineup changes with defenseman 
Dante Fabbro serving a two-game suspension. He was 
forced to sit out by the NHL after an elbow to the head of 
McGinn in Tuesday night’s game. 

Fabbro had been one of four Nashville players to appear in 
every game this season. 
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Defenseman Ben Harpur was added back to the lineup, 
appearing in his eighth game of the season. Defenseman 
Alexandre Carrier stayed on the blue line for his fourth game 
of the season and eighth of his career. 

The shortage was compounded when defenseman Mark 
Borowiecki exited with a first-period injury after logging less 
than 6 ½ minutes. 

“If you look at the defensemen, I think there was an 
adjustment,” Hynes said of the youth at the position. “It is an 
adjustment when young guys come into the lineup.” 

ABOUT THAT NUMBER 

Hurricanes defenseman Jaccob Slavin and center Cedric 
Paquette both appeared in their 400th career NHL games 
Thursday.  

For Slavin, they’ve all come with the Hurricanes. Paquette 
joined the organization earlier this season in a trade from 
Ottawa. 

UP NEXT 

Predators: Head to Tampa Bay to play Saturday and Sunday 
in the fourth and fifth games of an eight-game road trip. 

Hurricanes: Go to Detroit for games Sunday and Tuesday.

 

 

 

Seventh heaven: Canes extend win streak in rout of Predators 

The Hurricanes dominated Nashville despite being without 
the services of Vincent Trocheck Thursday night.  

By Andrew Schnittker  

The Carolina Hurricanes are on some kind of a roll right now. 
Thursday night against Nashville, the team rolled to its 
seventh straight victory and longest win streak since the 
2009-10 season, topping the Predators 5-1 at PNC Arena.  

Despite being without the services of their leading scorer in 
Vincent Trocheck, the Canes had no trouble generating 
waves of pressure against the Predators in one of their most 
complete games of the season.  

Morgan Geekie scored his first two goals of the season in his 
first appearance since Feb. 11, calling back to his explosive 
NHL debut around this time of year last season. Martin 
Necas, Brock McGinn and Dougie Hamilton also scored for 
Carolina. Hamilton also added a third-period assists, giving 
him helpers in seven straight games and tying him with 
Zarley Zalapski for the longest assist streak by a 
defenseman in franchise history. Andrei Svechnikov and 
Jake Bean both tallied two assists.  

The Hurricanes’ were once again lights out on special teams, 
as the red-hot power play scored for the seventh straight 
game and went 3 for 3, and the penalty kill was successful 
the only time it was called upon.  

James Reimer didn’t see an overly high volume of action, but 
was there to make big stops when called upon, especially 
early, stopping 32 of 33 Nashville shots.  

Following a bit of a sluggish start that saw Reimer called 
upon to make some early sharp saves, the Hurricanes’ 
power play got them going and on the board about nine 
minutes into the first. With time ticking down on the man 
advantage, Bean let go a point shot that Geekie, entering the 

lineup for the injured Vincent Trocheck, tipped home for his 
first of the season and first NHL goal on home ice. 

That kickstarted an absolute onslaught of three goals in 2:21 
for the Hurricanes, as Brock McGinn one-timed home a feed 
from Warren Foegele to make it 2-0, and Dougie Hamilton 
then snapped a 16-game goal drought and extended his 
point streak to seven games with his second of the season to 
put the Hurricanes up by three.  

The Canes roared into the second period, with sustained 
shift after sustained shift in the Nashville zone. They were 
rewarded with a power play about seven minutes in, and 
again cashed in on the tail end of it, with Geekie knocking in 
another feed from Bean.  

The second period was, minus the scoring barrage, a much 
better 20 minutes for the Hurricanes, as the team absolutely 
dominated possession with sustained shift after sustained 
shift in Nashville’s zone, and had numerous scoring chances, 
including a breakaway for Martin Necas. Rinne was up to the 
task, however, and the Canes took a four-goal lead into the 
locker room.  

The Canes’ power play struck again early in the third period, 
as Necas atoned for a miss with a wide-open net a few 
minutes earlier by tipping home a centering feed from 
Svechnikov to make it a 5-0 game.  

Predators forward Nick Cousins broke Reimer’s shutout with 
four minutes and change to play, but it was a case of too 
little, too late.  

The Canes are now a perfect 6-0-0 in the month of March, 
and will look to extend their win streak to eight games with a 
visit to Detroit Sunday.
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They said it: Geekie, Bean, Reimer, Brind’Amour on win over Predators 

James Reimer, Jake Bean, Morgan Geekie and Rod 
Brind’Amour spoke to the media following a 5-1 win over 
Nashville. 

By Andrew Schnittker and Alec_Sawyer 

Despite being without their leading scorer in Vincent 
Trocheck Thursday night, the Canes topped the Nashville 
Predators 5-1 for their seventh straight win.  

A number of players stepped up with big performance, 
including two goals from Morgan Geekie, two assists from 
Jake Bean and 32 saves from James Reimer. Geekie, Bean, 
Reimer and rod Brind’Amour spoke to the media after the 
game, here’s a full breakdown of everything they had to say:  

Rod Brind’Amour 

On putting Morgan Geekie on the power play: Just injuries. 
Obviously with [Trocheck] being out, and then we had to 
move [Martin Necas] up to the first group. So there was a 
hole there, and he’s played in the past. Last year he was on 
that group. So it was a really easy decision, we needed a 
right-hand shot there. 

On winning without injured players: You hope it shows that 
we’ve got a lot of good players and some depth. Obviously 
we need it right now with all the guys we have out. So it’s not 
ideal. You’d like to have your full group, but not many teams 
in the league do right now. That’s the way it is with so many 
games stacked in. Injuries start creeping in. You’re going to 
have to have depth to be successful this year. 

On the possibility of having more fans for playoff games: 
That’s a long ways off, so it’s tough to talk about that. But we 
obviously would hope that things keep getting better and 
that’s a possibility to be talking about, that’s for sure. I think 
we’d all love to have fans in the building, obviously. Even 
with the little amount that we’re allowed in now, there’s a 
definite feel. You can feel the emotion a little bit. But I can 
only imagine it would be a pretty good day when we could 
pack it in here again. 

On Morgan Geekie: It’s huge. You obviously don’t expect 
that type of performance, but obviously we needed. We’re 
going to need it moving forward with injuries and we’ve got a 
lot of key guys. Everybody has to step up a little bit. Morgan 
did tonight for us, and hopefully it’s another guy a different 
night. That’s the way it has to be. 

Morgan Geekie 

On if March is his favorite month: My dad’s birthday is in 
March, so you could attribute it to that I guess. No, I guess it 
was just a good coincidence this year.  

On how tough staying patient without playing has been: 
Obviously some days are better than others. The 
organization has been great. My teammates have been 
great. It’s good to watch some games from up there, get a 
different point of view kind of thing. You see a little bit more 
and slow it down. I was just going out there every day trying 
to get back in the lineup and do what I can.  

On his chemistry with Jake Bean: Yeah, for sure. We were 
together in Charlotte, like you said. We actually lived 

together our first year in Charlotte, our first year together. It’s 
awesome. He’s a great player. He sees the ice really well 
and can definitely get pucks through. Kudos to him to find a 
lane on the first one and find me on the second one, too. 
He’s a great player. He’s gonna have a great career. It’s 
awesome.  

James Reimer 

On the team’s ability to take over games: We were pretty 
opportunistic tonight, especially early. When you get up by a 
couple goals it’s nice, especially as a goalie. It’s nice when 
the boys are out there fighting for you. And then we came out 
in the second period and kind of dominated the game and 
took it over. We didn’t really give them a sniff. I think that’s 
what you want to do. Even if it’s by one goal, but especially if 
it’s by a couple, you just want to keep on them and keep 
them in the pocket and keep grinding and shove it down their 
throat. Take away any easy ones and their will to keep going.  

On what it says about the team to dominate a game like this 
without some key players: At the same time we have to look 
at their team, too. They’re missing a few key guys too, right? 
That kind of seems like the story of this year. There’s gonna 
be adversity. You’re gonna be missing big players. It’s just a 
matter of who wants it more, or who wants to play their game 
better. I thought tonight we obviously came out and got a 
couple ones early and took over for the last 40. I thought we 
played our structure really well. I think that’s what it takes. 
When you’re missing guys, you’ve got to play your game. I 
thought we did that pretty well tonight.  

On how he is holding up with the condensed schedule: When 
you’re splitting [time], the workload isn’t too bad. You get 
your rest and you’re ready when you get back in there. A 
condensed schedule is tough. I think I mentioned it after the 
last Nashville game, but I think what’s hardest is not being 
able to make tweaks in your game if there’s something you 
think is a little off or what not. You get in what you can, but 
it’s definitely not the amount that you would in past years. I 
think the condensed schedule really takes that away from 
your coaching staff and the technical side of your game.  

Jake Bean 

On seeing Morgan Geekie get two goals and the chemistry 
they have together: Yeah, absolutely. Obviously we played 
together in the American League, and he played that spot on 
the power play in junior and tri-city as well. He’s a good 
player. He’s a great player. I’m really happy to see a couple 
of those go in for him.  

On how the team is playing right now: I think the team is 
playing well right now. I think what’s going well right now is 
that even when we’re not having great periods we are finding 
ways to win. Even when it’s not perfect and it’s not the way 
we want to play, we’re finding ways to win. That’s always a 
good thing. If we can put it together as much as we can, we 
always have a chance to win every night.  

On what Morgan Geekie is going through and how he has 
stayed patient:I know exactly how he is feeling. He’s a very 
mature guy. He took it really well. He works really hard. 
Obviously he took his time in the American League when he 
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went down there and took full advantage of it to get 
confidence. It showed tonight.  

On if he was looking for Geekie’s stick on Carolina’s first 
goal: I knew he was there. I didn’t see his stick exactly. I 

knew we had two guys in front, and I didn’t have [Brett 
Pesce] or a guy on the right flank, so I thought I’d throw one 
in there. [Geekie] is a special player, so he put that in pretty 
nicely.

 

 

 

The Secret To Vincent Trocheck's Resurgence is… 

He was a lost soul for a couple seasons after returning far 
too early from a gruesome injury. Now Trocheck is the 
healthiest he's been in years and producing at his max 
potential. 

By Matt Larkin 

This is what the real Vincent Trocheck looks like. It’s good to 
see him, because, really, we hadn’t for a good two years 
before this season. 

Technically, Trocheck played NHL hockey in 2018-19 and 
2019-20, but it wasn’t really him. He was, literally, a partially 
broken version of himself. He shouldn’t have even been on 
the ice, but he couldn’t stay away. He was simply too 
competitive. 

The gruesome injury, sustained in November 2018 when he 
was the Florida Panthers’ second-line center, is burned into 
many minds: an awkward fall onto his leg, Trocheck 
screaming in pain, being stretched off the ice. It was reported 
at the time as a broken ankle, but he describes it today as 
something far more serious. 

“Broke my fibula, pretty clean in half almost, and it took a 
while,” Trocheck said. “Surgery to put plates and pins in, the 
whole nine yards.” 

He somehow returned after 27 games but was a shell of 
himself. He scored just seven goals in 37 games to close out 
the year, a 15-goal pace over a full season. In the three 
seasons prior, he averaged 27 goals per 82 games. The 
injury took a major mental toll on someone known as an 
aggressive and fearless forechecker, physical for his size at 
5-foot-10 and 183 pounds. He felt apprehensive going to the 
dirty areas of the ice. He was afraid to put himself in a 
vulnerable position. And it wasn’t just because he worried 
about re-injuring himself. It was because he was still injured. 

“I am a competitive player, so I want to be out there helping 
my teammates, and I came back a little bit too soon,” 
Trocheck said. “That was 100 percent on me, but after that 
season it wasn’t exactly healed, and I didn’t give it enough 
time to fully heal, and it carried over into the following 
season. 
 
“Then I broke my other leg the following season, and it all 
just kind of spiralled into a big disaster of injuries that didn’t 
need to happen.” 

After Trocheck didn’t miss a game between 2016-17 and 
2017-18, two leg injuries limited him to 55 and 62 games 

across his next two seasons, and he simply wasn’t the same 
player. He lost his speed, and it anguished him. He couldn’t 
impact the game the way he did before the traumatic injuries. 

Trocheck’s placement in 5-on-5 play from 2015-16 through 
2017-18 among 412 forwards with at least 1,000 minutes 
played: 

Goals/60: 74th percentile 

Primary assists/60: 64th percentile 

Points/60: 75th percentile 

Shots/60: 79th percentile 

Individual shot attempts per 60: 79th percentile 

Trocheck was solidly established as a high-end No. 2 center. 
From 2018-19 through 2019-20, his two injury-shortened 
seasons: 

Goals/60: 11th percentile 

Primary assists/60: 79th percentile 

Points/60: 41st percentile 

Shots/60: 66th percentile 

Individual shot attempts per 60: 77th percentile 

He wasn’t creating plays at the same level, not even after the 
Carolina Hurricanes acquired him at the trade deadline last 
year. But the COVID-19 layoff gave him extra time to heal, 
as did a protracted 2020 off-season that bled into January 
2021. And the real Vincent Trocheck, the truly healthy one, 
stepped on the ice to open this season. 

Trocheck’s 13 goals in 24 games tie him for seventh in the 
NHL. He’s averaging a point per game and tied for 23rd in 
league scoring.  

“The confidence is there right now,” he said. “Any time you 
are able to produce, the confidence comes with it. I don’t 
know if you can say that I had an inkling that something 
different was going to happen. I always go into the season 
with confidence. I always feel good about myself after a 
summer of off-season training. I think this year was just 
getting more comfortable with the team I am on and getting 
more comfortable with both my linemates and my 
teammates.”  
 
“He’s figured out how we need to play,” Hurricanes coach 
Rod Brind’Amour told media on a Zoom call earlier this 
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week. “I think he’s found a home. It’s no different than any 
job: when you’re feeling good about yourself and where you 
fit, I think you have success. Obviously you don’t expect him 
to score at this rate, but we’ll take it for as long as we can.” 

Trocheck is generating the most scoring chances and most 
high-danger chances of his career at 5-on-5, achieving great 
chemistry with linemates Nino Niederreiter and Martin 
Necas.  

“Necas is just a very talented young kid, lotta speed, lotta 
skill,” Trocheck said. “Nino is a really smart hockey player. 
He plays his strengths very well. He’s good at getting the 
puck back for me and ‘Neshy.’ He is able to find the open 
areas and put himself in a good position to score. The three 
of us have basically been working together to find a good 
balance of chemistry, and it took a little bit, but we got to that 
point where we feel comfortable with each other. We know 
where we are going to be at certain times and what style of 
hockey we need to play in order to produce.” 

Trocheck, 27, is signed through the end of next season at a 
$4.75-million AAV and established as an important piece on 
a legitimate Stanley Cup contender. He experienced a sense 
of loss when he was traded from Florida last year, as he 
believed he "grew into the man he is today" during his seven 
seasons there, and he made lifelong friends as a Panther. 

But he also felt, hockey wise, that he wasn’t a fit there 
anymore, so he welcomed the change. And he loves playing 
for Brind’Amour.  

“He’s very easy to play for,” Trocheck said. “You know what 
he wants out of you. He wants you to work hard, and if you 
work hard, you get rewarded for it. He’s just the kind of guy 
you want to win for. He comes into the locker room, and he’s 
very passionate about the game and makes it very easy.” 

Trocheck is passionate, too. He has that feeling back, even 
though he has other passions in life. Growing up in 
Pittsburgh, he played competitive baseball into his teens as a 
catcher. He remains a diehard Pirates fan (our condolences, 
Vincent). His father, Vince Sr., is an accomplished jazz 
musician who plays alto saxophone and got a scholarship to 
the University of Miami. And Trocheck himself is a true music 
lover who grew up playing the piano. But those other 
passions were always secondary to hockey. There was 
nothing he wanted more than to be an NHLer.  
 
That’s probably why he couldn’t help but keep playing even 
on a broken leg. He loves the game too much. It’s also a big 
reason why he’s soaking up the happiness of good health 
and career-best production in 2020-21.

 

 

 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article249826598.html 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article249871173.html 

https://theathletic.com/2443636/2021/03/12/lebrun-trade-fits-these-6-contenders-should-explore-ahead-of-nhl-deadline/ 
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/03/hurricanes-use-3-goal-surge-to-overwhelm-predators/ 

https://www.wralsportsfan.com/gold-canes-centers-of-attention/19569942/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-quick-strikes-power-play-push-canes-past-predators/c-322398646 

https://www.nhl.com/news/nashville-predators-carolina-hurricanes-game-recap/c-321416424 
https://apnews.com/article/martin-necas-carolina-hurricanes-morgan-geekie-nhl-pekka-rinne-a54072bd0692949aaa40b0cb9d9c297b 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/11/22326570/carolina-hurricanes-nashville-predators-morgan-geekie-martin-necas-dougie-hamilton-brock-
mcginn 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/11/22326626/rod-brindamour-jake-bean-morgan-geekie-james-reimer-carolina-hurricanes 
https://www.si.com/hockey/news/the-secret-to-vincent-trochecks-resurgence-is 
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Geekie scores twice as Canes roll past Nashville Predators 5-1 for 7th 
win in a row 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

MARCH 11, 2021 06:26 PM  

 

Vincent Trocheck was not able to play for the Carolina Hurricanes on 
Thursday, and Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said that would be a “big 
blow.” 

With Trocheck out and injured, Morgan Geekie came off the taxi squad. 
He was listed as the fourth-line center in his 10th game of the season 
and his first since Feb. 11. . 

And Geekie then played, well, like Trocheck, scoring twice on the power 
play as the Canes rolled past the Nashville Predators 5-1 at PNC Arena 
for their seventh straight victory. 

The Canes (19-6-1) now have surged into first place in the Central 
Division with 39 points, one point ahead of Tampa Bay and Florida. 
Tampa Bay was beaten 6-4 in Detroit by the Red Wings on Thursday. 

With Trocheck out, Brind’Amour moved Martin Necas to the first power-
play unit and had Geekie on the second unit. Geekie then scored a first-
period power play, deflecting a Jake Bean shot in the slot much like 
Trocheck often has this season. 

In the second period, Geekie scored again just as a Canes power play 
ended, again off a Bean pass, his shot hitting Preds goalie Pekka Rinne, 
bouncing off defenseman Mattias Elkholm and past Rinne. Just like that 
he had his second goal of the season and the Canes a 4-0 lead. 

“It’s huge,” Brind’Amour said. “You obviously don’t expect that type of 
performance, but obviously we needed it. We’re going to need it moving 
forward with the injuries we’ve got.” 

Trocheck leads the Canes with 13 goals. The Canes also are without 
forward Teuvo Teravainen, who continues to try and fully recover from a 
concussion. 

But the Predators (11-5-1) have their own injury problems. They were 
undone by Canes’ first-period scoring binge -- Geekie, Brock McGinn and 
Dougie Hamilton scored in a span of 2:21 -- and the goaltending of the 
Canes’ James Reimer, who made 15 of his 32 saves in the opening 
period in picking up his 12th win of the season and 170th of his career. 

Reimer’s bid for his first shutout of the season ended on Nick Cousins’ 
goal with 4:32 remaining in the third. 

“They’re missing a few guys, too,” Reimer said of the Preds. “That kind of 
seems like the story this year. There’s going to be adversity. You’re going 
to be missing key players. It’s a matter of who wants it more or who 
wants to play their game better.” 

Geekie wanted it. Ineffective when used early in the season, he was 
assigned to the Chicago Wolves of the American Hockey League on Feb. 

19. He responded with four goals and an assist in two games and was 
named the AHL player of the week, earning an immediate recall to the 
Canes. 

And then sat. Practiced, but sat. And watched and waited. 

“I know exactly how he was feeling,” said Bean, who has been in and out 
of the lineup. “He’s a very mature guy. He took it really well.” 

Not that it easy. 

“Obviously some days are better than others,” Geekie said. “The 
organization has been great, my teammates have been great. It’s good to 
watch some games ... and get a different point of view kind of thing. You 
can see a bit more, slow it down.” 

When Trocheck couldn’t go Thursday, Geekie was ready. In addition to 
his two-goal game, he won 12 of 15 draws in being named the game’s 
first star. 

The Canes, 10-1-1 at home this season, checked nearly all the boxes 
this night. They had three power-play goals -- Necas scored in the third -- 
and have 12 in their seven-game win streak. It’s the first time since the 
2008-09 season they’ve had power-play goals in seven consecutive 
games. 

The Canes killed off their lone penalty. Bean and Andrei Svechnikov 
each had two assists. Reimer did the job in net. 

The Canes also found time to salute defenseman Jaccob Slavin and 
forward Cedric Paquette as both played their 400th career NHL games. 

It’s part of Brind’Amour’s job to worry about the injuries and missed 
games. But the Canes were too good and played through it Thursday. 

“You’d like to have your full group but not many teams in the league do 
right now,” he said. “You’re going to have to have depth to be successful 
this year.” 
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He’s 32 and approaching 1,000 NHL games but the Canes’ Jordan Staal 
still going strong 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

MARCH 11, 2021 09:27 AM 

 

That Jordan Staal’s first career NHL goal came shorthanded probably 
surprises no one. 

Playing for the Pittsburgh Penguins, the rookie center knocked away a 
pass by Jaromir Jagr of the New York Rangers, took off down the ice on 
a shorthanded breakaway and beat goalie Henrik Lundqvist with a quick 
forehand. 
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It was Oct. 12, 2006, at New York’s Madison Square Garden. Staal was 
18 and playing in his third NHL game. It was the first of seven 
shorthanded goals that season for the Pens’ first-round draft pick. It was 
hustle play, pure and simple, by No. 11. 

One replay has a TV announcer talking about Staal’s “long, powerful 
strides.” As first NHL goals go, it was a keeper. 

Flash forward to Tuesday night against Nashville at PNC Arena. Staal, 
captain of the Carolina Hurricanes, was playing in his 984th NHL game. 
He’s 32, still a young man but with a lot of NHL miles under him in his 
15th season. But he played almost 23 minutes in the game against the 
Predators. 

The game was in overtime. First, Canes defenseman Jaccob Slavin got a 
stick on the puck to foil a 2-on-1 by the Predators. Forward Martin Necas 
chased after it in the corner, hounding the Preds’ Calle Jarnkrok to flip 
the puck up the boards toward Eeli Tolvanen. 

But the puck bounced past Tolvanen. There was Staal, on his way up the 
ice with long, powerful strides, all but ignoring Tolvanen’s futile attempts 
behind him to hit his stick, the puck, Staal, anything. Tolvanen at that 
moment was a mild irritant. 

Staal didn’t hesitate, powering a forehand past goalie Pekka Rinne. Ball 
game. For the Canes (18-6-1), the 3-2 victory was their sixth straight win. 

“I looked over and I didn’t see much for a pass,” Staal said after the 
game. “I thought I had a decent angle for getting a good shot. It went in, 
so I’m happy with it.” 

That was Staal’s somewhat clinical assessment of a play and shot -- of 
his 235th career goal -- that had the 2,900 or so fans at PNC Arena on 
their feet and loud. They were happy with it, too. 

Staal was mobbed on the ice by his teammates. Somewhere in the pile 
was a player who might be 32 but felt more like 22 at the moment, 
smiling, still something of a kid at heart although a father at home and a 
strong captain of his hockey team. 

Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour appreciates the effort to be good, to be 
consistent. Brind’Amour once had the “C” as the Canes captain. He 
played center. He did a lot of the dirty work, scoring some big goals but 
also killing penalties and winning key faceoffs and making the smaller 
plays that can be vital in victory. 

Asked Tuesday about Staal’s overtime winner, Brind’Amour mentioned 
“two or three unbelievable back-checks that will go unnoticed.” They 
were the kind of plays Brind’Amour made so often as a player and never 
fails to notice as a coach. 

Last season, before the NHL suspended the regular season because of 
the pandemic, Staal had eight goals and 27 points in 68 games. He had 
two power-play goals and an assist. 

This season began with a setback. After the opener against Detroit, Staal 
tested positive for COVID-19 and went into quarantine. In his mind, he 
also was responsible for spreading the virus to other teammates. 

Whatever his motivation or drive since his return, he now has 10 goals 
and 22 points in 23 games. Given more power-play time by Brind’Amour, 
Staal has five power-play goals and it was his second-period score 
Tuesday that began a Canes’ comeback. 

“He’s got confidence,” Brind’Amour said. “I think he feels good about his 
game and that’s a big part of it. It’s just the nature of the game. You 
validate everything. You look at the stat sheet and say, ‘Oh, I’m playing 
good because I’m scoring goals.’ With him, it was tough to keep telling 
him ‘you’re playing great’ when he looks at the stat sheet the past couple 
of years and he’s not producing. 

“But I don’t see a big difference in his game. I just see the puck going in 
for him and he feels great about it, which probably says enough.” 
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Detroit Red Wings weather comeback for first regulation win over 
Lightning since 2015 

 

HELENE ST. JAMES   

 

The Detroit Red Wings hung on to celebrate a rare victory against one of 
the best teams in the NHL. 

They weathered a late surge by the Tampa Bay Lightning on Thursday at 
Little Caesars Arena to win, 6-4, against defending Stanley Cup 
champions. It’s the first time since Nov. 3, 2015 that the Wings beat the 
Lightning in regulation in the regular season. 

Jonathan Bernier’s 40 saves included stopping a slap shot from Mikhail 
Sergachev during a two-man Tampa power play. Brayden Point scored 
two goals 1:14 apart in the third period, the second time with Tampa’s 
goalie on the bench. Vladislav Namestnikov secured the victory with an 
empty net goal with 20 seconds to play. 

Filip Zadina and Filip Hronek each contributed two assists, and Sam 
Gagner picked up his 300th career assist. 

Troy Stecher got the scoring started midway through the first period. 
Dylan Larkin provided the second lead and Anthony Mantha scored a 
minute after Steven Stamkos converted on a power play. Luke 
Glendening scored from below the goal line in the opening minute of the 
second period and Robby Fabbri added to the fun four minutes later. 

The Wings took five penalties in the second period, including one for 
fighting on Adam Erne after he was KO’ed by Barclay Goodrow. That 
one, at least, was offsetting, and Tampa’s fourth straight power play was 
cut short a minute in when Alex Killorn was called for slashing. Still, 
Bernier had to make 13 saves in the period. 

The Wings (8-16-4) next play Sunday against the Carolina Hurricanes. 

Stecher returns 

Stecher appeared for the first time since suffering a lower-body injury 
Feb. 19, prompting the Wings to go with seven defensemen and 11 
forwards. He scored his first goal of the season at 8:31 of the first period, 
taking a feed from Gagner and firing a puck that hit the crossbar and 
sank in behind Curtis McElhinney. That was Gagner’s third assist in three 
straight games. Zadina also assisted to extend his point streak to three 
games. 

Larkin leads 

It was Larkin’s second game since being sidelined multiple games by an 
upper-body injury. He provided a lead at 12:12 of the first period, about a 
minute after Sergachev had tied it. Hronek had the puck at the bottom of 
the right circle when he found Larkin in the slot, and Larkin buried the 
puck for his sixth goal of the season. Larkin went through a quiet stretch 
in February, with just three points in 12 games, but has looked better 
since having to rest for a bit with the injury. 

Mantha moves 

Mantha assisted on Larkin’s goal, and scored at 14:56 of the first period. 
It was the first time in 27 games this season Mantha has tallied a multi-
point game. He and Jan Rutta crashed into the crease on the play and 
the Lightning challenged goaltender interference, which officials 
determined didn't happen. Mantha was denied on a breakaway midway 
through the the third period, and set up Namestnikov's goal. Seeing 
Mantha so engaged is a much-welcomed sight for the Wings after a 
lethargic start to the season. 
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No flying octopi, but 750 fans thrilled to watch Detroit Red Wings in 
person 

 

CARLOS MONARREZ   

 

Hello, Hockeytown. 

Welcome back. It has been awhile. Three hundred sixty-four days to be 
exact. But who’s counting? 

Yep, it had been almost exactly one year since the Detroit Red Wings 
hosted a sizable gathering and lost to the Carolina Hurricanes, 5-2, on 
March 10, 2020 before 17,511 fans at Little Caesars Arena. 

The Wings have had some fans at games this season. But the crowd of 
750 fans at Tuesday’s 4-3 overtime loss to the Tampa Bay Lightning 
marked the first time honest-to-goodness fans could buy tickets to watch 
their beloved 11-time Stanley Cup champions skate, spit, sweat, score 
and scrap. 

Tuesday also marked the most fans to watch the Wings at LCA since 
COVID-19 shut down the sports world shortly after their loss to Carolina, 
and curbed attendance at sports venues across the country. 

And let me tell you something about Tuesday: It was glorious. It was 
beautiful. Sure, 750 people scattered throughout an arena meant for 
19,515 doesn’t look like much. 

But watching those people come to their feet to applaud Dylan Larkin’s 
snap-shot goal off a great feed from Robby Fabbri, or roar their approval 
of Anthony Mantha’s fight with Erik Cernak in an inspired second period 
was not only joyful, but also a welcome sight few of us have seen in the 
past year. 

I’ve covered Tigers games at Comerica Park and Lions games at Ford 
Field, either with no fans at all or just a smattering of friends and family of 
the team. But Tuesday was different because there was finally a 
contingent of fans who could make enough noise to be heard. 

A few minutes before fans were let into the arena, Anthony Moldovan 
and Tammy Pitylak sat outside the LCA entrance. The Romulus couple 
arrived downtown early to eat at Harry’s Detroit Bar and Grill before 
heading to the stadium clad in their Wings, Tigers and Lions gear. 

They eagerly waited to walk through the LCA doors for the first time since 
they attended the home opener against Dallas on Oct. 5, 2019. That’s 
521 days. And that’s way too long for someone like Moldovan who has 
followed the Wings from Olympia Stadium to Joe Louis Arena to LCA. 

“Very excited just to be here,” Moldovan said. “I miss hockey. I’m a fan of 
old-time hockey in the ’70s.” 

During the intermissions on the concourse, there were familiar moments 
of the normal bustle of fans lining up for food and merchandise. But that 
only occurred in clusters because most of the concession areas were 
closed, giving the arena a half-normal, half-ghost town feel along the 
concourse. 

“It feels a little odd,” said Jeff Wills of Rochester. “The amount of people 
here is a lot less than I’m used to. Even when they’re not playing as 
good, like right now, it’s still pretty packed.” 

Roughly 500 tickets ranging from about $75 to $125 went on sale last 
week for each of the Wings’ eight home games in March. Chris Granger, 
Ilitch Holdings’ group president for sports and entertainment, said the 

vast majority of those tickets were sold within 24 hours and were almost 
sold out within 48 hours — for a team going through a lengthy rebuild 
and at the bottom of the standings. 

“I think all of us are looking for some return to normalcy,” Granger said. 
“And I think the opportunity to go to live sporting events provides us with 
a bit of an escape, a bit of a return of normalcy, and a bit of fresh air and 
fun during a really difficult last 12 months for the world.” 

It’s hard to remember what normal was. At a Wings game, it meant an 
octopus on the ice in the playoffs and nearly 20,000 people singing 
Journey’s "Don’t Stop Believin'." It also meant Karen Newman belting out 
the national anthem, which she did Tuesday to a standing ovation. One 
girl held a homemade sign that read, “We Missed You” with the numbers 
of Larkin and goalie Thomas Greiss. 

Sometimes, playing the defending champs is enough to get a team 
going. But it helps to have a few friendly faces cheering you on. 

“Yeah, absolutely,” Larkin said of the fans’ energy and presence. “Some 
fans coming back, it was great to see them and great to see them 
socially distanced and spread out. Saw a lot of kids at the game. 

“So it’s exciting to have us moving in the right direction. And the rink staff 
are doing everything they can to make it safe for them, for the fans to 
enjoy the game. So it was great to have them back tonight.” 

Coach Jeff Blashill said Tuesday’s game was a step closer to having 
more fans in the stadium. 

“If we can continue to take gradual steps to getting more people in the 
building, it’s a better game,” he said. “I think part of what makes sports 
special is the interaction with the fans. The momentum that fans give is 
special. 

“We’ve had to play in empty arenas and if anybody says it’s the same, 
they’re lying. It’s not the same. When fans are in the building, it’s way 
better. I think the increase in fans tonight was great, and hopefully we 
can keep taking steps towards that.” 

No one knows what’s going to happen. Moldovan jumped at the chance 
to attend Tuesday’s game because he was worried a COVID spike on St. 
Patrick’s Day next week might lead to another shutdown. Granger isn’t 
sure of the plan for April ticket sales, though he said, “If and when the 
capacity is allowed to increase, we’ll be ready for it.” 

For now, Granger said, the overarching concern for the Wings is to focus 
on safety as they reintroduce fans to their venue. The team has worked 
closely with the NHL and every other pro league as well as college sports 
and venues around the country to learn what works best as fans return. 

“Beyond that, it’s fun to come back to a game,” Granger said. “It’s also a 
unique experience to come to a game when there are so few people 
there who are allowed to the venue. 

“So I think what you’ll find is the people who are coming to the games are 
having a great time because it is such a different experience. It’s 
something they haven’t been able to do for some time and people are 
really enjoying it.” 

After the first period, fans emerged from their seats and walked around 
the concourse. Little kids stumbled around following their parents. 
Families and friends huddled and talked. Many searched for food and 
drink options. Just about everyone had smiles on their faces when I 
asked Wills what he missed most after watching his first period of hockey 
since he attended a 3-1 win over the Boston Bruins on Feb. 9, 2020. 

“Just the atmosphere and just trying to get back,” he said. “I know there’s 
not many people but it’s still a chance to watch some hockey and watch 
the Wings play.” 

On Tuesday, that was more than enough. 
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Detroit Red Wings 6, Tampa Bay Lightning 4: Game thread recap 

 

TYLER J. DAVIS   

 

Detroit Red Wings (7-16-4) vs. Tampa Bay Lightning (18-4-2) 

When: 7:30 p.m. Thursday. 

Where: Little Caesars Arena. 

TV: Fox Sports Detroit Plus. 

Radio: 97.1 FM (Red Wings radio affiliates). 

• Box score  

Game notes: The first-place Lightning beat the last-place Red Wings, 4-3 
(OT), on Tuesday. The Lightning have lost just once in their past eight 
games. ... For the second time this season, fans will be in attendance for 
a Wings game. After finishing this two-game set, Detroit will stay home 
for a pair of games against the Carolina Hurricanes. ... Tampa Bay heads 
back home after Thursday's game to play the Nashville Predators twice. 
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'A big boost for us': Red Wings survive late surge to secure rare victory 
over Lightning 

 

TED KULFAN   | The Detroit News 

 

Detroit — Ultimately this game was a Red Wings victory, but what looked 
like an easy one suddenly wasn't 

The Wings defeated Tampa 6-4 Thursday, ending a stretch where the 
Lightning had earned points in 20 consecutive games against the Wings. 

Add the fact the Wings earned a point in Tuesday's overtime loss to the 
Lightning, and the Wings had the better of the two-game series, earning 
three of a possible four points against the defending Stanley Cup 
champions. It was the first win in regulation against the Lightning in 
regulation since 2015 for the Wings. 

So, there's that in what's been another long, dreary Wings season. 

"It's good to get three of four points against, obviously, a team that is as 
good as they are," coach Jeff Blashill said. "Our guys competed hard. I 
didn't think we played very smart tonight at all. Bernie (goaltender 
Jonathan Bernier) was our best player by far. They're a good hockey 
team, and there are areas in our game we have to clean up. 

"It's a big boost for us to win and learn lessons while you're winning. It's a 
lot easier to learn those (lessons) when you win." 

This game became a little more nerve-wracking than anyone watching 
would have expected. 

Leading 5-2, the Wings allowed two Brayden Point goals, the second 
with 2:55 left in the third period, making it a one-goal game out of 
nowhere 

But the Wings were able to hold on, with an empty-net goal by Vladislav 
Namestnikov with 19.6 seconds left clinching the win. 

Subscription: Detroit News 2020-21 Red Wings midseason grades 

"The guys that were on the ice, specifically Darren Helm, Darren Helm 
was outstanding in that stretch when they pulled the goalie, did a real 
good of competing," Blashill said. "We stayed with it pretty good." 

Troy Stecher, Dylan Larkin, Anthony Mantha, Luke Glendening and 
Robby Fabbri scored for the Wings, who had six goals on 23 shots 
against backup Tampa goaltender Curtis McElhinney. 

Bernier was outstanding for the Wings with 40 saves. 

"Not much to say, he (Bernier) was our best player," said Stecher, who 
scored his first goal of the season, after missing eight games with an 
upper body injury. "He gives us a chance to win every single night. He's a 
heck of a goalie." 

The Wings broke it open with three consecutive goals after Stamkos tied 
the game with a power-play goal. 

Mantha, mired in a season-long slump, scored his seventh goal to send 
the Wings ahead 3-2. 

Mantha was chasing the puck down with Tampa defenseman Jan Rutta, 
when both fell and barrelled into McElhinney. 

Video confirmed it was Rutta who actually had the most contact leveling 
McElhinney, with Mantha having his stick near McElhinney, but not 
making much contact. 

The Wings took control in the opening minutes of the second period. 

Glendening made it a two-goal game just 37 seconds into the period, 
after a Tampa turnover, flipping a shot from near the goal line that 
deflected off McElhinney's shoulder and off the back crossbar, 
Glendening's third goal. 

The goal appeared to sap McElhinney's already dwindling confidence, 
and Fabbri took advantage at the 4:50 mark. 

Fabbri carried the puck through the zone and snapped shot high over 
McElhinney, Fabbri's fifth goal. 

The Wings played with danger the remainder of the period, taking 
penalties and getting Tampa's dangerous power play on the ice. 

But the Wings killed four consecutive Lightning power plays - five overall 
after the Stamkos power play goal and Bernier was sharp, maintaining 
the lead. 

"After that (Stamkos goal) our penalty kill was great," Blashill said. "It was 
the difference in the game. Bernie had to make a couple of big saves, 
which you have to do on the kill, but our killers did a very good job. Two 
areas of the game that were the difference in the game, for me, was the 
goaltending and penalty killing." 

The Wings (8-16-4) continue on this six-game homestand with a game 
Sunday against Carolina (5 p.m/FSD/97.1). 

Stecher felt a good, impressive two-games against the defending Stanley 
Cup champions can be something the Wings build upon. 

"It gives us confidence," Stecher said. "They're one of the top teams in 
the league, showed it last year and showing it this year, and we're 
continuing to get better day in an day out and this reinforces the things 
we've been working on.  

"We have to continue to move forward." 
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Red Wings reflect on strange, different year: 'It's been a long grind for 
everybody' 

 

TED KULFAN   | The Detroit News 

 

Detroit — The realization of what was to come had begun the day before, 
but on March 12 last year the unexpected arrived in the NHL. 

The league paused its season due to the concerns of the coronavirus. 

The Red Wings were preparing to travel to the Verizon Center for a 
morning skate, scheduled to play in Washington later that evening. 

They never made it to the arena, rumors swirling commissioner Gary 
Bettman was going to pause the season. 

Several hours later, the official announcement came. 

“At that point we were all expecting there’s going to be a little delay and 
we’ll finish the season in a couple weeks,” forward Adam Erne said. 

The Wings didn’t qualify for the NHL’s Return To Play last summer, as 
the league was able to conclude its season and crown Tampa Bay the 
Stanley Cup champion. 

For the Red Wings and six other teams, it was a long wait, not being able 
to play hockey until a shortened 56-game regular season begin in 
January. 

“I didn’t know if our season was going to continue (last March), but I sure 
didn’t think I’d be sitting here coming up on St. Patrick’s Day and the 
world still not being close to normal,” coach Jeff Blashill said. “I didn’t 
think it would be 10 months before we got back on the ice. I didn’t think it 
would be a year and we still would have limited fans (in arenas). 

“It’s been a long grind for everybody. Hopefully, there’s light at the end of 
the tunnel and we get as close to normal as possible. 

“It was like nothing I ever thought I’d go through and hopefully we don’t 
have to go through it again.” 

Forward Sam Gagner remembers being in Detroit, but his family was 
back in Edmonton as Gagner had been acquired in a trade a few weeks 
before. 

Gagner didn't go on the trip to Washington, as he was nursing an injury. 

But Gagner was talking with teammates monitoring the news, and given 
all the bad news, knew the potential for a pause to the season was real. 

“I was trying to figure out how long the break (or pause) would be, what’s 
kind of going on in the world, and how am I going to back to see my 
family?”  said Gagner, who drove to Toronto before the end of that 
weekend, and ultimately flew to Edmonton. “Are the borders going to 
close? All those types of things. There was a lot on everyone’s minds 
and we’re a year from it now and it’s still on everyone’s minds. 

“You look at our situation and you just feel for everyone who is going 
through, still, a difficult time now and just be thankful we’re back playing 
and doing what we love to do." 

Another virus surge in the autumn pushed back any hope of starting this 
season until January. 

And the late start didn’t seem to help, as several teams, including the 
Wings, battled COVID-19 outbreaks that decimated lineups and 
cancelled games. 

The Wings had five regulars out of the lineup, which weakened their 
lineup, and cost them potential victories. 

But over the last couple of weeks, there have been as few as three 
players on the COVID-19 protocol list, showing the NHL — and society 
— is making progress. 

“The rapid tests on game days that’s been a real positive,” Blashill said. 
“The situation that happened with us (in mid-January), and I don’t have 
proof of this, but it would seem we got the transmission from players we 
played against for Carolina (season opening series). We had done a 
good job of not getting infected from the outside. 

“It looks like there’s light at the end of the tunnel for us as a society, and 
that’ll only help us be able to finish the season.” 

The one positive through all this, said Blashill and players, was the 
opportunity to spend quality time with family. 

There was more time to be at home, when there wouldn't have been 
otherwise, and for that, everyone is thankful. 

“At one point I said, ‘We’re going to enjoy the summer,’ and it was 
beautiful,” Blashill said. “The one positive of the whole thing is that I 
spent more time with my kids and more time with my wife than I normally 
get a chance to do, whether it was watching movies, going walks with my 
wife, which I hadn’t really done much. 

“Our family had grown closer because of the time we spent together.” 
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Red Wings first-half lookback: Here's what's gone right, and what's gone 
wrong 

 

TED KULFAN   | The Detroit News 

 

Detroit —  From general manager Steve Yzerman down to the players, 
the Red Wings wanted to see improvement this season. 

After going through a miserable 2019-20 season, which saw the Wings 
finish last in the standings, there was no desire to go through that again. 

They have been better during this pandemic-shortened NHL season, so 
far. By one point. 

Through 27 games last season, the Wings were 7-17-3 (17 points). 

This season, through 27 games (the halfway point is actually Thursday’s 
28th game in this 56-game season) the Wings are 7-16-4 (18 points). 

There have been positives, no question. But there also have been 
disappointing aspects to this fast-moving season. 

Said coach Jeff Blashill: "When we've had a full roster, the good is we've 
been a harder team to play against. Talking to people around the league, 
that's what they seem to say. What does that mean? That means we've 
been pretty good defensively, we've made it hard for other teams to get 
easy chances, we've played fairly heavy. We've put teams on heels at 
times and been physical. That's been the good part about it when we've 
had a full roster. 

"The bad would be when we haven't had a full enough roster, I don't think 
we've handled that well enough. We've probably needed more guys to 
step up, and in general, I don't think we've had the production that we 
would have hoped across the board. We've had chances and not enough 
production. We need more of that, but that comes in time." 

Here are five things that have gone right and five things that have gone 
wrong in the first half of the season. 
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What's gone right 

► Jonathan Bernier: Through the second half of last season, and now 
through this first half, you can make the argument Bernier has been 
among the best goaltenders in the NHL. 

Bernier headed into Thursday’s game with an above-.500 record (6-5-0), 
with a 2.94 goals-against average and .910 save percentage, both 
extremely respectable for a team near the bottom of the standings. 

The question now is whether Bernier, an unrestricted free agent this 
summer, re-signs with the Wings or is dealt at the trade deadline to a 
team in need of fortifying the position. 

► Helpful acquisitions: Yzerman dipped heavily into free agency, signing 
defensemen Troy Stecher and Jon Merrill, forwards Bobby Ryan and 
Vladislav Namestnikov, and goaltender Thomas Greiss, along with 
trading for defenseman Marc Staal. 

The newcomers have done what Yzerman hoped for, strengthening the 
roster with more NHL-caliber talent and making the roster deeper. 

Only Greiss (1-11-4, 3.41 GAA, .883 SVS) has played below 
expectations, while all the others, arguably, have performed as expected. 

Signed to one-year contracts, players such as Ryan, Staal and Merrill 
could be shipped at the deadline for more draft picks. 

► Developing young core: The organization needs to see continued 
progress from core players such as Dylan Larkin, Filip Zadina, Filip 
Hronek, Tyler Bertuzzi, Robby Fabbri and Anthony Mantha. 

Other than Mantha, those young players mostly have played well enough 
to give the Wings hope they can be building blocks heading into the 
future. 

With prospects such as Mortiz Seider, Lucas Raymond, Joe Veleno, 
Dennis Cholowski and Michael Rasmussen continuing to progress at the 
junior or minor-league level, this season has continued to offer hope for 
the future. 

► Dylan Larkin, captain: Larkin, as expected, was named captain before 
the season began. 

You could argue Larkin could have been named captain the year before, 
but Yzerman, also with merit, wanted to get familiar with all his personnel 
before making the important move. 

But Larkin has, as expected, slipped into the role of captain easily. 

Teammates follow Larkin’s lead, whether by words or actions, and 
Larkin, from Waterford and having played at Michigan, appreciates the 
tradition of the Wings’ organization and the understands the passion of 
local fans. 

► Luke Glendening: It’s not a sexy statistic, and casual fans easily slip 
by it without giving it much thought. 

But faceoffs are crucial. A huge part of the game, where possession of 
the puck begins and a team can begin its offensive push. 

There has been nobody in the NHL better in the circle than Glendening 
this season. 

Glendening ranks No. 1 in NHL with a 67.6 percentage (259 faceoffs 
won, 124 lost). 

Glendening’s faceoff talent, along with his checking skills and leadership 
makes him a potential bargaining chip at the trade deadline. 

What's gone wrong 

► Anthony Mantha: There is nothing that has gone right for Mantha this 
season. 

Signed to a four-year contract worth $22.8 million ($5.7 million cap hit) in 
the off-season, Mantha was expected to become the offensive force he’s 
been long envisioned to be. 

But Mantha has six goals and four assists for 10 points in 26 games, has 
been a healthy scratch for one game, and has a team-worst minus-16 
rating. 

Whether it’s the pressure of the contract, lack of confidence, the 
shortened season, or simply a slump, this has been a disappointing 
performance from an important core piece of the Wings’ rebuild. 

► Offense still offensive: Goals continue to be a scarce for a lineup that 
was expected to produce a bit more than last season’s miserable 
numbers. 

Heading into Thursday, the Wings ranked last, 31st, with only 2.11 goals 
per game, and 29th with only 57 goals scored. 

A key reason both totals are so low has been a miserable effort by the 
power play, which ranks 30th (11.5%). 

Mantha’s struggles have contributed to the offensive problems, along 
with injuries to Bertuzzi and Fabbri, who’ve missed chunks of time out of 
the lineup. 

► Specialty teams struggle: The penalty kill hasn’t been good enough, 
ranking 30th, with a dismal 69.7 percentage. 

Injuries have played a part in the difficulties on the penalty kill, but after a 
good start this season, the Wings haven’t been able to maintain the 
effectiveness. 

But the disappointment is greater on the power play. 

The unit went a stretch of not scoring over 40 chances, sapping 
momentum and not being able to produce needed offense. 

This, despite some quality personnel who should be better than the 
numbers indicate. 

► Tyler Bertuzzi’s injury: Bertuzzi was injured Jan. 30 in Florida, and 
hasn’t played since, the organization calling it an upper body injury. 

With five goals and seven points in nine games, Bertuzzi was off to one 
of the best starts of anyone on the roster. 

His absence has been felt in many ways. 

Bertuzzi is a key fixture on power play and penalty kill, a presence 
around the net, good defensively, and plays with grit. 

It’s been difficult to replace him. 

► COVID-19: The virus was expected to impact NHL teams at some 
point, and it did the Wings early in the schedule. 

Key players such as Zadina, Fabbri, Merrill, Sam Gagner and Adam Erne 
were knocked out of the lineup for roughly two weeks, about seven 
games, and quickly forced the Wings to the bottom of the standings. 

Everyone agrees it’s good to have hockey back, but with little to no fans 
in the stands around the league, there remains a large void. 
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Detroit News 2020-21 Red Wings midseason grades 

 

TED KULFAN   | The Detroit News 

 

Detroit — The record isn’t much better. 
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But if you’ve watched the Red Wings this shortened NHL season, there 
has been improvement. 

By one point, actually. 

The Wings were 7-17-3 after 27 games last season — and 7-16-4 this 
season (Thursday’s 28th game is the actual halfway point this season). 

The Wings are harder to play against and more competitive, though 
victories are still difficult to come by. 

Here are the midseason individual grades, based on expectations for 
each player heading into what's been anything but a normal season. 

Goalies 

► Jonathan Bernier 

Stats: 6-5-0, 2.94 GAA, .910 SV% 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21, $3 million salary cap hit 

Analysis: Arguably the Wings’ most valuable player this half-season. He 
has consistently given the Wings an opportunity to win games. Key 
question: Will Bernier be made available in talks at the trade deadline, 
with free agency looming? 

Grade: A-minus 

► Thomas Greiss 

Stats: 1-11-4, 3.41 GAA, .883 SV% 

Contract: Signed through 2021-22, $3.6 million cap hit 

Analysis: Greiss was expected to form a formidable goaltending tandem, 
but it hasn’t worked out that way. Greiss didn’t get offensive help the 
during first month, but overall, the statistics largely tell his story. 

Grade: D 

Defense 

► Danny DeKeyser 

Stats: 18 games, one goals, two assists, three points, minus-1 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2021-22, $5 million cap hit 

Analysis: The Wings shut down DeKeyser for a couple of weeks and the 
strategy worked. DeKeyser is coming off back surgery and a period of 
adjustment was expected. It’s worked out that way. 

Grade: C 

► Christian Djoos 

Stats: 23 games, two goals, four assists, six points, minus-9 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21, $1 million cap hit 

Analysis: A good offensive defenseman who can help a team’s power 
play, but mostly struggles on the defensive end. For a waiver acquisition, 
Djoos has provided an upgrade at the position. 

Grade: C 

► Filip Hronek 

Stats: 27 games, no goals, 12 assists, 12 points, minus-12 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21, $714,166 cap hit 

Analysis: Eats a lot of minutes and goes against the opposition’s top 
players, Hronek has been the team’s most important defenseman. Still, 
overall, Hronek hasn’t been as effective as last season, and the snarl in 
his game has been missing. 

Grade: B-minus 

► Jon Merrill 

Stats: 21 games, no goals, three assists, 3 points, plus-1 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21, $925,000 cap hit 

Analysis: The Grand Blanc native has proven to be a shrewd free-agent 
signing. Merrill doesn’t excel in any one area, but he does a lot of things 
well. The Wings probably will look to re-sign him. 

Grade: B 

► Patrik Nemeth 

Stats: 26 games, two goals, two assists, four points, minus-4 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21, $3 million cap hit 

Analysis: Nemeth is the type of sturdy defenseman who contenders will 
be happy to add for a mid-round pick at the deadline. He has a sneaky, 
powerful shot, and his defensive attributes remain fine. The penalties this 
season have been a concern. 

Grade: C 

► Marc Staal 

Stats: 27 games, two goals, two assists, four points, minus-5 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21, $5.7 million cap hit 

Analysis: Staal has basically played to expectations, providing the 
defense with experience, savvy and stability. It wouldn’t be shocking to 
see Staal flipped at the deadline, adding to what the N.Y. Rangers gave 
the Wings to take his contract. 

Grade: C 

► Troy Stecher 

Stats: 19 games, no goals, four assists, four points, minus-5 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2021-22, $1.7 million cap hit 

Analysis: An injury has stalled Stecher’s season, but until that juncture, 
he was a pleasant surprise. Stecher formed a dependable duo with Staal, 
and Stecher’s compete level is never in question. 

Grade: C-plus 

Forwards 

► Tyler Bertuzzi 

Stats: Nine games, five goals, two assists, seven points, even rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21, $3.5 million cap hit 

Analysis: Bertuzzi hasn’t played since Jan. 30 because of an undisclosed 
upper-body injury. Bertuzzi got off to a fabulous start, and the Wings 
dearly miss the intangibles he brings. 

Grade: Incomplete 

► Mathias Brome 

Stats: 24 games, one goal, no assists, one point, minus-10 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21, $925,000 cap hit 

Analysis: Brome has provided a few elements like speed and checking, 
but given the opportunities he’s had from an offensive standpoint, that 
part of the game has been a dismal disappointment. Brome hasn’t shown 
an ability to finish around the net. 

Grade: D-plus 

► Adam Erne 

Stats: 19 games, three goals, four assists, seven points, minus-2 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21 season, $997,500 salary cap hit 
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Analysis: After a forgettable season last year, Erne has shown glimpses 
of the player the Wings likely envisioned when they acquired him. He 
could be solidifying a bottom-six forward role for the near future. 

Grade: C-plus 

► Robby Fabbri 

Stats: 18 games, four goals, six assists, 10 points, even rating 

Contract: Signed through 2021-22, $2.95 million cap hit 

Analysis: Still not sure if Fabbri is better at center, or wing, but then 
again, he’s been a help at both forward spots. Fabbri was knocked out 
for a bit with COVID-19, but quickly returned to speed. The Wings are 
deeper with him in the lineup. 

Grade: B 

► Valtteri Filppula 

Stats: 20 games, two goals, three assists, five points, minus-4 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21, $3 million cap hit 

Analysis: Filppula’s return to the Wings last season has turned out to be 
a disappointment. He’s clearly been passed over on the depth chart. The 
only question is whether a playoff-bound team is willing to take him for a 
low-round draft pick. 

Grade: D 

► Sam Gagner 

Stats: 19 games, four goals, four assists, eight points, plus-3 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21, $850,000 cap hit. 

Analysis: The production has been lacking, but the underlying numbers 
are solid and it wouldn’t be shocking to see a playoff team interested at 
the deadline. Gagner can help teams. Maybe a return to Edmonton? 
Good veteran presence. 

Grade: C-plus 

► Luke Glendening 

Stats: 25 games, two goals, five assists, seven points, minus-2 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21 season, $1.8 million cap hit 

Analysis: The best faceoff man in the NHL this season, Glendening has 
provided a bit more offense and his leadership is evident. The Wings 
could trade Glendening at the deadline, then re-sign him in the summer, 
but would the organization even risk doing that? 

Grade: B-plus 

► Darren Helm 

Stats: 18 games, one goal, two assists, three points, minus-4 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21, $3.85 million cap hit 

Analysis: You get the sense Helm’s long, respectable career with the 
Wings is coming to an end. A contender could be interested at the 
deadline, for a player who can adequately fill a bottom-six role. 

Grade: C 

► Dylan Larkin 

Stats: 23 games, five goals, seven assists, 12 pts., minus-7 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2022-23, $6.1 million cap hit 

Analysis: Larkin seemed to carry the weight of being named captain for a 
few games, then he lost Bertuzzi, which affected production. Overall, the 
offensive production is down from what would be expected. 

Grade: C 

► Anthony Mantha 

Stats: 26 games, six goals, four assists, 10 points, minus-16 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2023-24, at $5.7 million cap hit 

Analysis: So much more was expected of Mantha at this part of the 
season. Armed with a new, hefty contract, Mantha started the season 
slowly and has yet to recover. Hasn’t been nearly noticeable or impactful 
enough. 

Grade: D 

► Vladislav Namestnikov 

Stats: 25 games, four goals, five assists, nine points, minus-5 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2021-22, $2 million cap hit 

Analysis: As advertised, the versatility has been a nice ingredient to 
have, and he can effectively play either special team. The only blemish 
has been offensively, where Namestnikov has failed to convert 
opportunities. 

Grade: C-plus 

► Frans Nielsen 

Stats: 21 games, one goal, four assists, five points, minus-1 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2021-22, $5.25 million cap hit 

Analysis: Another Wings’ veteran forward whose days in the organization 
could be dwindling. Nielsen has been fine defensively this season, but 
his offensive contributions the last several seasons just haven’t been 
enough. 

Grade: C-minus 

► Michael Rasmussen 

Stats: 11 games, no goals, three assists, 3 assists, minus-4 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21, $894,166 cap hit 

Analysis: Might not ever be an offensive force, but could still develop into 
a big, burly shutdown center who can be an effective net-front presence. 
Probably a better center than wing. 

Grade: C 

► Bobby Ryan 

Stats: 26 games, six goals, seven assists, 13 points, minus-10 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21, $1 million cap hit 

Analysis: Four goals in the first three games, then got relatively quiet 
offensively, though was noticeable creating. Has met expectations, given 
the low-cost signing. Ryan’s veteran presence could fit with so many 
contenders at the deadline. 

Grade: B-plus 

► Givani Smith 

Stats: Eight games, one goal, three assists, four points, even rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21, $714,166 salary cap hit. 

Analysis: Smith had a few sparking games during his call-up, but hasn’t 
been able to claim a lineup spot. With so many prospects on the way, 
you wonder if Smith’s best chance might be elsewhere. 

Grade: Incomplete 

► Evgeny Svechnikov 

Stats: Four games, two goals, two assists, four points, minus-2 rating 

Contract: Signed through 2020-21, $894,167 cap hit. 
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Analysis: Another big forward who might be ultimately headed elsewhere. 
Appears to be consistently crowded out of the lineup. Had four points in 
four games, then a healthy scratch Tuesday. 

Grade: Incomplete 

► Filip Zadina 

Stats: 20 games, three goals, six assists, nine points, plus-2 rating. 

Analysis: Started real slow offensively, but appears to be heating up and 
is becoming more of a factor with the puck. It’s been a pleasant surprise 
watching Zadina on the defensive side of the puck. Slowly growing into a 
more complete forward. 

Grade: C-plus 

Coach 

► Jeff Blashill 

Given what Blashill has had to work with, he’s again gotten as much out 
of this roster as possible. They’re more competitive game to game, unlike 
last season. Mantha’s struggles have hurt, and the special teams have 
been largely ineffective again. With Blashill in the last year of his 
contract, the future is definitely cloudy. 

Grade: C 

General manager 

► Steve Yzerman 

Yzerman wanted to see improvement this season, and there has been 
some in regard to individuals (Zadina, Hronek, maybe Rasmussen), and 
the free-agent acquisitions have done their job making this team more 
NHL competitive. It’ll be interesting to see what Yzerman does at the 
deadline. There’s still so much work to do in the future. 

Grade: C-plus 
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Griffins update: Grand Rapids pleased with progress of third-round pick 
Donovan Sebrango 

 

Updated Mar 10, 10:56 AM; Posted Mar 10, 10:53 AM 

By Steve Kaminski | Skaminsk@mlive.com 

 

Grand Rapids Griffins coach Ben Simon likes what he has seen so far 
from defenseman Donovan Sebrango. 

The Detroit Red Wings’ third-round pick in the 2020 NHL Entry Draft has 
played in seven of Grand Rapids’ first eight games, and in the Griffins’ 
most recent contest at Rockford on March 3, Sebrango recorded his first 
career American Hockey League point. Sebrango had an assist on Tyler 
Spezia’s second-period goal, helping the Griffins post a 9-4 victory. 

“He was thrown into the fire a little bit, but he has done a really good job 
settling in and learning from his mistakes and being teachable and willing 
to learn,” Simon said during a media Zoom call Tuesday afternoon. 

Grand Rapids will return to action Thursday when the Griffins visit 
Rockford at 7 p.m. Grand Rapids has won five of its past six games after 
starting the season 0-2. 

Sebrango, 19, is a native of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. The Red Wings 
took him with the 63rd overall pick from the Ontario Hockey League’s 

Kitchener Rangers, where he recorded six goals and 24 assists in 56 
games last year. Sebrango was invited to participate in Team Canada’s 
World Junior Hockey Championship selection camp in Alberta this past 
December. He was eventually one of the last players cut. 

Detroit loaned Sebrango to HK Levice, a Slovakian club, in January, and 
he played in five games, posting one goal and two assists. 

“He has been playing some decent minutes for us,” Simon said. “I think 
that experience, he will be better served in the long run. He has come in 
and done a really good job. He is playing with confidence and has a great 
work ethic. He learns. He comes in every day and he wants to learn. He 
has a great attitude, and he has been a welcome addition. 

“He is a strong skater. He does a lot of little things that go unnoticed. I 
think his biggest attribute in the two, three weeks that he has been here 
has been his compete level, and sometimes that is a skill set hard to 
develop in players. When you inherently have it, that bodes well for his 
future. He has done a really good job of putting in his time here and 
being open minded and continuing to learn on a daily basis.” 

The fact that he is still a teenager played against experienced veterans 
has made Sebrango’s performance even more encouraging, according to 
Simon. 

“We played 8 games and only two home games, so other teams have the 
last change,” Simon said. “Maybe at times the matchups are not what we 
would ideally like, but he has held his own. At times he has shown a little 
bit of age discrepancy. Everyone makes mistakes, and sometimes there 
is that prototypical rookie mistake, but for the most part, he has been 
pretty consistent with how he has been playing.” 

Grand Rapids will play its third home game of the season 7 p.m. 
Saturday when it hosts Rockford at 7 p.m. The easing of Michigan Health 
and Human Service Department coronavirus restrictions means that 750 
spectators will be permitted at the Van Andel Arena. 

“It is always a welcome addition,” Simon said. “We have tremendous fan 
support here in Western Michigan. They have always done a great job 
supporting this team. There is not going to be a ton of fans, but any 
semblance of getting back to some kind of normalcy is a welcome 
addition. 

“It’s not going to be the boisterous thousands of people, so we have to 
make sure we continue to generate our own energy and momentum 
during the game. It’s going to be nice to see people back in the building 
besides cardboard cutouts.” 
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Red Wings midseason report card: Grading each player after 28 games 

 

By Max Bultman  

Mar 11, 2021  

 

When the horn sounded on the Red Wings’ 6-4 win over the Lightning 
Thursday night, it officially marked the midpoint of the 2020-21 NHL 
season (which, frankly, feels like it just started). 

The Red Wings’ record sits at 8-16-4, remarkably similar to the 7-18-3 
mark they held after 28 games last season. It hasn’t been the same 
season, though. The Red Wings have been more competitive and made 
life tougher on their opponents defensively. Most nights, at least. 
Problem is, they’ve barely scored any more than they did last season — 
and you could be forgiven for being surprised they’ve scored more than 
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last season at all. It’s hard to identify any step forward in that phase of 
the game, aside from some new names contributing. 

That made for some difficult evaluations in this year’s midseason grades, 
which, as always, are determined based on overall performance relative 
to reasonable preseason expectations. Unsurprisingly, you won’t find any 
“A” grades for this team. But here’s how each player has fared so far. 

Forwards 

Dylan Larkin: B+ 

Larkin’s scoring numbers are down from a season ago (brace yourself, 
this is going to be a theme), but the newly named captain has still been 
Detroit’s best all-around player when factoring in his defense and 
propensity to draw penalties. Most of the time, the Red Wings haven’t 
taken advantage of those opportunities, as their power play still ranks 
among the league’s worst. And that’s part of the reason Larkin’s scoring 
numbers are down, too. 

Larkin missed time recently due to injury, but he scored in his first two 
games back, which the Red Wings hope can be the start of some 
positive regression for his 6.3 percent shooting percentage (well below 
his career average). Detroit needs its best player to score more, but on 
most nights, Larkin has made up for the dip there. 

Tyler Bertuzzi: Incomplete 

Bertuzzi’s played only nine games this season, missing the last six 
weeks with an undisclosed injury. He’s been sorely missed in all phases 
of the game, and his seven points are (shockingly) still within striking 
range of the team’s leaders if he returns soon, despite playing in less 
than one-third of Detroit’s games to date. The Red Wings need Bertuzzi 
back in a big way, but there are just not enough games to grade here, 
even though what he’s shown has been strong. 

Filip Zadina: B 

Based on his most recent stretch of games, Zadina would get an “A.” He 
started the season well, too. What’s holding him back is that his first few 
weeks after returning from the COVID-related absence list were 
(understandably) just OK. But if he continues this recent run of play — in 
which he’s been a dangerous puck hunter, shooter and even net-front 
presence on Patrik Nemeth’s goal Tuesday — his scoring totals will rise, 
and his year-end grade will, too. He’s trending up. 

Bobby Ryan: B 

Ryan is tied with Larkin and Anthony Mantha as the Red Wings’ second-
leading scorer after signing for just $1 million this offseason. He’s already 
justified that contract on the ice, has added surplus value in the locker 
room and on a line with some of Detroit’s younger players and he may 
top it all off if Detroit trades him for a draft pick at the upcoming deadline. 

Robby Fabbri: B-minus 

I wasn’t sure Fabbri could repeat the offense he brought to Detroit in 
2019-20, after the Red Wings acquired him in a midseason trade, but 
credit where it’s due: Fabbri is an important offensive piece for Detroit on 
most nights. While his production has dipped slightly, that’s likely a 
product of the team’s overall shortcomings. The downside is that the 
experiment of moving him back to center doesn’t appear to have worked 
out, and he’s been playing wing again recently. But ultimately, that’s fine 
for this team. Wing is likely his best position going forward. 

Vladislav Namestnikov: B-minus 

Namestnikov, conversely, started this season on the wing and wound up 
back at center, where he’s been effective. Scoring is holding him back 
(he has 10 points in 26 games) but he’s made a strong defensive impact 
for Detroit and looks like another smart signing at $2 million for this 
season and next. He’s probably best cast as a third-line center, but the 
Red Wings have to be pleased with him overall. 

Sam Gagner: B-minus 

By Evolving Hockey’s Goals Above Replacement metric, Gagner actually 
topped all Red Wings entering Thursday’s game, at 4.2. And it’s not 
overly driven by one phase of the game; both his offensive and defensive 
impacts are grading out well. His on-ice expected goals-for percentage 
entered Thursday above 57 percent at five-on-five, and he has a solid 
nine points in 20 games. I’m not as bullish as those underlying numbers 
say I should be, but to my eyes, he’s been a positive player for the Red 
Wings on most nights. 

Luke Glendening: C-plus 

Glendening has been exactly what he’s expected to be: a reliable 
matchup center who will occasionally score backhand goals and is 
leading the league in faceoffs (remember to credit The Athletic when 
repeating this unique factoid to your friends). He’s not a flashy player, 
and he won’t score too often, but you can trust him to do his job every 
time he’s out there, which is often against tough competition. He’s going 
to be in headlines a lot for the next month as the trade deadline 
approaches, and may even be moved. But no matter what happens 
between now and then, the Red Wings should make the effort to bring 
him back in free agency next year. He’s a heart-and-soul player. 

Michael Rasmussen: Incomplete 

Rasmussen arguably has played enough games to get a grade here, but 
those appearances have come in short spurts that haven’t allowed him to 
really get into a rhythm. Two things stand out here: his improved skating 
entering the season and how quickly he was called back to Detroit after 
he was sent to Grand Rapids this last time. 

“I thought when he was up the first time, the processing wasn’t quite 
quick enough — making decisions with and without the puck,” Blashill 
said Monday. “And I think since he’s been back he’s played way quicker, 
and I would attribute most of that to confidence. I just think for whatever 
reason, he probably put a lot of pressure on himself when he was up 
early. … You’ve just gotta play, you’ve gotta go for it, you’ve got nothing 
to lose, and he certainly has had that attitude coming back up here.” 

If he keeps that up, he’ll have more than enough sample to grade the 
next time we do this exercise. 

Anthony Mantha: C 

Mantha, to me, represented the single toughest grade here. I was still 
going back and forth during Thursday’s game (guess when I settled on 
one). Based solely on his production, his blind resume might have 
received a higher grade than this. He’s Detroit’s leading goal scorer and 
has had some of the most impressive individual shifts of any Red Wing 
this season. One of those was last night’s goal. But we also know what 
Mantha looked like last season, and he hasn’t looked like that same 
player on nearly enough nights in 2021. Reading Emily Kaplan’s 
excellent feature on the tolls this NHL season is taking on players was a 
reminder of just how difficult these playing conditions are, so let’s keep 
that in mind, but there’s no question Mantha can do more than he 
showed in the first half. The Red Wings really need for him to find his 
game in these final two months. Thursday was a great start. 

Adam Erne: C-minus 

Erne’s a prototypical energy player. I know there are plenty of fans out 
there who would rather see someone like Evgeny Svechnikov or Givani 
Smith getting minutes over him, and that’s a perfectly fair perspective. 
But I’m not so sure he, specifically, deserves to be taken out of the lineup 
based on how he’s played. Erne has done his job nearly every night. 
He’s put up a respectable 7 points in 20 games, is consistently one of 
Detroit’s most physical players, meshes well with Glendening on Detroit’s 
checking line, and scored a power-play goal the other night. He’s not a 
“wow” player, but he’s justified his 12 minutes per night. 

Mathias Bromé: C-minus 

Bromé has just one point (a goal) in his first NHL season, and while he’s 
had more chances than that, that’s still not ideal this deep into a season. 
The underlying numbers aren’t encouraging either, as he graded the 
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lowest among all Red Wings in GAR entering Thursday night. He plays a 
responsible game and his compete level is noticeable, which has helped 
him stay in the lineup in his first season in North America. But the math 
might not be good for him when Bertuzzi does get healthy. It sounded 
like Bromé was the 12th forward earlier this week, based on Blashill’s 
explanation for Evgeny Svechnikov sitting, and then he was scratched 
Thursday, with Detroit playing 11 forwards and seven defensemen. 

Darren Helm: D-plus 

Helm has had some moments where he’s buzzed around the offensive 
goal line, creating chaos, and the line of him, Glendening and Erne does 
seem like a good stylistic fit. The Red Wings have also relied on Helm as 
a regular penalty killer. But he’s had plenty of rocky nights too, and at this 
phase of his career, I’m not sure he has as many dimensions to his game 
as Erne or Glendening. That trio seems to have the coaching staff’s trust 
as a checking line, so it won’t be a shock if it sticks together going 
forward, but this isn’t the Helm of yore, and the positive flashes are 
growing more and more infrequent. 

Frans Nielsen & Valtteri Filppula: D-minus 

I’m grouping these two together because they’ve been scratched in 
recent games and skating as extras this week. Each has 5 points this 
year, and while GAR actually hasn’t been too down on Nielsen’s impact 
(grading him slightly above replacement level), neither of these two is 
giving the Red Wings enough at either end of the ice to warrant 
consistent playing time. It’s a tough situation for two well-respected 
veterans toward the end of their careers, but neither has made much of a 
case to be in the top 12. 

Defensemen 

Jon Merrill: B 

I know Troy Stecher has been the popular pick for Detroit’s best 
defenseman this season, but it’s Merrill for me, even if just by a hair. His 
impact in the defensive zone stands out, he plays big minutes, and while 
the power-play looks he was getting in training camp haven’t translated 
to major minutes there, he still is playing like someone Detroit should 
extend beyond this season. Steve Yzerman has coveted big, rangy 
defenders in the draft, and Merrill is giving the Red Wings that right now 
on a bargain deal. He just turned 29, so there’s no need to go long-term 
or anything, but a two-year deal with Merrill would do a lot to keep things 
steady on defense as Detroit (finally) begins integrating its next wave of 
defensemen. 

Troy Stecher: B 

Stecher, too, has been a strong addition for Yzerman. He missed some 
time recently with an injury, but when he’s in, he’s all hustle and heart. 
That’s led to an on-ice xGF% above 53 percent, and has given Stecher 
the best GAR among all Detroit defensemen at 3.5 entering Thursday. 
That number is driven largely by his defensive impact at even strength, 
and I’d say that impact has been visible, even for a 5-foot-10 player. 
Stecher is signed for this season and next, and he looks like good value 
at $1.7 million annually. 

Filip Hronek: B-minus 

I’m expecting some pushback here, based on my Twitter mentions, but I 
think the shift in public opinion on Hronek this season is an overreaction. 
He hasn’t been perfect, and his extreme workload at nearly 24 minutes a 
night is probably doing a disservice to him, but Hronek is a dogged 
competitor who helps in all situations. He’s currently Detroit’s leading 
scorer, scoring a half-point per game as a defenseman. And he’s doing it 
without a single goal so far, which won’t last much longer: Hronek would 
have hit double-digit goals had last season not ended early. There simply 
are not many blue-liners in the league who provide the offense he does 
without being a liability in their own end. And he’ll be even better when he 
can play a more reasonable amount of ice time nightly. 

Patrik Nemeth: C 

I thought Nemeth was quietly strong last season, and while he hasn’t 
been as noticeable this time around, he’s still a reasonably steady, shot-
suppressing defender. The Red Wings have found an identity in that style 
of play. 

Marc Staal: C 

Staal has been better than was advertised coming into the season, 
especially defensively, and that’s a credit to him for taking a trade to the 
league’s worst team in stride. That still doesn’t mean he’s been great, 
though, and he’s kind of the opposite profile of someone like Christian 
Djoos, although he quietly has the same number of goals (two). 

Danny DeKeyser: C-minus 

DeKeyser’s had a tough go overall in his return from back surgery but 
has been better in this recent run than he was at the beginning, an 
encouraging sign for the Red Wings and, more important, for DeKeyser. 
His circumstances coming off the injury are important context here. And, 
if he can play nine more games this season, he’ll make Yzerman’s life 
way easier when the expansion draft rolls along. Detroit needs to expose 
at least one defenseman who is both under contract for next season and 
played either 27 games this season or 54 over the last two. Right now, 
only Stecher fits that criteria, so DeKeyser reaching the 27-game mark 
would allow Detroit to protect Stecher. 

Christian Djoos: C-minus 

Djoos does one thing better than any other Red Wings defenseman, and 
that’s staying patient with the puck on his stick. That’s allowed him to 
create some of Detroit’s prettier goals and scoring chances of the 
season. But he’s also given up more danger in his own end than his 
counterparts, so it’s a trade-off. I’m curious to see what happens if 
Dennis Cholowski’s run of success in Grand Rapids continues, since 
Djoos occupies the power-play spot that would presumably await 
Cholowski in Detroit. 

Goalies 

Jonathan Bernier: B-plus 

He was cruising for the team’s only grade in the “A” range until a tough 
couple of nights against Columbus and Carolina last week knocked him 
out of a groove, but on the whole, Bernier has picked up where he left off 
last season and given the Red Wings stability in goal. He’s also a 
pending UFA, which is going to make for some interesting decisions in 
the next month. 

Thomas Greiss: C-minus 

Greiss’ transition to the Red Wings hasn’t been as smooth as he’d 
hoped, as his .883 save percentage makes clear, but adapting to a new 
team and new system can’t be easy. His track record also probably earns 
him a bit more time before worrying too much. Still, in an ideal world, 
Greiss would be making a case right now to enter next season as the 
team’s clear starter. That hasn’t happened. 
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Blue Jackets cough up three-goal lead in the third, lose to Florida 
Panthers in OT 

 

Brian Hedger 

The Columbus Dispatch 
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Florida Panthers center Frank Vatrano (77) scores the game-winning 
goal past Columbus Blue Jackets goaltender Elvis Merzlikins (90) during 
overtime of the NHL hockey game at Nationwide Arena in Columbus on 
Thursday, March 11, 2021. The Panthers won 5-4. 

It’s never easy for the Blue Jackets.  

If there is anything we’ve learned about this team through 28 games, 
that’s at the top of the list – and it was on full display again Thursday 
night at Nationwide Arena – which housed an attendance of 3,739 who 
watched in person.  

Despite scoring the game’s first two goals and building a 4-1 lead in the 
third period, the Blue Jackets took home only a bitter point after an 
overtime loss to the Florida Panthers – who stormed back with three 
straight goals and won it 5-4 at 2:48 into OT on a goal by Frank Vatrano. 

“We’ll be OK," said Blue Jackets coach John Tortorella, whose response 
in his postgame press video conference was the exact opposite of what 
many might've expected. "We’ve just got to keep on growing. Although 
we don’t get a full result tonight, we get a point. We’ll take the point." 

Leading the list of positives for the Blue Jackets were Oliver Bjorkstrand, 
who scored two goals, and a pair of two-point games from struggling 
forwards Patrik Laine and Max Domi – who contributed a goal and assist 
each. Elvis Merzlikins, who returned from an upper-body injury to make 
27 saves, also looked sharp until being deluged in the second half of the 
third period. 

Patric Hornqvist, Ryan Lomberg, Owen Tippett and Aleksander Barkov 
scored in regulation for the Panthers (17-5-4), who helped goalie Sergei 
Bobrovsky earn his second win in a row this week against his former 
team in the arena he used to called home. 

The Panthers have now won three of the first four games in the season 
series against the Blue Jackets, who've lost their past three games and 
fell to 3-8-2 in the past month's worth of games dating to Feb. 11 in 
Chicago. 

Once again, they lost in OT similar to three previous games they've 
dropped in the NHL's 3-on-3 overtime format. A lost puck battle by Domi 
along the left wing wall, just outside the Columbus zone, created a 2-on-1 
rush that Vatrano capped by scoring off Jonathan Huberdeau's rebound. 

Merzlikins had no chance for the second save and the Blue Jackets were 
officially dealt another body blow in a season full of them. Tortorella was 
just intent on keeping a positive outlook in spite of it. 

"There (are) so many good things happening, as far as our breaking out 
of our end zone and a lot of good things going on," he said. "We’ve got to 
focus on that. Obviously, it’s a tough way to lose the game, but we’ll 
focus on the things that we’re improving at and we’ll keep on trying to get 
better.”  

Bjorkstrand was one of the bright spots. 

His two goals, both in the second period, gave the Blue Jackets a 2-0 
lead and were his ninth and 10th of the season.  

The first was a redirection off past Bobrovsky's outstretched glove off a 
great pass from Domi to cap a 2-on-1 at the 6:00 mark, while the second 
was scored with a snap shot from the low slot off of Riley Nash's feed 
from behind the net.  

"There's positive things, but I'm sure there's also some negatives," 
Bjorkstrand said. "I mean, we lost and we aren't really winning. So, 
something's got to change, I guess, for us to win." 

His goals were also notable for other reasons.  

The first was sparked by Jack Roslovic, who earned a second assist by 
battling with two Panthers players for a loose puck along the wall in the 
Columbus zone. Bjorkstrand got to the puck, tapped it to Domi for the 2-
on-1 rush and rewarded Roslovic – who was called out by Tortorella this 
week for not competing hard enough in the Jackets’ 4-2 loss Tuesday to 
the Panthers.  

It was also the 19th time the Blue Jackets scored first this season and 
the 12th time they’ve done it in the past 17 contests. The problem is their 
record in those games, which is now a pedestrian 8-6-5 and a far cry 
from what most NHL teams usually do when scoring first. 

Bjorkstrand's second goal was assisted by Nash and Laine, whose assist 
ended a seven-game drought without a point. Bjorkstrand also had a 
chance for a hat trick on the shift that followed, but a hard shot from 
between the circles deflected into the safety netting behind Bobrovsky. 

That allowed the Panthers to stay within 2-0 for a late charge, which 
resulted in Hornqvist making it 2-1 with 3:10 left in the second on a tipped 
shot by defenseman Gustav Forsling. The goal capped a dominant shift 
for the Panthers, who pinned the Blue Jackets into their own end and 
played keep away until Forsling got a pass from Carter Verhaeghe.  

The third was wild. 

The teams combined for five goals and the final three were scored by the 
Panthers, who trailed 4-1 after Laine scored with a booming one-timer 
during a power play at 3:23 for his first goal since Feb. 23 against the 
Chicago Blackhawks and Domi followed 1:20 later with an accidental 
goal at 4:43 – which he intended as a cross-crease pass to Nash. 

It felt like the Blue Jackets were on their way to the kind of victory that 
could spark a resurgence during their season of discontent. Instead, the 
Panthers roared back on three straight goals by Lomberg, Tippett and 
Barkov to tie it 4-4 with 5:34 left in the period. 

Lomberg batted a rebound out of mid-air off a rush at 6:34 to cut it to 4-2, 
Tippett made it 4-3 with a hard wrist shot under Merzlikins’ glove to the 
far side with 7:39 left and Barkov capped a power play with a one-timer 
from the right-wing circle for the equalizer.  

"We actually played a very good game leading up to that," Domi said. 
"That's hockey, right? Sometimes you give up some opportunities on the 
other end and they get put in the back of your net, but when you get to 
overtime, obviously, anything can happen. We would've liked to win that 
one, but we'll take the point and get ready to go for the next one." 

The Blue Jackets host the Dallas Stars in back-to-back games Saturday 
and Sunday to complete a four-game homestand. 
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Blue Jackets: Rarely on the same line, Foligno, Jenner, Atkinson have 
clear connection they can build on 

 

Jacob Myers 

The Columbus Dispatch 

 

Nick Foligno, Boone Jenner and Cam Atkinson have played a combined 
1,698 games for the Blue Jackets, but the three most tenured players 
have rarely been together on the same line in the eight seasons that 
they’ve been in the same dressing room.  

Few other players in that time have become synonymous with the gritty, 
forecheck-focused and hardworking identity that coach John Tortorella 
has carefully cultivated in his six years on the Blue Jackets bench.  

The argument could be made that few players know each other better 
than those three, and their connection and comfort with each other was 
obvious on Tuesday in a 4-2 loss to Florida Panthers.  
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The Foligno-Jenner-Atkinson line had more ice time (10:01) and scoring 
chances created (11) in that game than any other line Tortorella threw 
together, according to naturalstattrick.com. 

At a time when the Jackets are looking for anything to build upon, it 
would make sense for the guys who have been in town the longest to 
lead through their play together.  

"I like playing with those guys, you know what to expect out of them,” 
Atkinson said after the game. “They play hard, they get on the forecheck 
and create space for me. Boone did a really good job at supporting me, 
breaking out of the zone and through the middle. We had a lot of 
chances to score so the onus is on us and we just have to bear down a 
little better.”  

Entering Tuesday night, those three had never played more than 20 
minutes of 5-on-5 time together in a single season. Their chemistry, 
however, was evident in the Jackets'  best passing sequence of the 
game early in the third period. 

Foligno passed to Jenner, who hit Atkinson with a perfect diagonal pass 
to set up a 2-on-0. Atkinson passed on his first touch to Foligno who 
missed an open net.  

"I felt instantly comfortable with them,” Foligno said. “I've got to find a 
way to score. We had a ton of chances as a line, so that's disappointing 
you don't get the reward for the hard work that you do. But nine times out 
of 10 we're going to get rewarded and we're going to help our team win.”  

The idea of putting three guys who’ve been together for so long on a line 
wasn’t necessarily a part of Tortorella’s calculation. He said he’s just 
trying to find chemistry after he felt some lines dried up in their 
production.  

It wasn’t just the Foligno-Jenner-Atkinson line that was creating chances. 
Tortorella said there was more quality offense as a whole than the team 
has had in a month, which made the loss even tougher to take.  

“I'm frustrated for them that we don't get any result,” Tortorella said. “As 
far as picking up for tomorrow's night's game, it's not trying to find two or 
three guys to lead the way. We need everybody to try to find a way to get 
some points here. We're in desperate need of getting results more 
consistently."  

Foligno said he didn’t sleep well after losing a clearly winnable game, 
and prefaced his optimism about the offense by saying there aren’t any 
moral victories to take any more.  

The Jackets might never truly find their identity this season, or maybe 
they have and they just don’t have it this year.  

If that’s not the case, Foligno, Jenner and Atkinson will be looked to as 
the guys to turn it around — on the same line or not.  

"When you're together with somebody for so long like those two, you 
know where their mindset's at, you know what they want and we all want 
to win,” Foligno said. 
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Michael Arace: Another kind of electricity is crackling in Arena District 
where Old Ohio Pen's 'Old Sparky' once sat 

 

Michael Arace 

The Columbus Dispatch 

 

On some not-too-distant spring day, the Arena District may be jammed 
with Blue Jackets fans preparing for a hockey game, Clippers fans filing 
into a baseball game and Crew fans lining up for a soccer game. 

Someday soon, if the good Lord’s willing and the creek don’t rise, the 
Arena District will be in full bloom and bustling with life. The Blue Jackets 
will be buzzing with a playoff series in Nationwide Arena, the Clippers will 
throw the first pitch of the season at Huntington Park and the beer 
garden will be pouring for the denizens of the Nordecke at the new (insert 
sponsor name here) Crew Stadium. 

Were there back-room deals that funneled tax dollars of these modern 
sports monuments? Of course. Tax breaks are the thermodynamics of 
politicians and developers. Name a "job creator" that doesn’t get tax 
breaks. And then build a perpetual-motion machine. 

Is the money that went into the Arena District well-spent? Probably. For 
an aspirational city that is growing into a Midwestern behemoth? It’s a 
good bet. 

The transformation that began with the razing of the old Ohio State 
Penitentiary is nearly complete. In so many ways, it has been done right: 
The generations that follow will have three facilities that are among the 
finest of their kind on the continent, all within a few blocks of one another. 

Twenty-five years ago, just a fleeting thought of such of thing would have 
been mind-blowing. 

Someday soon, if the Scioto don’t rise, we’ll be able to see and feel the 
full effect of Stadium Row. We can have the visceral experience. 

A dozen years ago, you could wonder how cool it would be to have a 
springtime with a Stanley Cup series at Nationwide while, a block away, 
the Clippers were hosting one of their first homestands of the new 
baseball season. Then, the Jackets actually made the playoffs. 
Nationwide Boulevard and Neil Avenue became a new nexus of 
Columbus. 

Sometime this summer — Crew officials say the first week of July — the 
new (insert sponsor name here) soccer stadium will have its grand 
opening. Spring weekend trifectas of futbol-baseball-hockey in the Arena 
District become a possibility. So, too, do autumn weekends of futbol-
baseball-hockey-football, a moveable feast for local sports fans and a 
teeming hive of activity for Columbus. On certain Saturdays, High Street 
will be one of America’s great urban thoroughfares. 

For now, we wait, just a little longer. 

As of Wednesday morning, the Jackets (10-12-5, minus-18 goal 
differential) were in fifth place in the Central Division; they were six points 
behind Chicago, which is holding the fourth and final playoff spot; they 
were five points ahead of eighth-place Detroit. Their regular season will 
end in early May. Their playoff chances don’t look good.  

The Jackets are now playing to 25% of capacity at Nationwide, or almost 
5,000.  

The Crew — your defending MLS Cup champions — open their season 
with two CONCACAF Champions League games against Real Esteli FC 
of Nicaragua. The second leg in this round-of-16 matchup will be at old 
Crew Stadium (which they’re calling “Historic Crew Stadium”) on April 15. 

Three days later, the Crew will open their Major League Soccer season 
at home against Philadelphia. The Crew actually wants road games early 
in the season, so they can play as many home games as possible after 
the new stadium opens. MLS has yet to release a full-season schedule. 

The Clippers, too, are adjusting on the fly. The triple-A season has been 
pushed back a month, ostensibly because a number of their stadiums are 
being used as “alternate sites” for major league teams. Huntington Park 
is such a site. 

The aim is to get as many players as possible vaccinated and to place 
them in protective bubbles. According to longtime Clippers 
president/general manager Ken Schnacke, the Cleveland Indians will 
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have around 35 players in their bubble and another 28-30 in a Columbus 
bubble. Players will move from bubble to bubble to suit the parent club’s 
needs. 

Spring training camps break March 30. The MLB season is scheduled to 
begin April 1. The Clippers won’t open until sometime in early of May.  

“We’ll work out every day (in April) and have intrasquad games,” 
Schnacke said. “If we can allow fans, we may try a few noon games — 
and hopefully some night games, just to shake things up, and show off 
our new LED lights.” 

Schnacke is formulating a plan to submit to city and state health officials 
to get approval for 30% capacity at Huntington Park, which seats 10,000. 
The Crew is doing the same.  

In another year, or maybe two, the Columbus pro-sports cosmos will 
align as it never has before, centered on the outskirts of Downtown. 
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Blue Jackets squander late three-goal lead, fall to Panthers in OT 5-4 

 

Staff Report 

FOX Sports Ohio 

Mar 11, 2021 at 11:25p ET 

 

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Frank Vatrano scored 2:48 into overtime, 
Sergei Bobrovsky made 28 saves and the Florida Panthers beat the 
Columbus Blue Jackets 5-4 on Thursday night to sweep a two-game 
series. 

The Panthers scored three times in the third period to erase a 4-1 deficit 
before Vatrano tipped in a rebounded shot from Jonathan Huberdeau to 
win it. 

Patric Hornqvist, Ryan Lomberg, Owen Tippett and Aleksander Barkov 
also scored for the Panthers, who have won four of five. 

Oliver Bjorkstrand scored two second-period goals, Patrik Laine and Max 
Domi also scored and Elvis Merzlikins had 27 saves for the Blue Jackets, 
who have lost three straight and six of eight. 

Bjorkstrand scored on a 2-on-1 rush off a nice feed from Domi at the 6-
minute mark of the second period. Bjorkstrand struck again later in the 
second from the right circle after Riley Nash shoveled a pass out from 
the behind the net. 

The Panthers had a miserable second period offensively, managing just 
four on-target shots, but Hornqvist’s deflection of Forsling shot with 4:10 
left made it a one-goal game. 

Laine rifled in a shot from the left circle on a power play early in the third. 
Domi slid in a shot from a sharp angle 80 seconds later for a 4-1 lead, 
but the Panthers came charging back. 

Lomberg batted a rebounded puck out of the air and past Merzlikins for 
his first NHL goal. Tippett’s goal cut the lead to 4-3, and Barkov tied the 
score with a wrist shot from the right circle on a power play with 5:34 left. 

ELVIS IS BACK 

Merzlikins got his first start since Feb. 20 after spending two weeks on 
injured reserve because of a bone bruise in his left shoulder. Joonas 
Korpisalo started all eight games while Merzlikins was sidelined. 
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Blue Jackets blow 3-goal lead, suffer ‘pretty embarrassing’ loss to Florida 
in OT 

 

By Aaron Portzline  

Mar 11, 2021  

 

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Blue Jackets forward Max Domi came through the 
left circle on a two-on-one, lunging to sweep the puck wide of Florida 
defenseman MacKenzie Weegar and feed Riley Nash on the other side 
of the slot. 

Nash would have had an easy goal, but the puck never got there. 
Instead, Weegar’s stick altered Domi’s pass and sent the puck through 
the pads of Panthers goaltender Sergei Bobrovsky. 

It was a massive goal for the struggling Domi, yes, but it was a big goal 
for the Blue Jackets, too, who were playing one of their most complete 
games of the season and owned a three-goal lead early in the third 
period. 

“A 4-1 lead in the third,” Blue Jackets forward Patrik Laine said after 
Columbus’ 5-4 loss. “You can’t lose those games. That’s just a fact.” 

But the Blue Jackets (10-12-6) just keep plunging to new depths this 
season. Thursday, they suffered the kind of gut-wrenching, soul-crushing 
loss that could define the season, if this season isn’t already too far off 
the rails. 

The Panthers scored three unanswered goals in the span of 9:43 after 
Domi’s goal to pull even 4-4, then won the game at 2:48 of overtime after 
Domi made an unwise pinch in the neutral zone to create a Florida two-
on-one. 

This season started with Pierre-Luc Dubois’ trade request, the 
reverberations of which are still being felt on the roster and in the 
dressing room. It has included a surprise retirement (Mikko Koivu), a 
staggering number of underperforming veterans and a level of overall 
play not seen in Columbus since before John Tortorella was named 
coach in 2015. 

So it was only fitting that they arrived at the midpoint of a miserable 
season with a truly miserable loss. 

“It sucks,” said right wing Oliver Bjorkstrand, who scored twice. “It’s not 
good enough. There’s not much to say. We have to be better.” 

Asked whether it feels as though anything that can go wrong will go 
wrong for the Blue Jackets this season, Bjorkstrand paused briefly. 

“Yeah, maybe,” he said. “I don’t know. I’m just going to focus on trying to 
get back on track. When you have a 4-1 lead, you have to find a way to 
win. You can’t let four goals in.” 

The remarkable part of this game is how well the Blue Jackets played for 
two periods and how many positive developments seemed to be 
occurring within their game. 

Bjorkstrand, elevated to the top line, had already scored two goals by 
10:14 of the second, leaving him half the game to search for his first 
career hat trick. 

Laine, who had matched a career high with a seven-game streak without 
a point, got off the schneid with a goal and an assist. 

Domi has been missing in action most of the season, but he had a 
brilliant saucer pass to Bjorkstrand to set up one of his goals and scored 
to push the lead to 4-1, which seemed to put Columbus in a good spot. 
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On the other end of the ice, goaltender Elvis Merzlikins, back after 
missing three weeks with a shoulder injury, was in control. 

And then it collapsed. 

Florida’s Ryan Lomberg, who played only 6:07 the entire game, scored 
the first goal of his career at 6:34 of the third, only 1:51 after the Blue 
Jackets celebrated Domi’s goal. It was a beauty, too, with Lomberg 
batting a rebound out of the air and past Merzlikins to make it 4-2. 

Less than six minutes later, the Blue Jackets struggled to clear the puck 
out of the zone, helping the Panthers extend a long shift in the Columbus 
end. It ended with rookie Owen Tippett zipping a wrister through traffic, 
scoring off the far post to cut it to 4-3. 

Just two minutes later, it was tied. The Panthers’ Aleksander Barkov 
scored on a power-play blaster from the right circle to make it 4-4 with 
5:34 remaining. 

But it was so much more than the goals against, though. 

Tortorella shortened his bench for the final seven minutes of the game, 
basically rolling two forward lines every other shift. Boone Jenner 
centered a line with Nick Foligno and Bjorkstrand, and Nash centered the 
other, with Domi and Cam Atkinson. 

That left Laine and Jack Roslovic, only two of the most gifted offensive 
players on the roster, on the bench for the final 6:53 of the game. They 
both were on the ice for the 4-3 and 4-4 goals and struggled to clear the 
zone. 

“We got scored on a couple of times,” Laine said. “The puck was 
bouncing a little bit and I couldn’t get it out. They end up scoring. 

“I thought I was playing good. But I guess I thought wrong.” 

At least Roslovic played in the OT. Laine remained parked during the 
three-on-three. 

In overtime, Domi made an indecisive play on a long puck out of the 
Panthers’ zone, arriving late to the puck and ending up on the wrong side 
of Florida’s Jonathan Huberdeau, who had a clear path toward 
Merzlikins. 

Huberdeau fed Frank Vatrano for the game winner. 

Tortorella declined to discuss his club’s collapse. He was surprisingly 
sunny and upbeat considering the circumstances. 

“I’m not going to go through all the goals,” Tortorella said. “I’m going to 
look at the good stuff. We played better for more than 40 minutes, too. 
But I’m not going to go through the goals and stuff like that. 

“Obviously, it’s a tough way to lose a game. But we’ll focus on the things 
that we’re improving at and keep trying to get better. There’s a number of 
players who I think are improving. I think our whole concept of how we’re 
trying to play is getting better. 

“You may think I’m a nut saying it after losing a game like this, but I’m 
going to look at the stuff that got us to 4-1.” 

But Laine sprinkled no sugar. 

“It’s pretty embarrassing, yeah,” he said. 

Asked whether it’s the kind of loss that could linger, he responded: “I 
don’t know. I hope not. I’m tired of losing.” 
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Lightning end road trip with 6-4 loss in Detroit 

 

Eduardo A. Encina 

 

The Lightning won some games they might not have deserved to during 
their longest road trip of the season. So, maybe Thursday night they 
finally got a wake-up call for some of their inconsistent play with a 6-4 
loss in Detroit. 

Despite 80 shots directed at Red Wings goaltender Jonathan Bernier, a 
resilient offense couldn’t overcome the turnovers that led to an early 
deficit. 

“Maybe it caught up to us a little bit tonight,” Lightning captain Steven 
Stamkos said, “where we hadn’t played our best for 60 minutes as of 
late, and we’ve been getting some wins. So maybe it was bound to 
happen that, you know, we have a game like this.” 

It’s difficult to look at the loss as anything but one bad night, especially 
since Tampa Bay is off to its best start in franchise history and entered 
the game tied for the most points in the league with 38. 

The Lightning hadn’t lost in regulation in nearly three weeks, since Feb. 
20 against Carolina, and were on a season-best 8-0-1 run heading into 
the game. They hadn’t lost to Detroit in regulation in more than five 
years, the loss snapping a 20-game point streak during which they went 
19-0-1 against the Red Wings. 

The Lightning (18-5-2) fell behind 5-2 early in the second period, 
prompting coach Jon Cooper to call a timeout to regroup his team. 
Brayden Point and Ondrej Palat scored consecutive goals in the final five 
minutes, but Vladislav Namestnikov’s empty netter with 20 seconds 
remaining sealed the game. 

A mother’s story about treating her relapsing MS 

The loss was disappointing, but as the Lightning boarded their flight 
home late Thursday, they could still consider their three-city, six-game, 
10-day road trip a successful one, going 4-1-1. 

“What can you say?” Cooper said. “You give up five, it’s tough to win. We 
gave ourselves a chance and unfortunately got the empty netter on us, 
but you’ve just got to wipe this one aside because it was a long road trip. 
I look at the big picture. We got nine out of 12 points. It doesn’t really 
matter how you get them, you just got to get them.” 

Detroit (8-16-4) took an early lead on three first-period goals scored on 
just five shots, including a bizarre go-ahead score in which Lightning 
defenseman Jan Rutta slid into Curtis McElhinney, forcing the Tampa 
Bay goaltender into the net while with the puck. 

The Lightning challenged the goal, arguing that Detroit forward Anthony 
Mantha, whose shot McElhinney stopped, contributed to the pileup by 
interfering. But the ruling was upheld, and Tampa Bay went into the first 
intermission down 3-2. 

The Red Wings came out with a surge in the second period, scoring 
twice in the first five minutes, both following Lightning turnovers that left 
McElhinney with little help. 

“It’s a tough position to be in, especially when we gave up some of the 
chances that we did,” Stamkos said of four Detroit goals that came off 
turnovers. “There wasn’t a lot of them, but the ones that they got were 
pretty high-quality in high-danger areas, and they had some good shots. 
We want to play a lot better and limit those turnovers. The ones that we 
did have tonight ended up in the back of the net.” 

After falling behind by three goals, the Lightning had their chances. 
Overall, they nearly doubled Detroit’s shots on goal, 44-23. And after 
Stamkos scored on the Lightning’s first power play, Tampa Bay went 
scoreless on its other five man-advantages. 
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Palat hit the post twice, Cal Foote nicked a crossbar and Alex Killorn had 
a wide-open one-timer from the low right circle turned away by Jonathan 
Bernier, who made 40 saves. 
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The Athletic / NHL on ESPN: What the $2.8 billion deal means for the 
league, the salary cap and viewers 

 

By Sean Shapiro Mar 11, 2021 

 

Asked to explain the importance of the NHL’s seven-year, $2.8 billion 
broadcasting pact with ESPN and Walt Disney Co., one NHL executive 
put it simply: It’s about the “sports-bar default.” 

When the pandemic ends, the executive predicted, people will return to 
sports bars. ESPN will be on the screens in those bars. Hockey will be on 
ESPN. “That can’t be (overstated) how important it was to get back to 
ESPN. This was huge for our sport.” 

The deal, which includes traditional broadcasts and streaming elements 
and will see ESPN/ABC air four of seven Stanley Cup Finals over the 
course of the arrangement, will pay the NHL close to $420 million a 
season, according to multiple sources. The ESPN deal, also known as 
the A package, will be paired with a B package with a yet-to-be-named 
network, likely bringing in close to $200 million in additional revenue per 
season. 

The deal marks a significant financial increase over the current 
arrangement with NBC and Disney, which was worth a total of roughly 
$340 million this season. 

Wednesday’s news was welcomed by stakeholders across the league. In 
Columbus, Blue Jackets captain Nick Foligno summed up the overall 
feeling. 

“I mean, it’s the worldwide leader in sports,” Foligno told The Athletic’s 
Aaron Portzline. “The NHL has been looking to partner up. To find ESPN, 
with the reach they have, it’s great for growing our game and it makes a 
lot of sense. It’s important for our league to get on that main stage, to get 
on there with all of the other sports and have that same notoriety. 
Everyone goes there for their sports. ESPN is known as that. When you 
have hockey as part of that, it speaks volumes about the outreach we’re 
going to have to other fans, a broader base. NBC did a fantastic job and 
helped grow our game and be a big supporter of us. We appreciate all 
they’ve done. But to get on with ESPN … it’s where sports is in the 
States. It’s like TSN or Sportsnet in Canada. It’s where the sports are. I’m 
thrilled to hear that’s the news.” 

As for the so-called B package — which will include three of seven 
Stanley Cup Finals and half of the NHL playoffs offering — NBC is 
interested in maintaining its partnership with the NHL. Meanwhile, Fox is 
making a hard push, according to a source. 

In total, the NHL is poised to net approximately $600 million to $620 
million annually from its national TV package. Though that’s a notable 
increase over the previous deal, it’s not as lucrative as the $750 million 
that sources said was NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman’s pre-pandemic 
ambition. 

Discussions with NHL and media sources Wednesday highlighted 
several key factors about the deal and what it will mean in the coming 
years. 

This won’t change the flat salary cap 

Revenue is rising, so the salary cap will follow, right? Despite instant 
speculation on social media that this would be the case, Bettman 
confirmed in his media availability Wednesday that the cap would remain 
flat. One NHL source predicted that the flat cap could be in place for up 
to five seasons if Canadian teams aren’t able to get fans in the building 
for the start of the 2021-22 season. 

The collective bargaining agreement that was negotiated and extended 
last summer included an uncoupling of hockey-related revenue and the 
salary cap. Escrow was set at a maximum of 20 percent, which the 
players are paying, plus a 10 percent deferral of salary, which will be paid 
back in Years 4 through 6 of the deal. 

Because NHL buildings are mostly empty during the pandemic, hockey-
related revenue is likely going to come in at around $2 billion this season, 
according to multiple sources. In the year before the pandemic, hockey-
related revenue was $5 billion. 

If the $2 billion figure holds, there will likely be an addition to the player’s 
escrow debt of close to $650 million on top of the escrow debt from 2019-
20 season, which is carrying over at $250 million. It’s highly likely that the 
escrow debt in total for the players will be above $800 million. 

That escrow debt needs to come out of revenue and be paid back to the 
league before the cap will start to rise again. 

Among NHL agents, there seems to be a consensus that it will be at least 
two years before that escrow debt is paid back. One agent said every 
NHL team he’s spoken with has planned on each of the next two 
seasons having a flat salary cap, and some are even thinking about 
planning for a flat cap in the 2023-24 season. 

Who gets the B package? 

NBC had the right of first discussion with the NHL as part of its current 
deal. Those discussions happened before the league ended up having 
deeper negotiations with ESPN and subsequently signed a seven-year 
pact. 

NBC still wants to be involved with the NHL. The network said as much 
Wednesday. Still, the network is at a crossroads in deciding how much it 
actually wants the NHL package, according to a source. NBC is betting 
big on the NFL and “Sunday Night Football,” while it’s also heavily 
invested in English Premier League soccer. With its sports content 
moving to USA Network after NBC Sports Network is shuttered, there is 
a real possibility that NBC steps away from hockey. 

If NBC doesn’t step away, it’ll have competition from Fox, according to 
industry observers, who noted that the NHL leaving the rights open to the 
Stanley Cup Final every other year was a smart negotiating tactic for the 
league in securing A and B packages. 

CBS has also reportedly kicked some tires on the deal but is considered 
more of a dark horse than NBC and Fox. 

If NBC and the NHL do split, there could be some further fallout for the 
NHL calendar. NBC was a driving force behind cementing the Winter 
Classic as a Jan. 1 fixture. ESPN already has college football 
commitments on Jan. 1, so if a Winter Classic on Jan. 1 is to continue, it 
would likely have to be spearheaded by the B package partner. 

Outdoor games, which provide significant sponsorship and ratings value, 
are unlikely to fall off the schedule, but what they look like and how often 
they are held could be greatly influenced by whether NBC gets the B 
package. 

The streaming factor 

For ESPN, this deal is focused heavily on the playoffs and streaming. 
Getting the NHL out-of-market streaming package and 75 exclusive 
national games on the platform marks the latest effort to bolster the 
ESPN+ streaming service. Once this deal kicks in, fans will need to 
subscribe to ESPN+ or Hulu if they want to watch all of their team’s 
games. 
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For the league, it’s all part of an effort to get NHL hockey in front of a 
larger audience — moving from just the niche audience that subscribes 
to NHL.tv (a number that has grown, according to the league, but has 
never been divulged) to a larger subscriber base that could include more 
casual hockey fans. 

Disney also used the announcement to highlight the Disney Bundle, 
which offers Disney+, ESPN+ and Hulu for $13.99 per month with ads or 
$19.99 without. 

The deal doesn’t change any local blackout restrictions on games in local 
markets on regional sports networks. The deal also moves NHL Network 
back under the league umbrella, and Bettman said Wednesday that the 
league is looking to get the network into more cable packages. 

As a rights partner, ESPN is also expected to feature the NHL more often 
on its daytime programs and on “SportsCenter.” 
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The Athletic / ‘It’s hard to turn the switch on’: Inside the lives of hockey 
players who haven’t played a game in a year 

 

By Scott Burnside Mar 11, 2021  

 

Chris Gibson can’t remember the last hockey game in which he 
appeared. He knows it was with the Bridgeport Sound Tigers, the New 
York Islanders’ AHL affiliate. He knows he played well. Maybe one of his 
best games of the abbreviated 2019-20 season. 

For the life of him, though, Gibson just can’t be sure when that game took 
place, the opponent, the details. 

Such is the world in which hockey players live. 

For the record, Gibson last played in a regulation hockey game with 
referees and fans and a score on March 11, 2020. And the goalie, 28, 
was right. He was excellent that night, stopping 44 of 45 Toronto Marlies 
shots en route to a 4-1 win. It was their last game before the AHL season 
was scuttled due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Since then, Gibson has spent weeks quarantined in various locations 
around North America. He scuttled a trip back home to Finland to see his 
parents because he was afraid of the global spread of COVID-19 and 
also that he might have difficulty getting back to North America if the 
hockey season resumed. He has watched hour after hour of TV shows 
and movies. 

For a time, he took up building Lego car kits, ones with hundreds of 
intricate pieces, to keep the boredom and monotony at bay. 

At one point, Gibson began sneaking into a Montreal-area rink to work 
with his goaltending coach even though arenas in the province were shut 
down. 

On Oct. 9, he signed with the Tampa Bay Lightning and is currently the 
taxi-squad netminder for the defending Stanley Cup champs. 

His days are filled with a non-stop rotation of one-on-one workouts with 
goaltending coach Frantz Jean and taxi squad drills taking shots from the 
small group of skaters who, like Gibson, are trying to stay sharp should 
the call come to join the NHL roster. Gibson often joins the main 
Lightning roster during practice, spelling starter Andrei Vasilevskiy and/or 
backup Curtis McElhinney when they are given a day off. 

Five times this season, Gibson has dressed for Lightning games when 
Vasilevskiy or McElhinney was injured or unable to play because of 
COVID-19 protocols. 

But his stat line remains clean. A blank page waiting for a game to help 
fill the lines. 

Every day Gibson, who has played 14 NHL games, all for the Islanders, 
walks the line between trying to remain Zen about his circumstances and 
pining for a chance to actually play the game he’s paid to play. 

“Every single hockey player wants to play. But like you said, it’s a crazy 
year,” Gibson said. “Every day I’m in the NHL, doesn’t matter if I’m on the 
taxi squad or not, I’m on the ice, I’m traveling with the team. I get NHL 
experience every day. Every day in the NHL is a good day. 

“Some days it’s frustrating. You do want to play. But at the same time, I 
do have to look at things in a positive way. We’re still playing hockey 
when there’s a lot of people that can’t even go to work.” 

The pandemic has robbed so many of so much that perspective can be 
both elusive and critical to carrying on. 

Certainly, the challenges are many for those players who exist in the 
most curious of hockey limbos: With one skate still in the game but 
months and months removed from actually competing in games. 

There are physical challenges, of course. Without game action it is a 
struggle to stay in shape, to keep NHL-level timing and stamina and 
hand-eye coordination. 

But not playing in games for up to a year leads to constant wondering if 
you are being left behind, which makes for a significant mental challenge. 

“It’s probably the toughest job right now in the game,” Jean said. 

The reality is that whether you’re a goaltender or a skater, no matter how 
many small area games or shooting drills or post-to-post drills a taxi 
squad player does, it’s not like a game. 

“You try as hard as you can,” Jean said. “But the flow of the game, that is 
different than any practice you’ll put together.” 

So you work on techniques in the hopes they become second nature so 
that, when that day does come and a coach tells a player he’s going into 
game action for the first time in a year or more, they don’t have to waste 
time and energy thinking about technique. 

“Now it’s just a question for them to find the flow of the game and get into 
that flow,” Jean said. 

For the Limbo Boys, if we can use that term to describe players like 
Gibson, a big part of being able to stay focused, even hopeful, is in the 
relationships forged with peers and teammates and the coaches who do 
their best to keep them finely tuned and connected even if they are, well, 
disconnected. 

Vasilevskiy and McElhinney have embraced Gibson, and Gibson has 
made a point of learning as much as he can from both during practices 
and games. 

Vasilevskiy is one of the top goaltenders in the world, with an outstanding 
work ethic, Gibson said. McElhinney provides a different perspective, as 
a 37-year-old who has enjoyed a late-career renaissance. 

“I have good conversations with him almost every day,” Gibson said. 
“Mac gives me a lot of good tips and we talk about life in general.” 

Philadelphia Flyers prospect Carsen Twarynski is another player who, 
until very recently, couldn’t put his finger on exactly when he played his 
last game. 

He suffered a leg injury last season and recalls playing in only five games 
after January 2020. 

His last game was March 11, 2020, for the AHL Lehigh Valley Phantoms. 

His experience is similar to others in the same situation: Trying to push 
himself in the small group skates and trying to take as much from an 
imperfect training situation. Twarynski said the Flyers have done an 
exemplary job in making sure that group of players doesn’t feel isolated. 
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“Does it take a toll on you? A little bit, yeah. I’d like to play in every single 
game,” Twarynski said. 

But he, like his peers on other teams in similar situations, chooses to 
view his life through the lens of appreciation. 

“I get to wake up every day and go and skate for a living,” Twarynski 
said. 

He has good friends, including roommate Nate Prosser, with whom to 
share the ups and downs. 

The two live not far from the Flyers’ practice rink in Voorhees, N.J. So, 
there’s not a lot of temptations there when it comes to sticking with rigid 
NHL COVID-19 protocols, Twarynski joked. 

Twarynski was part of the Flyers’ training camp prior to the playoff bubble 
but didn’t make the big squad that traveled to Toronto. So he returned to 
his home in Calgary and watched the playoffs, trying to learn as much as 
possible from afar before returning for the start of this season. 

About two weeks shy of a full year without a game, Twarynski was 
inserted into the Flyers’ lineup. It was Feb. 24, 2021. 

He recalled being on the ice prior to that 4-3 win over the New York 
Rangers, feeling the nerves like it was his first NHL game, not his 16th.  
He calmed himself by looking at the Rangers players he would skate 
against, imagining how he could play against them. 

He played just 6:12 that night. He had two shots on goal and was 
credited with two hits. 

It was glorious. 

“I was really excited to get in,” Twarynski said. 

It’s a contract year for Twarynski so that has added to the uncertainty of 
the situation and there have been some down days as the cycle of 
preparing for games that don’t come repeats itself. 

But Twarynski feels that regardless of how the rest of this season plays 
out, there are skills on and off the ice he’ll take with him. 

“Just the life lessons that will come out of it,” he said. “All the stuff that 
you’re going through you realize there are a lot of people who are going 
through a lot worse.” 

One of the buzzwords around the Ottawa Senators’ taxi squad since the 
start of the season is “shortcuts.” As in don’t take them. 

“It’s a big word because it’s very easy to do that,” said forward Matthew 
Peca. “You could definitely hide and get away with the bare minimum.” 

That’s why he dedicated himself to paying attention to the games that he 
watched from the press box or in the training room while waiting for an 
opportunity to join the main Senators roster, trying to pick out elements of 
the systems implemented by head coach D.J. Smith. 

Peca was acquired by the Senators from Montreal on Feb. 24, 2020. He 
played nine games for the Senators, including the one that would end 
their season in Los Angeles on the eve of the pause a year ago. 

It was like coming home for Peca, who is from the Ottawa area and who 
usually works out in the offseason in nearby Arnprior. 

But the longest summer turned into an even longer fall and early winter 
as Peca and the rest of the Senators waited for news on returning to 
play. 

“There were a lot of unknowns,” Peca said. 

What were the rosters going to look like? How would the taxi squads 
function? 

Without exhibition games, the challenge, especially for players on the 
edge of making the roster, was to show well in scrimmages without 
hurting someone else from their own team. 

Then, assigned to the taxi squad, Peca’s wait to once again taste game 
action lasted until late February 2021 before getting the nod from the 
coaching staff that he would go into the lineup. 

Within that group, though, Peca said a tight-knit bond has developed. 

“We’re all on each other’s side,” he said. “We keep each other prepared 
for whenever we get the call.” 

That means lots of good-natured competitions on the ice, even if much of 
the time the taxi squad guys are skating either before or after the main 
roster goes through their on-ice workouts. 

Off the ice, the group continued their competitive spirit playing spike ball. 

Peca’s first game since the pause was a 7-3 loss against Toronto on 
Feb. 18, and while the team effort wasn’t great Peca did draw an assist. 
He waited a week before getting back in the lineup but has now played in 
five games. 

While the tests are daily when it comes to staying in an NHL lineup, in 
some ways they are secondary to the tests that have been presented in 
the past year. 

“It was difficult,” Peca, 27, said. “There were definitely some difficult 
times, difficult stretches to go through. The hardest part is getting thrown 
into a game. We were definitely tested and we really needed to be pros.” 

Shean Donovan played almost 1,000 NHL games and is in his sixth 
season as a player development coach with the Senators. He said there 
is a silver lining for those players on the taxi squad in that they are never 
completely out of sight of coaches and management. 

Sometimes when a player gets sent to the minors there is an out-of-sight, 
out-of-mind dynamic that can come into play for a player trying to work 
his way back to the big club. With the taxi squad traveling with the main 
squad and working out in the same buildings both at home and on the 
road, the understanding that you are always being watched should be a 
powerful motivator to stay focused on working hard, said Donovan. 

“Here you have nowhere to hide,” Donovan said. “You can’t be pouty. 
You’ve got to be mentally strong.” 

Of all the players we chatted with who have endured, or are continuing to 
endure, an impossible long gap between games, perhaps the highest-
profile was New Jersey Devils defenseman Will Butcher. 

Butcher’s 2019-20 season was already over when the league announced 
it were halting the season on March 12. 

He’d sustained a thumb injury after playing just 1:31 in a game on Feb. 
18 and the ligament damage sustained was going to require surgery in 
mid-March. 

And thus began one of the strangest, most vexing of years of Butcher’s 
life. 

After his surgery, Butcher and his wife, Tayler, and their Samoyed, Olaf, 
drove out to Denver where they have a home. The Devils helped arrange 
a rehab regimen with a Denver-based therapist who works with pro 
athletes and specializes in hand injuries. 

But finding a gym and a rink to work out in when Butcher was able to 
resume skating proved difficult, so for a time Butcher and his pals worked 
out of a makeshift gym in his garage. 

Butcher watched the bubble playoffs intently and then began to look 
forward to a return to NHL hockey in mid-November. He and Tayler and 
Olaf made the trip back across the country in anticipation of a mid-
November start that would be delayed into early January. 

The couple eventually settled on a house that was better suited to dog 
living in New Jersey but when camp started Butcher struggled. 

“I didn’t have a great camp overall,” he said. 
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Without preseason games, coaches had to rely on scrimmages to make 
roster decisions, and Butcher wasn’t at his best. 

“The scrimmages I could have done better,” he said. “But it’s hard to turn 
the switch on.” 

So when the Devils began their 56-game schedule, Butcher was not in 
the lineup. 

His first game came on Feb. 16, exactly a year after his last full game. 

The last time he went that long without playing a game? Butcher 
chuckles. When he was 3 and starting to skate. 

“I’ve never been in that situation before,” he said. “I didn’t know how to 
handle it or deal with it.” 

Among the many adjustments to life Butcher has gone through in that 
interminable period between games has been in working with a sports 
psychologist whom he connected with early in his rehabilitation process. 

“I really didn’t know how I was going to respond,” he said. “It was just 
something I felt I had to do.” 

It turns out to have been a positive decision. The discussions with the 
therapist, along with Tayler’s support, have been critical to helping 
Butcher remain mindful of why he loves the game and what parts of the 
game give him passion. Discussions have also honed in on what 
elements of his game and personality had allowed him to become the 
player he was in the past and how that can be replicated now. 

While he has been in and out of the Devils lineup since his return, he 
said he is finally finding the rhythm he has known in the past when it 
comes to playing in the NHL. 

Beyond getting in the right frame of mind for playing NHL games, Butcher 
understands what he has gone through has broader implications when 
factoring in the pandemic as a whole and how people emerge from such 
a landscape no matter what they do. 

“Just talking about life and what you’re going through, it really helps,” 
Butcher said. “Because if you’re just talking in your head it just gets 
rattling around over and over.” 

It’s natural to want to be in control of aspects of your life, he said. 

But the pandemic has reinforced how fleeting that control can be. 

“The things that you can control are the things you need to focus on,” 
Butcher said. 
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The Athletic / NHL Draft 2022: Wheeler’s early look at the top 22 
prospects 

 

By Scott Wheeler Mar 11, 2021  

 

Each season, while we focus on the draft class ahead, I interrupt that 
coverage to provide an early look at the players to keep an eye on two 
drafts out. Normally when this list drops all of the players have moved 
past their minor hockey careers to begin playing at top junior levels or, in 
some cases, pro levels. This year, because of the OHL and WHL delays, 
there are some who had to be considered here who have yet to play 
hockey at a level that matters, making this exercise even trickier than 
usual. 

The good news is that a couple of those OHL and WHL players, namely 
Shane Wright and Matthew Savoie, I’ve watched for a couple of years 
(Wright in the OHL last year and with the Don Mills Flyers before that; 

and Savoie in the WHL last year, and the AJHL and USHL this year). The 
other good news is that this draft class is heavy on talent from the U.S. 
National Team Development Program, and a smattering of them playing 
in the QMJHL, Slovakia, Finland, Russia, Sweden, Austria (via Germany) 
and the Czech Republic — all of whom have played close to normal 
schedules. 

So I do have several viewings on each of the 22 players discussed here. 
But there are some in the OHL and WHL who will likely work their way 
into the front half of the first-round conversation that I wasn’t comfortable 
slotting without seeing more of them. 

This list is not numbered like my other rankings that will follow. Instead, 
the players are slotted into tiers: No. 1 pick front-runner, top-three 
favorites, top-five contenders, top-10 challengers and sleeper. 

Before we get started, a warning to the reader on how old you’re about to 
feel: The evaluations you’re about to read, and the quotes and video 
herein, discuss players born in 2004. Yes, 2004. 

No. 1 pick front-runner 

Shane Wright, C, Kingston Frontenacs, 6-foot 

Shane Wright is everything you’ve probably heard at this point. He’s 
mature beyond his years, both as a teenager in the way he carries 
himself and physically, with square shoulders and skills of dexterity that 
are rare in players his age. He doesn’t skate like Connor McDavid or 
shoot like Auston Matthews, but there are no holes in his game. He takes 
what’s given to him without relying on any one skill, and there are shades 
of John Tavares in his comportment and play style. Though Wright’s the 
only player on this list who hasn’t played with his club team this season 
(he has so far been limited to his audition for Canada at the world juniors 
selection camp), I have little doubt that Wright will build on his 
sensational CHL Rookie of the Year season, in which he paced for 40-
plus goals and 70-plus points as an underaged player, when (if?) the 
OHL does return. 

What makes Shane Wright special? Everyone who knows him can 
explain  

‘He’s going to be successful right away’: Behind Shane Wright’s 
exceptional life as hockey’s best 15-year-old 

Top-three favorites 

Brad Lambert, C/W, JYP, 6-foot 

Lambert’s a highly skilled forward who looked dominant at Finland’s 
junior level a year ago and has spent the entirety of this season in Liiga 
with JYP, one of the league’s worst teams, where he has led all under-18 
players in scoring. He was also a factor for Finland at the world juniors, 
creating offense for himself and helping on the power play as the team’s 
youngest player. Lambert’s most adept with the puck on his stick (he’s 
got a noticeably short stick, which helps him adjust to opposing sticks 
and feet quickly), hanging onto possession and use his good interior skill 
in tight to split lanes, cut off the wall and make plays through layers under 
pressure. He’s got a low base to his stride (though he also has a little bit 
of a hunch to his posture), which helps him stay over pucks and extend 
plays. He’s excellent on the point and half wall on the power play 
because of his puck skill, dangerous wrister off the flank and playmaking 
instincts. Lambert’s a fun player to watch. 

Here’s an example of the way he uses that short stick on pulls and drags 
(he’s No. 92): 

I like the way he pushes tempo through the middle, too: 

Finnish world juniors coach Antti Pennanen on Lambert: “He’s skillful, 
he’s so fast and I think he has to improve his team skills. He can be a 
very good player after that. But he’s so important for us because he can 
create scoring chances by himself.” 

Matthew Savoie, C, Dubuque Fighting Saints/Winnipeg Ice, 5-foot-10 
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Things got away from Savoie for a brief time last year when he, thrust 
into the WHL early and backed by hype and a wow-you track record at 
lower levels, was knocked unconscious and suffered a concussion in a 
game. This year, with the WHL season pushed back, he started the year 
in the AJHL with the Sherwood Park Crusaders. He looked excellent in 
all of his games with the Crusaders, frequently looking like the more 
dangerous player on a line with the elder Dylan Guenther, a likely top 10 
pick in the 2021 draft. After Sherwood Park he joined the Dubuque 
Fighting Saints. In Dubuque, his threatening offensive game has 
continued to pop. Matthew, like his brother Carter (now at Denver and a 
prospect of the Oilers), has incredible finishing talent as a shooter and 
stick handling skill on the puck, but he’s a better skater than his big 
brother. With the puck in his hands, there’s an electric quality to his game 
inside the offensive zone. 

Here’s his one-timer, just one element of many in his shooting arsenal: 

Top-five contenders 

Rutger McGroarty, C/LW, NTDP, 6-foot-1 

McGroarty is probably the biggest name to know on this year’s U.S. U17s 
and next year’s U18s. He came into the program with a ton of hype from 
his minor hockey days. Then he started off on a tear with both the U17s 
and U18s when he played up in late 2020. And while he has cooled off in 
February, hitting a bit of a wall (at least from a production standpoint), 
McGroarty’s potential excites. He’s a mature athlete relative to most of 
his closely aged peers at the program, with a sturdy frame, and the 
skating and power to complement it. He’s also a plus-level skater, which 
helps him get off the wall and to the front of the net. And while there are 
times when he can tunnel vision and I’d like him to use his linemates a 
little more, McGroarty’s combination of individual skill (he has excellent 
hands, deception and maneuverability), strength on the puck and 
finishing touch (he can cleanly score from mid-range with a powerful 
snap shot) can really thrill. 

Elias Salomonsson, RHD, Skellefteå AIK, 6-foot 

Salomonsson’s a right-handed defenseman with an Aug. 31 birthday who 
has already proven that he can dictate play offensively at Sweden’s top 
junior level, and has already played in the SHL as a 16-year-old (he’s 
going to spend his entire draft year as a 17-year-old). From an age-
adjusted marker/context, Salomonsson has had quite the year. He still 
has some work to do on the defensive side of the puck in terms of his 
positioning and decisions on reads, but some of that will come with age, 
and the mental and physical maturity that comes with it. He has really 
impressed me when I’ve watched Skellefteå’s junior team this year (a 
team with top 2020 prospect Simon Robertsson). He was also a standout 
with Sweden’s under-17 team at the end of August and its under-18 team 
in the middle of February. 

There’s no questioning his comfort level under pressure. He plays with a 
ton of confidence for a player his age. Watch No. 5 in blue hang onto the 
puck below the goal line with a player on his hip (instead of throwing it up 
the wall) to kickstart this rush with a nice bump play: 

Frank Nazar, C/RW, NTDP, 5-foot-11 

Nazar’s the player in the 2021 draft class that I’ve most enjoyed watching 
this season. There are 10 (!) NTDP players listed among the 22 names 
here and some of the fever pitch around some of them is higher than 
around Nazar, but he belongs right in the conversation for the top of that 
group for me. Offensively, his toolbox is overflowing. 

He’s a dangerous rush player because of his lethal wrister, quick hands 
and creative flair, with a unique ability to create for himself and place 
pucks into space for his teammates. Here’s a prime example of those 
hands and ingenuity, going outside-in on the defender before feeding a 
trailing Maddox Flemming through a tough hole (with three players 
crowded around him no less): 

And here’s that shot, with a release that neither transfers his weight 
through a snap shot nor pulls the puck back. I love the way it slides off 
his stick and surprises the goalie: 

And on top of all of that skill, he also plays a middle-lane game and 
regularly attacks right at defenders instead of trying to play pucks through 
them like he did in the first sequence above. 

Jack Hughes, C, NTDP, 6-foot 

No, not that Hughes family, or that Jack. This Jack Hughes is good too, 
though! Hughes, because of his November 2003 birthday, is already in 
his second year of the program (as is Jack Devine, who follows him on 
this list), playing the last two years on a team of prospects for the 
upcoming draft. So while he’s on the older side of the 2022 draft, he’s 
actually on the younger side of USA Hockey’s under-18 team, where he 
has remained one of the team’s most productive players in both of the 
last two seasons. Hughes isn’t a natural scorer (though his puck luck 
probably owes him a couple more this year) but he’s a well-rounded 
playmaker who plays with a ton of poise under pressure and in traffic, 
works diligently off the puck, skates at a high level, and has excellent 
hands on pulls and drags through his feet. 

Ivan Miroshnichenko, LW/RW, Omskie Yastreby, 6-foot-1 

Miroshnichenko grabbed the spotlight last year as Russia’s captain at the 
2020 Youth Olympics. His line with fellow top 2022 prospect Ilya Kvochko 
and potential 2023 first overall pick Matvei Michkov combined for 37 
points in four games, scoring 18 of Russia’s 29 goals en route to gold in 
a tournament that included a 6-2 win over a Team Canada led by top 
2022 and 2023 prospects Adam Fantilli, Matthew Savoie, Ty Nelson, 
Pano Fimis, Antonin Verreault and Tristan Luneau and a 4-0 victory in 
the final over a Team USA led by the Americans on this list. This season, 
playing in the MHL as a 16-year-old most of the way (he turned 17 in 
February), Miroshnichenko has made an immediate impact as a multi-
dimensional creator whose early pro size is complemented by a 
dangerous shot (both his wrister and his one-timer pop), impressive 
power through his crossovers, impressive edges and hands on lateral 
cuts and good overall poise with the puck as a passer. It’s worth noting 
that he’s signed in the KHL until the end of the 2023-24 season, though, 
so the earliest his NHL club will be seeing him is for the start of his third 
season post-draft. 

Top-10 challengers 

Isaac Howard, LW, NTDP, 5-foot-9 

Howard’s one of the players I was closest to slotting a group higher here. 
He has been sensational for USA Hockey’s under-17 team this year, 
producing at an elite age-adjusted rate. Inside the offensive zone, he’s 
the team’s most gifted player, which says a lot considering the strength of 
this group. His hands are silky. Opponents can’t leave him open at the 
hashmarks. And then he’s also capable of surprising pressure to play 
through layers with a nifty saucer pass or a quick bit of deception. His 
power-play upside is obvious. If this were a ranking, he’d be inside the 
top 10 right now. But his size (though I think he’s a serviceable off-puck 
player and I know he’s stronger than he looks) remains a question in 
terms of feeling comfortable about a top-five conversation, at least for 
now. 

Jack Devine, RW, NTDP, 5-foot-11 

Devine, a Denver commit, is another late-2003 who has played with the 
draft class in front of him for the last two years. He was excellent last 
year, playing a tenacious playmaking style and producing near a point 
per game. This year has come with some more ups and downs, which 
included an injury that sidelined him from the end of December to the end 
of February. Devine’s a driven, hardworking player who excels at the little 
things and keeps himself in the play in one way or another. But he also 
regularly flashes the kind of skill in possession as a facilitator that you’d 
hope for out of a 5-foot-11 winger, and he really filled out his frame nicely 
last summer to come back and look stronger over his skates (which 
complements his effort level well). 

Seamus Casey, RHD, NTDP, 5-foot-10 

Casey is an extremely mobile, highly gifted offensive defenseman who 
adjusts to pressure, delays with the puck on his stick, and weaves in and 
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out of coverage with ease. He’s a fabulous transporter through the 
neutral zone and he’s elusive inside the offensive zone. His size is a 
talking point and he needs to get stronger to better hold his own in board 
battles, but his footwork and escapability help mitigate against both of 
those things nicely. 

Maddox Fleming, RW, NTDP, 5-foot-11 

After really impressing as one of the top players on a Shattuck St. Mary’s 
under-18 team that included older prospects like Artem Shlaine, Jackson 
Kunz and Scott Morrow a year ago, Fleming arrived at the program as 
one of the age group’s players to watch. And he has been consistently 
good. He needs to get to the inside and look to make things happen for 
himself a little more than he does, but his ability to finesse passes 
through bodies and read the play to the backside of coverage can really 
grab you. He’s a standout skater, too. 

Noah Östlund, C, Djurgårdens IF, 5-foot-10 

I hadn’t watched any of Östlund until this year. But he has looked a cut 
above his peers with the puck on his stick in Sweden’s camps and he 
immediately became the top scorer on Djurgårdens’ under-20 team, 
producing well above a point per game as a 16-year-old in a top junior 
league (in a program that also boasts Liam Öhgren, another top Swede 
for the 2022 draft). Östlund’s an airy, agile skater with excellent hands 
who creates quickly and decisively inside the offensive zone. 

He’s No. 11 in blue here, with a shot up at the goalie’s ears and then a 
quick chase to collect his own rebound and set up a chance from behind 
the net: 

And here, again with a quick decision to shoot, another quick closeout on 
a loose puck, and another quick decision to one-touch pass it (he’s quick, 
OK!?): 

Simon Nemec, RHD, HK Nitra, 6-foot-1 

The first of two Slovaks on this list (a third, Filip Mesar, was almost 
included, too), Nemec is the brightest of an uncharacteristically bright 
2004 age group for Slovakia. In Slovakia, he’s already quarterbacking a 
power play, playing 17 minutes a night, and producing above half a point 
per game in the country’s top pro league, Tipos Extraliga. At the world 
juniors, after starting on Slovakia’s third pairing, Nemec emerged as 
arguably its top defenseman, leading the team in points with four assists 
in five games. He’s capable of starting rushes with his feet and finishing 
them with his playmaking sense. He manages the offensive zone blue 
line with poise and comfort, identifying lanes and using deception across 
the lane to create them. And though he’s not playing in a good pro 
league, his assertiveness against professionals is no small thing given 
his age. 

Watch the way he tries to hide his intention from the point here, whether 
by looking off his intended passing target or using his feet to shade shot 
only to pass: 

Tristan Luneau, RHD, Gatineau Olympiques, 6-foot-1 

The first overall pick in the 2020 QMJHL draft, Luneau is a two-way right-
shot defenseman who skates at a high level, can run a power play and 
reads the play (both offensively and defensively) extremely well. I’m not 
sure whether he’s going to be a dynamic, highlight reel type, and his shot 
could use some more oomph, but he’s a plus-level passer who plays with 
a ton of poise, thrives in transition and has looked good when I’ve 
watched him in the Q this year. He’s playing big minutes in Gatineau as a 
rookie. 

Danila Yurov, C/LW, Metallurg Magnitogorsk,  6-foot-1 

Yurov is ahead of a lot of his peers in Russia (which says something 
considering it’s a strong class out of Russia in 2022), having already 
produced at a point per game in the MHL, played 20-plus games in the 
KHL and starred at under-17 worlds. Part of that comes down to his 
December 2003 birthday. But part of it is also his talent level. He has 
looked like a potential star in my last couple of MHL viewings, which 
included a hat trick, four points and six shots in 16 minutes of ice time on 

March 3. And though he only averaged just over four minutes per game 
in his KHL stints, I don’t think he looked out of place there. Here’s his 
lone assist in those minutes, with a nice stretch pass: 

This give-and-go for a scoring chance caught my eye, too, (nice pass off 
his backhand through the triangle of the defender’s stick to start it): 

Ryan Chesley, RHD, NTDP, 6-foot 

Another Shattuck standout, Chesley starred on its under-16 team while 
Fleming played on its under-18 team before they both made the program. 
Chesley has consistently impressed me with the NTDP (of late with 
notable 2022 prospect Lane Hutson as his partner), flashing impressive 
four-way skating and puck skill on the offensive side and a tight gap 
(which sometimes includes an open ice hit) that snuffs out a lot of rushes 
in the neutral zone defensively. He plays a bold game. 

David Jiricek, RHD, HC Plzen, 6-foot-3 

A standout for the Czechs at the world juniors a month after his 17th 
birthday, Jiricek played this entire season at Czech Republic’s top 
professional league (a regular season that wrapped in early March), 
Extraliga. He posted nine points in 34 games with HC Plzen and drive 
results on one of the league’s better teams (without Jiricek on the ice 
Plzen scored 55 percent of the goals during games; with Jiricek it was 65 
percent) while averaging 15:06 a night and often pushing 20 minutes 
down the stretch. Another in a long list of talented right-handed 
defensemen in the 2022 class, Jiricek plays an excellent two-way 
transition game, regularly joining the rush to carry and transport the puck 
himself deep into the offensive zone. 

It’s pretty common to see him make a play like this both against his peers 
and pros (in fact, he made a nearly identical play and scored on it in 
Plzen’s regular season finale): 

Logan Cooley, C/LW, NTDP, 5-foot-10 

Cooley, who doesn’t turn 17 until May, has been a revelation of sorts at 
the program, regularly looking like one of the most complete players on 
the ice for the under-17s and regularly looking the part when he has 
played with the older group. His skill doesn’t pop quite like some of the 
other forwards but he plays a versatile, all-situations, up-tempo game 
that seems to mold around his linemates nicely no matter who he plays 
with. I like his change of pace and outside speed, too. Case in point: 

Juraj Slafkovsky, LW/RW, TPS, 6-foot-4 

It has been an impressive year for Slafkovsky. The 16-year-old is already 
a consistent threat at Finland’s top junior level, and was, despite going 
scoreless, one of Slovakia’s most consistent creators at the world juniors. 
He led the team in shots on goal with 13 across five games and looked 
dangerous inside the offensive zone as well as in transition. Slafkovsky is 
a 6-foot-4, 216-pound winger with a fluid stride and impressive puck skill 
in tight to his body. Though he will use his body to protect pucks and win 
back possession, I wouldn’t say he’s a prototypical power forward, 
replacing some of the meanness with an impressive finesse game. He 
does a good job side-stepping pressure for his side to cut off the wall, 
hang onto the puck in traffic and get to the slot, but he’s not doing it by 
pushing through. He’s also a very confident play with the puck on his 
stick (sometimes to a fault trying to do too much), regularly trying and 
executing difficult plays. 

Watch the way No. 60 pushes past a check in his own zone and then 
attacks the middle lane up ice with his skating before putting a puck on 
net with another player on him at the other end. That’s his power and 
skating coming into play, and it’s something you maybe hope for and 
expect out of a player his size with a first-round rating: 

This, though, creating for himself in transition and twice showcasing his 
excellent hands, you maybe expect a little less (quite the chip shot under 
the bar, too): 

Cruz Lucius, RW/LW, NTDP, 5-foot-11 
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Lucius will join his older brother Chaz at the University of Minnesota after 
his draft year, and I’m already excited at the thought of the two of them 
playing as a duo because of how well they fit together. Chaz is a natural 
scorer who makes things happen for himself. Cruz is a natural playmaker 
who understands how to use time and space to his advantage to make 
plays through layers to his teammates and facilitate. I’m preferential to 
Chaz, who I think has a higher ceiling (there were a few players who I 
considered including here over Cruz) but Cruz has legitimate skill with 
the puck and he has impressed me with his ability to navigate under 
pressure. 

Sleeper 

Julian Lutz, LW/RW, RB Hockey Juniors/EC Salzburg, 6-foot-2 

Boarding for the Julian Lutz hype train is now underway. Another 
German who has taken a non-traditional route to the first round 
conversation in a draft, Lutz has been developed in Austria, playing his 
competitive hockey with Red Bull’s hockey academy in Salzburg (a 
program and school which has in recent years developed NHL prospects 
like John-Jason Peterka, Justin Shutz, Kristian Pospisil, Noah Dobson, 
Jeremy McKenna and others). This year, in a pair of weaker pro leagues 
(the Alps Hockey League with the academy and the ICEHL with 
Salzburg’s men’s team), he has looked good at both levels, regularly 
playing a fast, active style that involves him in the play on both sides of 
the puck. His season has been so impressive that some were surprised 
he was left off Team Germany for the world juniors, even as a 16-year-
old (he’s a leap year Feb. 29 birthday, so he just turned 17). 

He plays the game with great touch and finesse, feathering and placing 
pucks through traffic and into space for teammates. But he also plays 
with a ton of energy, chasing down pucks with a balanced skating stride 
so that he has opportunities for his skill to take over. Watch the way 
those two things combine on this sequence, with a won race at the top of 
the zone and a couple of small area plays, including a nifty finish around 
the net: 

Other names to know: Antonin Verreault, Cutter Gauthier, Markus 
Vidicek, Jimmy Snuggerud, Devin Kaplan, Mattias Hävelid, Nathan 
Gaucher, Max Namestnikov, Tyler Duke, Pano Fimis, Justin Côté, Filip 
Mesar, Joakim Kemell, Otto Salin, Marco Kasper, Keaton Dowhaniuk, 
Ryan Greene, Ty Nelson, Bryce McConnell-Barker, Raul Yakupov, Conor 
Geekie, Simon Forsmark, Tomas Hamara, Filip Bystedt, Alexander 
Suzdalev, Ruslan Gazizov, Sergei Ivanov, Liam Öhgren, Gleb Trikozov, 
Liam Arnsby, Lane Hutson, Cole Spicer, Kirill Kudryavtsev, Artyom Duda, 
Danny Zhilkin, Ludwig Persson, Ilya Kvochko, Elmeri Laakso, Alexander 
Suzdalev, Jonathan Lekkerimaki 
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The Athletic / Lindsay Hamilton 20 Questions: On TSN, reality TV and a 
classic(?) comedy 

 

By Sean Fitz-Gerald Mar 11, 2021  

 

Lindsay Hamilton got to watch a hockey game. After months spent 
working from her basement, then in a sparsely-populated office, the 
veteran host of SportsCentre was in Ottawa earlier this month, with real 
NHL players and a live TSN broadcast. 

“When I saw them on the ice, it was like, ‘Oh my gosh, I’ve missed this,’” 
she said. “It’d been a year since I’d seen live athletes play a sport.’” 

Hamilton has been scheduled to appear on more of the network’s NHL 
coverage this season, though the morning highlight loop is still her main 
show. She will mark her fifth anniversary on SportsCentre this fall. 

The 30-year-old from Mississauga, Ont., is from a family of five children 
— four sisters and a brother — and all five played on a varsity team at 
university. There were two lacrosse players, a squash player, a 
quarterback and an NCAA gymnast. 

Hamilton played lacrosse at McMaster University, a school her father and 
grandfather attended. (Bob Leggat, her maternal grandfather, was 
enshrined in the school’s athletics hall of fame after winning 
championships with both the basketball and football teams.) 

Her brother, David, is an emergency doctor who was the starting 
quarterback for the University of Toronto in 2008, when the Varsity Blues 
snapped a 49-game losing streak — a Canadian record — with an upset 
win against the University of Waterloo. (He threw a touchdown pass late 
in the fourth quarter.) 

Hamilton worked at the Family Channel and the CBC before joining TSN, 
and she has worked in both entertainment and sports, interviewing Justin 
Bieber and the Toronto Marlies. A year ago, she was named among the 
hosts for Bell Media’s foray into Quibi, a platform for short-form streaming 
content that, ultimately, was a short-lived experiment. 

Before moving onto her next assignment, Hamilton took time out to field 
20 Questions from The Athletic, talking about TSN, reality television and 
why a forgotten (Editor’s note: Some would call it “classic”) dark comedy 
released in 1991 is her all-time favourite. 

(This interview has been edited for length and clarity) 

1. My Canadian university football team has lost 49 games in a row: Who 
should I start at quarterback? 

Kyle Quinlan. 

2. … didn’t your brother end that losing streak for the University of 
Toronto? 

(Hamilton laughs) Oh, sorry! I should rewind it and say Dave. I love my 
brother. Near and dear. It was Kyle Quinlan who I got to see win the 
Canadian championship (for McMaster, in 2011). I watched him in the 
Vanier Cup. Can I rewind that? My brother will kill me. 

3. The … 

(Hamilton cuts in) David Hamilton. I remember being at that game with 
my entire family. My mom, my dad, my sisters. We used to go every 
single weekend to watch my brother. We’d go and get the pizza after. It 
was such a great group of guys who put their heart and soul into those 
games, each and every single week. I will never forget that game. We 
were all so anxious, sitting on the bleachers. We jumped over, we ran 
onto the field. I think David might have shed a few tears. I don’t want to 
embarrass him. But it was such a wonderful moment. 

4. With five kids in your household — two varsity lacrosse players, an 
NCAA gymnast, a quarterback and a varsity squash player — what did 
family games of Monopoly look like? 

(Hamilton laughs) Good luck making it out alive. When you win, you have 
bragging rights for a long time. It was so hyper-competitive all the time, 
and I loved it. 

5. As a 16-year-old, you beat four other contestants in the sports reality 
show “The Adrenaline Project” — what was your prize? 

What a great walk down memory lane. I won a week of whitewater 
rafting, or I could go ice climbing. I won a digital camera, and I won a 
bunch of sports attire. As a 16-year-old, it was a pretty awesome prize. 
But moreso, I also had the bragging rights of beating the boys on the 
show, and becoming the first girl to ever win that show. That meant more 
to me than any prize they could give me. (Hamilton laughs) I say that 
humbly. I hope I don’t sound like I’m bragging. 

6. Three siblings are in healthcare: How close were we to knowing you 
as Dr. Lindsay Hamilton? 
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Not close at all. (Hamilton laughs) I get queasy when I see a lot of blood. 
So thankfully, I was able to remove that path from my future pretty early 
on. I have great admiration for all of them. I think the work they do is 
extremely important, and they have a heart for it. It’s obviously such an 
important field, because you’re caring for other people each and every 
day. But for me, I can’t handle the blood. 

7. What stories have you heard from their lives on the front lines of the 
pandemic? 

A lot of stories. Canadians and people around the world have been hit 
really hard by this pandemic, and not only what we see through COVID, 
but the result of isolation and the loneliness that comes along with it, too. 
I think there’s a lot of very serious mental health problems that people 
are battling and dealing with right now. And just the trickle effect of 
individuals being by themselves and not able to have the support network 
they once had. But again, I think it’s also been a story of resiliency and 
people coming together. 

8. How is life different inside the TSN studio with COVID-19 restrictions? 

A lot quieter. You don’t get the normal body odor smell that you 
sometimes get when the newsroom is packed. (Hamilton laughs) I say 
that just because there’s a lot of human bodies, and it can get really hot 
and smelly sometimes. I will say, it’s been so nice being back, even if 
there are a 10th the number of people that there are normally in the 
newsroom … Having some human interaction and the capability to do a 
show in-studio just fills your soul. It’s just so much energy and 
excitement. 

9. You were in Ottawa to work a Senators game earlier this month: How 
safe did it feel to travel? 

It actually felt really safe. Eerie, in that the airport was so quiet. I’ve never 
seen the airport that quiet in my life. I had numerous rows to myself in the 
airplane. I took all the precautions, so I double-masked and had the visor 
over my face. And then, pretty much, you’re only going from your hotel 
room to the arena. 

10. In a previous interview, you spoke about wanting to try various jobs in 
various settings: What roles would you like to try after working the desk 
at SportsCentre? 

I would love to work at the Olympics, on location. I would also love to 
play a key role in producing feature stories that bring light to important 
issues in the world right now. 

11. “What about Bob?” 

(Hamilton laughs) “Good morning, Gil. I said, ‘Good morning, Gil!’ Gotta 
go to work.” If you haven’t seen the movie, do yourself a favour and 
watch it. 

12. That is not a movie you usually hear listed as one of someone’s all-
time favourites. 

Not one of the all-time favourites. The favourite. And you’re absolutely 
correct. But I go back to the previous answer: Do yourself a favour and 
watch the movie. Although, I should also note I’ve told a number of my 
friends, colleagues and individuals to watch the movie. And then, 
depending on what response they come back with, I get a better picture 
of how well we’re going to get along. But the longer story there is it was 
one of I believe three VHS tapes at my grandma’s cottage growing up. 
On rainy days, you had the option between “What About Bob?,” 
“Grease,” or “The Sound of Music.” I should add we did have a lot of Mr. 
Bean tapes. We watched a lot of “What about Bob?” As a result, I can 
now pretty much quote the entire movie. Sometimes my sisters and I will 
just look at each other, say one line of the movie and we’ll know exactly 
what the other person is thinking and just erupt into laughter. 

13. Richard Dreyfuss has alleged Bill Murray threw a glass ashtray at his 
face during that project. 

I know about this. Apparently, the two of them did not get along on set, 
which some could say is a little surprising. But I think it really played into 

the chemistry they have in that movie, because they detest each other. I 
guess it’s real emotion in a few of those scenes. 

14. You have hosted in entertainment and you have hosted in sports: 
How similar are the two fields? 

Surprisingly, there are a lot of similarities. Because at the end of the day, 
you’re trying to tell a story. I think all of us in this industry are trying to be 
strong storytellers. So whether that is Justin Bieber or Sidney Crosby, 
you are trying to paint a picture to your audience. I think in sports, 
obviously because of the industry, you’re going to be more concerned 
with statistics and game film and how the sport is played. But again, 
that’s a similarity to the entertainment industry and how someone 
approaches their craft, whether it be a musician or an actor. 

15. In your experience, who is the better quote: Bieber or Crosby? 

(Hamilton laughs) Oh, I mean those are two Canadian legends. I can’t 
choose. 

16. How would you describe Quibi? 

(Hamilton pauses for five seconds) A platform that took a risk to step into 
a new space, and a space that I think broadcasting will soon move into. 

17. What might its relatively short run say about the shifting media 
landscape? 

That’s a challenging question because I think this past year was so 
unprecedented, and that meant Quibi was faced with challenges that 
every industry was faced with — that they could never have imagined. In 
a different year, I think Quibi could have been a monumental success. I 
think the individuals who worked on the project are creative geniuses. 
They know what they’re doing, and I think it will only be a matter of years 
until we see something similar pop back up in this space. 

18. How do you see legacy shows such as SportsCentre evolving? 

I think you continue to keep the viewer at the centre. I think SportsCentre 
has done that extremely well over the years. Your highlights are the 
focus. You also have phenomenal analysts. You allow the anchors to 
have personality, and to shine. You remind yourself it’s a fun show and 
that, for a lot of people, sports is an escape. It’s something that we have 
seen be so successful over the years, and I think there are numerous 
reasons for that. 

19. Give me the “Highlight of the Night” from the 2006 Rosseau Regatta 
in Muskoka. 

(Hamilton laughs) There’s the “Hurry Scurry.” It’s two people in a canoe. 
A foghorn goes off. You both jump out of the canoe, switch positions in 
the water, jump back into the canoe and continue paddling. You have to 
do that three to five times. By the end of the race, more than 50 percent 
of the canoes are in the water and some brave boat has made it across 
the finish line. 

20. Complete the following sentence: “By the time I’m done …” 

I want to have made a lasting impact on the next generation, in a positive 
way. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs' OT thriller proves why you invest in offensive 
stars 

 

Luke Fox March 12, 2021, 1:06 AM 
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TORONTO – Perhaps it was after Connor Hellebuyck lost his stick, yet 
still scrambled to deny Mitch Marner right at the blue paint. 

Maybe it was when the reigning Vezina champ stoned one of the three 
Toronto Maple Leafs — William Nylander, Zach Hyman and Pierre 
Engvall — on their clear-cut breakaways. 

Or when Paul “Bunyan” Stastny lumberjacked Morgan Rielly’s stick to 
shards in overtime, a slash that went uncalled, and three Winnipeg Jets 
forwards closed in on Frederik Andersen’s crease, sniffing another 
victory. 

But at some point prior to Thursday night’s storybook climax — as 
Toronto generated its 45th high-danger chance (to the Jets’ 11) and 
Hellebuyck made his 70th save through two games — a thought flashed 
through Sheldon Keefe’s mind. 

What if we dominate play but come up empty, again? What if this skid 
extends to four and Winnipeg creeps within striking distance of the 
division lead? How do I convince my room that they’re on the right track? 

“We very easily could have been on the other side of this one here 
tonight,” said Coach Keefe, after a roller-coaster 4-3 win that required 
four periods and line juggling and the kitchen sink. 

Maple Leafs teammates rave about Matthews’ OT-winning goal 

“How do you frame that? How do you stay with it [considering] the fact 
you’re not getting the results and all of that?” 

Zach Hyman says the Maple Leafs will be served well by this recent bout 
of adversity. 

Nylander, who could be seen firing a puck at the boards during a TV 
timeout, believes, sometimes, frustration is a good thing: “I like it.” 

Embrace the suck. 

Or, as Joe Thornton said, wisely: “It's a long year. You've got to enjoy the 
process. There's going to be downs, but you fight through.” 

Ostensibly, the sage old Leaf was talking about hockey. But on the 
anniversary of the pandemic shutting down sports and so much more, 
Jumbo could well have been speaking for all of us. 

An earlier edition of this same Maple Leafs core might have wilted every 
time Hellebuyck windmilled the leather or tracked another cross-seamed 
pass perfectly. 

They might’ve made passive-aggressive comments about whistles that 
went unblown or condemned their puck luck. 

Or fell out of sync once Keefe mixed his top nine on the fly, trying 
Thornton alongside John Tavares and William Nylander. 

So, it is saying something that the Leafs’ top-end talent never stopped 
pushing through their mini slump. 

Morgan Rielly notched two assists, bringing his total to 19. Marner’s 11th 
even-strength goal vaulted him into a tie for second overall in that 
category. Tavares drew three defenders on an up-the-gut rush, then 
dished to Nylander for a beautiful one-timer. Hyman, Marner, Nylander 
and Auston Matthews — contributing another two-point night with a 
hurting hand — each registered a minimum of five shots on goal. 

Gotta See It: Tavares dances through Jets for elite assist to Nylander 

“We were generating a lot. It just felt like a matter of time before it would 
go in for us. I thought the guys were really working,” Keefe said, letting 
pride encroach his relief. “To get rewarded with a win certainly feels 
good.” 

Nylander, in particular, shone bright, generating his own breakaway with 
a rare shot block, stripping pucks in the neutral zone, and pumping a 
game-high six shots. 

“Willy Nylander had his best game of the season today," Keefe enthused. 
"He was outstanding. It was great to see him get rewarded with a goal, 
because he certainly earned it with how he was playing. I’ve been really 
encouraged. 

“He just looked determined — determined to score, determined to make 
a difference.” 

A win like this, general manager Kyle Dubas would argue, is why you 
invest tens of millions in the difference-makers. 

Quadruple down on talent. 

Give enough looks to enough skilled players and, eventually, they’ll solve 
even the hottest goaltender. 

Which is precisely what Matthews did, 59 seconds into a hectic overtime. 
Bum wrist and all. 

Funny how the hockey gods taketh and giveth. 

When Stastny chopped Rielly’s stick in sudden death and no penalty was 
called, Marner hit the deck to break up the Jets’ chance while Rielly 
fetched a fresh twig. 

“There was a lot of yelling going on in that D-zone when Mo did break his 
stick. Me and Tone [Matthews] were kind of snow-angeling down there, 
playing whatever we could,” Marner described. 

Marner head-manned the puck to Rielly, now in fine position to spring a 
gasping Matthews, who faked shot and roofed a buttery backhand deke 
for his league-leading sixth game-winner. 

Matthews roofs phenomenal backhand OT winner for Maple Leafs 

The move? 

“I think it’s difficult for a lot of people; it’s not difficult for Tony [Matthews]. 
I’ve seen him pull it off a lot of times,” Marner said. “No one’s really 
surprised by it, regardless of how he’s feeling.” 

“He’s a star. That’s what they do,” Keefe added. 

“The condition of his hand and stuff aside, he was quite tired there, too. 
That was a long shift. A long shift in overtime. Overtime shifts are difficult. 
Just to have the energy to get up the ice and put himself in that spot 
amongst the chaos of the broken stick and all of that nonsense that was 
happening. That’s big-time stuff.” 

Big-time talent. 

Big-time slump bust. 

Big-time rubber match, Saturday. 
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Sportsnet.ca / With brighter days on horizon, NHL focused on restoring 
normalcy 

How did the pandemic affect relations between NHL players and 
owners? 

Donald Fehr, executive director for the NHLPA, joined Writers Bloc and 
spoke about the relationship between the players and team owners after 
the league shutdown last season and negotiations for a new CBA. 

 

Chris Johnston March 11, 2021, 7:50 PM 

 

The NHL’s 31 general managers convened in the same room for a series 
of meetings the week before the pandemic forced the league into a 
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lengthy pause last March, but there was no warning about what was to 
come. 

In fact, COVID-19 was only brought up once during those sessions and it 
was done so in the context of how it might impact the availability of sticks 
produced in China. 

Days later, the league’s Board of Governors was voting to suspend the 
season and its top decision-makers have been navigating a dizzying 
series of decisions and difficulties ever since. 

“It’s almost hard to believe we’ve all been at this for a year and we’re still 
not done,” NHL commissioner Gary Bettman told reporters Thursday. 
“We have had to live this day to day. We have had to react to things on a 
day-to-day basis, whether it’s positive tests, whether it’s contact tracing, 
whether it’s postponing games and then rescheduling them, so we never 
really had an opportunity to say, ‘Boy, this is taking a long time.’ 

“We were dealing with the here and now.” 

They are now seeing fans trickle slowly back into 17 buildings and 
hearing about players getting vaccinated. They can start to imagine 
making money again. 

And, as the league looks ahead to the brighter days on the horizon, it’s 
telling how much of its ambition is tied to restoring the comfort of what it 
once knew. 

Bettman basically confirmed that the North Division will be a one-and-
done experiment, saying that he envisioned a return to the previous 
alignment setup on the other side of the pandemic. That could happen as 
soon as next season, provided the Canadian government loosens border 
restrictions by the fall. 

The NHL needs to be extra sensitive to the desires of its customers right 
now, and polling suggested that fans liked the Atlantic, Metropolitan, 
Central and Pacific Divisions as previously constructed. 

“What we’re finding is two-thirds of our fans enjoyed what we did this 
year and about two-thirds of the fans think we should go back to what we 
have had more traditionally,” said Bettman. “And I think that’s about right. 
I think fans were very understanding and even excited in some respects 
about what we had to do in this unique season, but I think our traditional 
alignment makes more sense and is more widely accepted.” 

It’s hard to identify any clear innovations brought on by the chaos of this 
disruptive year, beyond maybe the ads sold on player helmets that will 
outlast COVID-19. 

Bettman could see more divisional play included in the schedule matrix 
moving forward — “It’s been kind of fun and intense and competitive,” he 
said — but he wouldn’t commit to continuing the two- and three-game 
series currently dotting the calendar, despite acknowledging their 
benefits. 

The accompanying reduction in travel saves money and lowers the wear-
and-tear on players, but may not be best for the paying customers. 

Bettman proud of what the NHL accomplished during the COVID-19 
pandemic 

“If a player is unavailable when a team comes into a market for its visits 
because of an injury or something, then the opportunity for those fans to 
see that player has been diminished,” said Bettman. “So there’s an ebb 
and flow and a yin and yang to everything you have to do, but there have 
been some real pluses competitively as to what we’ve seen this year and 
the travel issue is important and not insignificant.” 

The marquee events in this season largely played in empty arenas were 
unquestionably the two games played outdoors in picturesque Lake 
Tahoe last month. Those delivered unbelievable scenes and produced 
strong ratings despite encountering logistical delays, but they shouldn’t 
be considered a hint of what’s to come, either. 

“As beautiful as the setting was and the fact that Sunday night’s game I 
think was the most viewed game on NBC Sports Network ever, our game 

is about the fans,” said Bettman. “And as interesting, as beautiful, as 
intriguing as the setting was, I think our focus when we can will go back 
to having fans at the outdoor games in record numbers, which is what 
we’ve traditionally done.” 

Why Bettman doesn’t share Doughty’s view on media access in locker 
rooms 

Restoring the business is the top priority in a hard-cap system where the 
players have collectively racked up a large debt to team owners. That 
was contemplated in the extension to the collective bargaining 
agreement reached in July and will likely see the salary cap stay flat 
across several seasons despite the windfall from the new U.S. media 
rights deals and pending addition of the Seattle Kraken. 

In the shorter term, the focus is on navigating the vaccine rollout and 
getting more fans in seats. They must also figure out 2022 Olympic 
participation and how this summer’s playoffs are contested, particularly 
come the third round when the North Division champion may need to be 
relocated to an American city depending on travel restrictions. 

Discussions with the federal government have already started. 

“We’re engaged, they’re engaged,” said deputy commissioner Bill Daly. 
“And we’ll get an answer when we get an answer.” 

They’ve been nimble throughout a year unlike any we’ll probably see 
again in our lifetimes, and remain focused on getting back to the future. 

“Obviously the key for us, at some point in time, for normalcy is … having 
fans in our buildings and being able to host fans in our buildings,” said 
Daly. “Not in limited numbers, but in large numbers. The world keeps 
changing and we’ll change with it. 

“Hopefully that happens sooner rather than later.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Hellebuyck's heroics for Jets making life difficult for Maple 
Leafs 

 

Ken Wiebe March 12, 2021, 1:16 AM 

 

WINNIPEG — Go ahead and call Connor Hellebuyck the great equalizer. 

If the blocker fits, you might as well attach it to the Winnipeg Jets 
goaltender. 

At this stage of the proceedings, the Toronto Maple Leafs have probably 
muttered more than a few choice words under their collective breath in 
response to what they’ve seen so far from Connor Hellebuyck through 
two games of this mid-season series with the Jets. 

Whether it’s Hellebuyck casually using the paddle of his stick to thwart a 
scoring chance off the left skate of William Nylander, or using his glove to 
snare a slapper off the stick of Joe Thornton, the highlight reel was full of 
saves like those on Thursday night in Toronto. Never mind the three 
breakaways Hellebuyck calmly turned aside. 

But it wasn't enough. 

Auston Matthews made a lightning-quick move to his backhand 59 
seconds into overtime to propel the Maple Leafs to a 4-3 overtime victory 
after the Jets narrowly missed winning the game at the other end of the 
ice. 

Jets head coach Paul Maurice conceded that it was probably a just 
result, given how the ice was tilted heavily in the Maple Leafs' favour in 
terms of chances created compared to chances allowed. 
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Sure, the Maple Leafs were able to exhale as they snapped a season-
high three-game winning streak, happily putting the extra point into the 
piggy bank as they widened their cushion over the Jets in the North 
Division standings to six points (with the Jets holding two games in 
hand). 

But as the Zoom calls were taking place, one of the emerging themes 
revolved around whether the Jets might actually be showing the Maple 
Leafs — and perhaps the rest of the North Division — that they could be 
emerging as a legitimate contender. 

Hellebuyck denies Nylander on the doorstep with two great saves 

Make no mistake, this was not the template teams around the NHL are 
going to implement as a strategy to try and beat the Maple Leafs, who 
held a decisive edge in the play, and a wide disparity when it comes to 
the generation of high-danger scoring chances (21-5, according to 
Natural Stat Trick). 

However, what seems obvious right now is that any team that is going to 
give the Maple Leafs a run for top spot is going to need to incorporate 
two critical components: elite-level goaltending and high-end finishing 
ability. 

Let’s start with the former. 

Hellebuyck was pulled Saturday in Montreal after surrendering four goals 
on 19 shots to the Canadiens, marking the first time this season he’d 
been given the hook. 

Since that time, Hellebuyck was the first star in the series opener, then 
followed that up with another virtuoso performance, giving him 70 saves 
in the two games. 

Jets captain Blake Wheeler channelled the 2.0 version of his “pump the 
brakes” quote from 2018 as he answered a question about whether a 
goaltending performance like the ones Hellebuyck's delivered these past 
two games might plant a seed of doubt in the Maple Leafs' minds should 
they meet when it matters most. 

“We have to qualify for the playoffs before we can worry about who we’re 
playing in the playoffs. We play these guys again in a couple days,” said 
Wheeler. “Our goalie was outstanding, there’s no question. That should 
be the storyline. He stood on his head for us. But we also have a locker 
room full of guys who played their asses off, too. 

“I don’t think Toronto is talking in their media that it was a cakewalk 
playing us tonight. I think we played our tails off. When we needed Helly, 
he certainly stood up to the task. We’re going to worry about Saturday’s 
game. I think we play these guys five or six more times in the regular 
season. If that all shakes out and we so happen to play them in playoff 
time, I think they’ll know what style of game we play, and we’ll know what 
style of game they play. And we’ll take it from there.” 

Hellebuyck was indeed the story for the Jets, showcasing signs of the 
form he rode to his first Vezina Trophy win last season. 

While the numbers haven’t been quite as tidy so far, Hellebuyck is tasked 
with handling a remarkably heavy workload when it comes to the type of 
quality opportunities he faces regularly. 

Remaining Time -1:01 

Gotta See It: Tavares dances through Jets for elite assist to Nylander 

Never mind the numbers, he’s giving his team a chance to win, even on 
the nights its not operating at an optimal level. 

Hellebuyck wasn’t about to throw his teammates under the bus when 
asked if it felt like he’d been hung out to dry on a number of occasions. 

“I’m never going to use those words. I did my job. The guys in front of me 
got us to OT, so they clearly did their job,” said Hellebuyck. “Not every 
night is going to be perfect. Not every night is going to be a defensive 
win, not every night you’re going to get the best goaltending. That’s what 
I love about this team. We have it all and we can do it all. Even when 

once, maybe it wasn’t our best defensive game, but we still got to OT. 
We did some good things and we have some things to improve on. Me, 
personally, I stole a lot of goals, so I’m happy with my performance and 
I’m just looking forward to the next one. 

“Any time you can take a team to OT, it closes the gap a little bit more. 
It’s a small victory, but, obviously, in this league, we want to win. We’re 
not cherishing the point, but it’s better than not getting one.” 

The other thing that any team that wants to try and beat the Maple Leafs 
in a seven-game series is going to have to do is find ways to score. 

Enter Nikolaj Ehlers, whose dynamic play is finally gaining him some of 
the recognition he deserves while spending a bit more time under the 
microscope in this all-Canadian division. 

His high-end shooting talent was once again on display, rifling a perfect 
shot off the post and in to open the scoring late in the first period. 

Ehlers followed that up by banging home a one-timer after a perfect feed 
from linemate Kyle Connor. 

If scoring twice to regain the team goal lead with 13 markers wasn’t 
enough, Ehlers set up Paul Stastny for a redirection that allowed the Jets 
to score with the extra attacker on the ice to send the game to overtime 
and secure a point. 

This was easily the best offensive game for the Jets' second line, which 
features Pierre-Luc Dubois between Ehlers and Connor. 

Ehlers snipes puck off post and in after Jets force turnover 

But on a night they created plenty, they were also on the ice for three 
even-strength goals against — and that didn’t sit well with Ehlers. 

“Yeah, you know what, I think our line was great offensively. We got 
chances, we scored on them,” said Ehlers. “And defensively we weren’t 
strong enough. We were on the ice for all three of those goals and that 
sucks. That doesn’t feel good. And that’s something that I’ve got to 
change.” 

That level of accountability was music to the ears of Maurice. 

“That's growth, right? That's major growth for a young player,” said 
Maurice. “He scores two, on the ice for a bunch, and that's what he takes 
home with him. He didn't like the way that went. That's a good thing. He's 
not in a bad mental state. He's putting pucks in the net, but at the same 
time, he knows that he was on the ice when they were, so that doesn't 
make him very happy. 

“We're not going to individualize blame on those goals, so he's on the ice 
and that's the way he takes that. He takes it as a line. Nikolaj really this 
year, we saw it in the bubble where he took a step forward for us. You 
look at his play in terms of his compete and his battle and being hard on 
pucks and obviously the skill that comes out on those two goals that he 
scored. But this guy's playing some great, great hockey for us. That's the 
maturity there. He wants the win more than the stats. That's a great 
thing.” 

The Jets were quick to downplay the measuring-stick element of this 
series going into it — and that hasn’t changed with two more head-to-
head games already in the books. 

“We don’t judge ourselves by the other team. We’re focused on our 
game,” said Wheeler. “Obviously, Toronto has had a great season and 
they’re a really good team, they play really hard. There’s not a lot of free 
ice out there for either side, as you can see. Pretty good, hard-fought 
battles, both of these games. 

“I think we’re a glass-half-full type of team. We’re down a goal with a 
couple minutes left. Anytime you’re down a goal, you pull your goaltender 
and you tie the game up, you feel like you stole a point.” 

With seven games still to play in this 10-game season series, there’s 
plenty of time to see whether or not the Jets can provide a true push for 
the Maple Leafs. 
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What’s become abundantly clear is that the entertainment value is high 
when these teams get together and the intensity level figures to once 
again be on the rise with the rubber match of this series set for Saturday 
night. 

“It’s definitely going to be a high-flying game. These are two really good 
teams,” said Hellebuyck. “You can feel it, you can feel the energy, you 
can just see in everyone’s eyes that everyone knows that this isn’t going 
to be an easy one. We can’t just walk through this team and we have to 
fight for every inch of ice. They might have got it (Thursday), but the next 
one, it’s going to be on.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Sutter's trademark patience keys Flames' throwback win 
over Canadiens 

 

Eric Francis March 12, 2021, 2:37 AM 

 

CALGARY – In the midst of the Calgary Flames’ 2004 playoff run under 
Darryl Sutter, it was Ville Nieminen who best summed up the secret to 
his team’s improbable success. 

“We play hospital hockey,” deadpanned the lovable Finn before 
delivering the punchline. 

“Lots of patience.” 

It doesn’t work in print as well as it does on the ice. 

Seventeen years later, the Flames used a similar style – minus the 
hooking, holding and general harassment of that era – for Sutter’s return 
to the bench on Throwback Thursday. 

Wearing the retro Blasty jerseys against the league’s most celebrated 
franchise, Sutter’s troops combined a relentless forecheck with a steady, 
methodical defensive structure that limited the Montreal Canadiens' 
chances in an old school, 2-1 win at the Saddledome. 

“This win is two-fold,” said Sutter afterwards. 

“One is for the late Ken King, who we lost a year ago. And the other is for 
my mother (Grace) for her 85th birthday today. This win is for those two.” 

King, who hired Sutter to turn the franchise around in 2002, died exactly 
one year earlier. 

Sutter taking the win over Canadiens but expects Flames to improve 

Sutter originally planned to help host a celebration Thursday at his 
mom’s “downtown” Viking condo with cupcakes and his six brothers, but 
had to miss the festivities after being hired late last week to try turning 
the team’s fortunes again. 

So far, so good. 

“I thought we played a patient game and pretty much a mistake-free 
game,” said Sutter of his team’s decidedly measured approach. 

“We have six or seven turnovers to get out of our system, but to play 
against a team that doesn’t give up much and come away with the win… 
we needed it. We were six points behind coming into the game.” 

Make that four with a return engagement Saturday at the Dome under an 
even brighter spotlight on Hockey Night in Canada. 

It should surprise no one the team’s new masked marvel counted on his 
goalie and his grinders to get the job done on this night. 

Josh Leivo did his best Nieminen impression, emerging as the game’s 
star with both goals on a fourth line with Derek Ryan and Sam Bennett. 

Leivo happy with his line's performance in Flames' win over Canadiens 

Two delicious dishes from Ryan set the stage for the oft-scratched 
winger to score his second and third goals of the year – upping the 
team’s fourth-line goal total to five on the season. 

Look for that to increase steadily under Sutter. 

“We had four lines – you want to win games in this division you need four 
good lines,” said Sutter, who hadn’t been behind a bench for five years, 
dating back to his stint in L.A. where he won two Stanley Cups. 

“We’re going to have to work at that because we’ll play a much better 
team Saturday night. It could be they were very good, but it could be 
there was another line we couldn’t put out there.” 

Flames look more confident in first win under Darryl Sutter 

Pressed on which line he wasn’t impressed with, Sutter was vague. 

“The big thing is this division, you have to play with pace and you have to 
check and that comes into your ability to stay with it. We have to work 
with our players to do that,” said Sutter, who had the fourth line out for 
the final 40 seconds to preserve the win. 

“I’m not singling out anybody. I just know as a team we’re going to have 
to be a hell of a lot better.” 

There it is – the Sutter mantra. 

No matter how good you were, the constant push that will drive players to 
the brink or new heights, is to be even better. 

Fact is, they’ll have to be if they’re going to climb out of the deep hole this 
inconsistent team was in when he inherited them. 

Consistency wasn’t an issue Thursday as a scoreless first period was 
built upon with a second that saw an opportunistic Flames club cash in 
twice while outshooting Jake Allen’s Canadiens 14-5. 

“It’s very obvious how he wants us to play – he wants a fast-paced game, 
structured, and I think that’s what you saw for just about a full 60 minutes 
tonight,” noted Ryan, who said the key is pushing the pace with the type 
of forecheck his line employed to create the game-winner on a night 
Jacob Markstrom only faced 18 shots. 

“I think everybody was confident and 100 per cent in on what we needed 
to do on the ice on every shift. No one was hesitating or questioning 
anything. It was a lot of fun to play that way. Hockey is a game of 
patience, especially at the NHL level, but I think Darryl is instilling the 
importance of playing hard and fast every shift.” 

Leivo’s shocking emergence was symptomatic of Ryan’s leadership and 
doggedness on a night when the veteran centre helped kill both Flames 
penalties and finished with two assists, as did Bennett. 

Ryan played a season-high 14:41, which is a trend you can expect to see 
more of as Sutter rewards his hardest-working players for setting 
important standards not previously met here. 

After Corey Perry cut the Flames' lead in half with a redirect midway 
through the third period, there was no sign of the panic that has too often 
followed adversity. 

It might not have been that much fun to watch, but that’s also the Sutter 
way. 

He knows winning is the ultimate entertainer. 

Another throwback moment came in the third when Josh Anderson and 
Milan Lucic engaged in the type of heavyweight tilt the new boss is happy 
to see, especially from a familiar face he’ll also lean on heavily to set 
tones nightly. 
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“Every win, they’re all the same,” said Sutter, skirting sentimentality given 
the monumental task at hand. 

“Take it and get ready for the next one.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Senators must prioritize getting Matt Murray on track in 
second half 

 

Wayne Scanlan March 11, 2021, 4:30 PM 

 

In a sense, Matt Murray is all of us. 

His experiences in his first season in goal for the Ottawa Senators mirror 
the past year for the community at large. There have been highs and 
lows. Patience is demanded, human resolve tested. 

We are Sisyphus pushing the rock up the hill. Again and again. Mentally 
disheartened, but with flashes of optimism that a corner is being turned 
after months of battling an invisible opponent. 

The community looks to a vaccine and a change of season as rays of 
hope. 

Murray looks ahead and tries to believe that he and his new team can 
grow into a cohesive, reliable working unit. A team fans will take pride in 
when the gates re-open one day and fans return to the Canadian Tire 
Centre. 

While Murray, 26, was brought in to be Ottawa’s goaltender of the 
present and future, there were going to be bumps on that road. Murray 
was leaving a perennial contender in Pittsburgh to become the goalie 
saviour on a rebuilding Senators roster, picking up the torch left by Craig 
Anderson after 10 years of mostly stellar work. And, Murray himself was 
coming off a sub-par season in 2019-20, one in which he lost the starter’s 
job to Tristan Jarry. So Murrray was looking to rebound on a personal 
level. 

To put it mildly, Murray’s first half-season in Ottawa has been a roller 
coaster. Overall, he has the worst stats of any NHL goalie with 15 or 
more starts: 7-12-1 with a .880 save percentage and 3.84 goals-against. 
San Jose’s Martin Jones has similar numbers, although with fewer starts 
than Murray: 7-6-1 .879 and 3.84. 

Acquired in October for forward prospect Jonathan Gruden and a 
second-round pick in the 2020 draft (used to select Finnish goalie Joel 
Blomqvist), Murray quickly signed a four-year contract that pays him 
$6.25 million per season. On the current Senators payroll, only 
defenceman Thomas Chabot at $8 millions per year makes more than 
Murray. 

Living up to the contract was an obvious challenge. Beyond that, Murray 
was expected to be a pillar of strength behind a young, unfamiliar group. 
Ottawa’s defence has been a work in progress, constantly searching for 
a consistent group of pairings, and the overall inexperience on the roster 
was certain to leave Murray vulnerable. 

At times, the Senators have played with heart and vigour, from the net 
out. 

Other nights, it is all fans can do to watch the unfolding disaster. 

Wednesday’s 7-1 debacle in Edmonton, which was likely the Senators’ 
worst outing of the season, Game 4 of a five-game western road swing, 
clearly illustrated the issues for Murray as well as for his mates. Murray 
gave up four goals on the first 13 shots, but two came on breakaways, 
including a two-on-Murray for a tap in. The other breakaway featured a 

Leon Draisaitl deke of defenceman Mike Reilly, skating around him as 
though he were a red pylon, with plenty of time to fake Murray down and 
lift a shot over him. 

Draisaitl and Connor McDavid are feasting on Senators zone coverage or 
lack thereof – to the tune of 28 combined points in six games against 
Ottawa. Draisaitl has 15 points, McDavid 13. 

Ottawa barely seemed to touch the puck at times, and the game finished 
with the Oilers passing the puck around in the Senators end, as though 
on a string. It looked like a minor-league team facing Wayne Gretzky’s 
Oilers. 

"This can’t keep happening," Senators alternate captain Brady Tkachuk 
said after the rout. "It’s frustrating. It sucks. Everyone hates losing but to 
get blown out like that it’s infuriating. 

"Absolutely embarrassing. It’s tough to put into words. Just frustrating 
and embarrassing." 

Head coach D.J. Smith accepted a big share of the blame for not having 
his team ready, even questioning his decision to have them take an early 
morning game-day skate. Once the game started, there was too much 
freelancing, he said. 

"Structure protects the team, especially a young team playing against a 
couple of the best players in the world," Smith said. "Of all their chances, 
we went through it today, that had nine legitimate chances and eight 
were by the Draisaitl-McDavid line. When you don’t play them with 
structure and give them odd-man rushes and chances like that, they’re 
going to make you pay." 

Remaining Time -0:48 

Smith on Senators performance: 'there was no one that was any good 
tonight' 

There was plenty of blame to go around, but Murray shares in it. At times 
he seems to be fighting the puck. And a couple of Edmonton shots 
leaked through him, including Draisaitl’s third of the night. 

And yet, on nights when Murray does what is asked of him – make the 
early save while the Senators find their legs, especially on the road; don’t 
give up a bad goal, particularly in the first period – these nights have 
gone well. He says he also feeds off the disciplined play in front of him, 
when it’s there. 

"That’s part of your job as a goalie and I can do a better job of that for 
sure," Murray said on Thursday, about holding the fort early. "But it’s kind 
of both sides of that – when we’re playing well, we’re playing with 
structure, we’re simplifying and we’re making the game hard for the other 
team. 

"We’re not just giving them space to make plays and do whatever they 
want. Just simple hockey. That’s what wins nowadays if you do it the 
right way. If we can get back to that, we’ll be better." 

What is most striking about Murray’s performance in 22 games, 20 of 
them starts, is the polar nature of his outings. The Good Murray versus 
The Off Murray. All goaltenders generally have better numbers in their 
wins than in their losses, but check out Murray’s stats in games his team 
has won versus those they lost: 

Murray’s record in wins: 7-0-0 

Goals-against: 2.22 

Save percentage: .927 

Murray’s record in losses: 0-12-1 

Goals-against: 4.83 

Save percentage: .852 
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The numbers jump out even more in individual outings. Forget, for now, 
his early starts when the team was really struggling. Consider his past six 
performances. These are his victories: 

March 7 at Flames: OTT 4, CAL 3 (SO); Shots/Saves – 34/31; Save% 
.912 

March 1 vs. Flames: OTT 5, CAL 1; Shots/Saves – 28/27; Save% .964 

Feb. 25 vs. Flames: OTT 6, CAL 1; Shots/Saves – 30/29; Save% .967 

These are Murray’s losses since Feb. 25: 

March 10 at Oilers: EDM 7, OTT 1; Shots/Saves – 36/29; Save% .806 

March 4 vs. Flames: CAL 7, OTT 3; Shots/Saves – 11/7 (pulled after 1st 
period); Save% .636 

Feb. 27 vs. Flames: CAL 6, OTT 3; Shots/Saves – 33/27; Save% .818 

At some point, the giant gulf between wins and losses needs to shrink to 
a competitive middle ground. Close games that the Senators will learn, 
over time, to close out. 

The question now, where to from here. 

Smith may or may not turn to backup Joey Daccord for Friday’s road trip 
finale in Edmonton. Daccord played well in Monday’s 3-2 loss to the 
Oilers, stopping 34 of 37 Edmonton shots. Daccord is 0-2-0 with a 2.71 
goals-against and .913 save percentage. 

Eventually, though, the Senators have to get Murray rehabilitated. They 
have invested in him for the long haul. While wins and losses don’t mean 
much anymore to a last-place team, 12 points out of a playoff spot, they 
need to finish the season on an encouraging note. 

That means finding ways to help Murray find his game. Whether that 
means playing his way out of this or taking a brief break to work on his 
game in practice sessions, the Murray project is a front-burner issue for 
the Senators. 
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL Power Rankings: Team in a Tweet Edition 

 

Rory Boylen March 11, 2021, 12:41 PM 

 

Sometimes the best way to capture what's going on with a team in a 
moment or stretch of time is with 280 characters... or less. 

In this week's NHL Power Rankings, we're simply going to let the 
Twittersphere do the talking. 

As always, the rankings here are based on a team's overall standing with 
a bit more weight put on recent results. The tweets themselves aren't 
being ranked, but will bring at least a flavour of what is going on in each 
of the 31 markets. 

1. Tampa Bay Lightning 

2. Carolina Hurricanes 

3. Toronto Maple Leafs 

4. New York Islanders 

5. Vegas Golden Knights 

6. Minnesota Wild 

7. Washington Capitals 

8. Winnipeg Jets 

9. Pittsburgh Penguins 

10. Boston Bruins 

11. Colorado Avalanche 

12. Florida Panthers 

13. Philadelphia Flyers 

14. Arizona Coyotes 

15. St. Louis Blues 

16. Edmonton Oilers 

17. Los Angeles Kings 

18. Montreal Canadiens 

19. Chicago Blackhawks 

20. New York Rangers 

21. Calgary Flames 

22. Vancouver Canucks 

23. Dallas Stars 

24. Columbus Blue Jackets 

25. Nashville Predators 

26. San Jose Sharks 

27. New Jersey Devils 

28. Ottawa Senators 

29. Detroit Red Wings 

30. Anaheim Ducks 

31. Buffalo Sabres 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs Notebook: Kenny Agostino makes long-
awaited debut 

 

Luke Fox March 11, 2021, 12:24 PM 

 

TORONTO – After 705 long days, Kenny Agostino is an NHL player 
again. 

Unsatisfied with the recent performance of his fourth line and looking for 
fresh legs, Sheldon Keefe is allowing the patient 28-year-old taxi-squad 
winger to make his Toronto Maple Leafs debut Thursday. Travis Boyd 
sits. 

Agostino split the 2018-19 NHL season with the Canadiens and Devils, 
but since joining the Leafs organization, the veteran has been stuck 
starring for the AHL’s Marlies. 

“As a player, it can be frustrating. I still believe I can play and have 
success in the NHL, but my big thing is you control what you can control 
in this game, and you just got to be ready for whenever that opportunity 
comes about. You never know what the next year and a half could bring,” 
Agostino told us in 2020, after not getting a call-up. 
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“If I felt like my ability or career was winding down and I could settle in 
and just be an American League player, that’s one thing. But I still feel 
that I’m capable of playing at that [NHL] level. 

“I love to play. I want to compete at the highest level. This is my career. I 
want to keep pushing myself and I’m not satisfied until I can get back up 
there and play up there as long as I can.” 

Agostino has been nearly a point-per-game threat for the Marlies, scoring 
29 goals and 27 assists over 61 games. 

“He's worked really hard and really waited for an opportunity to play,” 
Keefe said Thursday morning. “Has never complained, just continued to 
work. He’s been a real leader and one of, if not the best, and the most 
consistent players down with the Marlies.” 

Just ‘a blip on the radar?’ 

Seeing their lead atop the Canadian division shrink to five points and 
facing two more contests this week against their hottest pursuers, how 
are the Toronto Maple Leafs approaching the longest losing streak of 
their season? 

"The train of thought is, this is a blip on the radar. And we want to take 
care of it," Morgan Rielly asserted. “The one thing I’ve noticed just about 
every day is that if we're playing well, we don't get too high, and if we 
lose a game, we don't get too low. That's part of maturing together. 
That's a good sign for us.” 

Another good sign? 

The Leafs generated 24 high-danger chances to the Winnipeg Jets’ six 
(per NaturalStatTrick.com) in Tuesday’s 4-3 defeat. 

Toronto could well have won all three of these past three games, and it 
held leads in the past two, but a few costly mistakes proved its undoing. 

“I think we're in a good spot. All teams go through adversity. We want to 
bounce back, and we're not happy about it, obviously,” Zach Hyman said. 
“We have to be better. But all teams face adversity during a year, and it's 
a good thing to go through a little.” 

Penalty killing exposed 

We could dream up a bunch of complicated theories as to why the Maple 
Leafs have dug their first three-game regulation losing skid in the 
Sheldon Keefe era. 

Or we could simply say that they’ve run headfirst into a pair of hot 
goalies, Thatcher Demko and Connor Hellebuyck, and have been 
skewered in four-on-five situations. 

The Maple Leafs have killed off just one of their last four minor penalties 
and have surrendered at least one PK goal in each of these three losses. 

“Obviously our PK. We got to clean that up,” Mitch Marner said. 

Keefe noted that his club flew into Vancouver with the most efficient PK 
in the North, but there is a disturbing downward trend here: 

“We have to get through kills and get them finished,” Keefe said. “We 
have had a number of them this season where in the last 20 seconds or 
so, after we had done a lot of good things, it ends up in our net.” 

The Leafs’ kill has tumbled to 21st in the NHL, operating at a 76.6 per 
cent success rate. 

“It just goes to show it can get away from you quickly,” Keefe said. “We 
will continue to clean up the details, but we can’t ignore the fact that there 
had been a number of positives that had been happening prior to the last 
three games.” 

Bieber x Buds 

Amassing 300,000-plus views in less than 24 hours and rocketing to No. 
2 on YouTube’s “Trending” chart (below a juicy Prince Harry and Meghan 
Markle clip), is Justin Bieber’s “love letter” to his favourite hockey team. 

Dropped along the hype train to his new album, Justice (March 19), the 
Stratford, Ont.–born pop star thanked the Leafs and the NHL for allowing 
him to soundtrack his song with footage of pal Auston Matthews and the 
boys. 

“Biebs is a very special person and an incredibly talented artist,” Morgan 
Rielly said. “He’s eager to work with the team and spend time around the 
guys. I think that’s a pretty cool opportunity. We’re very fortunate to play 
for this organization, and I guess that’s just one of those things that kind 
of comes with it.” 

Bieber memorably invited Matthews, Marner and Tyson Barrie to play 
shinny over the 2019 Christmas break, and Matthews can often be 
spotted dripped out in items from his FaceTime buddy’s Drew House 
clothing line. 

“It’s cool,” Frederik Andersen said. “Obviously Auston’s relationship with 
him is pretty tight, so it’s fun to have a musical talent like him be a big fan 
of us. And I think likewise, a lot of us appreciate his music.” 

Gettin’ goalied 

Following Connor Hellebuyck’s 36-save gem, Jets coach Paul Maurice 
hopped on Lead Off Wednesday and said Hellebuyck is the best 
goaltender he’s ever coached — “and it’s not really all that close.” 

While it would be difficult to describe any of the four goals Andersen 
allowed in Tuesday’s loss as “bad” — the Jets benefitted from tricky tips 
and Grade-A chances in close — Andersen is due to outduel the guy at 
the other end. 

Toronto’s No. 1 is 1-2-0 with an .889 save percentage since returning 
from an undisclosed lower-body injury. Andersen may be pushing 
through at something less than 100 per cent health but says he’s feeling 
better with every game. 

“I think I'm moving pretty well. Pretty much most of my game I like. Of 
course, the results lately haven't been there,” Andersen said. 

“You want to go out and beat the guy at the other end, but as a goalie 
you know what happens at the other end doesn't really effect what's 
going on in my end. So, my focus is to try to be ready and make the 
saves I can.” 

31 Thoughts: The Podcast 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey 
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what 
they think about it. 

Dubois loves challenge of Toronto 

“Somebody asked me earlier today: ‘Are you happy you don't have to 
answer the Laine-Matthews question?’” Maurice said, smiling Tuesday. 
“So, this is the new question.” 

Pierre-Luc Dubois has not only given Winnipeg the one-two punch 
through middle ice that is so crucial for championship teams, he’s given 
Jets-Leafs a narrative. 

While the former Blue Jacket was kept off the scoresheet Tuesday, he 
enjoyed a breakout series in the summer bubble at Scotiabank Arena. 

“That was when everyone saw what he was made out of,” Mark Scheifele 
said. “That's a pretty special hockey player.” 

Dubois says going head-to-head versus Matthews or John Tavares gets 
his competitive juices flowing. 

“They’re just waiting for you to make that one mistake or one missed 
backcheck or missed assignment or something like that,” Dubois said, 
“so it forces you to bring your best game possible.” 

Territorially, Toronto did an excellent job against the deadly Kyle 
Connor–Dubois–Nikolaj Ehlers trio Tuesday, limiting them to 38 per cent 
Corsi-for, but Dubois’s wingers converted on a pretty goal during an ugly 
Leafs line change. 
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It’s an opportunistic group. 

“Skates really well through the neutral zone," Keefe noted of Dubois. “No 
matter how they use him or who they play him with, he's a lot to handle." 

Circle the date 

While we don’t anticipate big contract news this weekend, it is worth 
noting that Friday marks the day that players on one-year deals are 
permitted to sign a contract extension. (In a typical season, the date 
would be Jan. 1.) 

The Leafs have a slew of useful players skating on one-year deals: 
Wayne Simmonds, Joe Thornton, Zach Bogosian, Travis Dermott, Jimmy 
Vesey, Travis Boyd, Alexander Barabanov and Mikko Lehtonen. All but 
Dermott (RFA) are scheduled to turn UFA in the off-season. 

Yet with the Seattle expansion draft looming, we’d be surprised if any of 
these pending free agents re-up in-season. 

Maple Leafs’ projected lines 

Thornton - Matthews - Marner 

Kerfoot - Tavares - Nylander 

Mikheyev - Engvall - Hyman 

Vesey - Spezza - Agostino 

Rielly - Brodie 

Muzzin - Holl 

Dermott – Bogosian 

Andersen 
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TSN.CA / Agostino makes debut as ‘hyper aggressive' Leafs look to snap 
skid 

Kenny Agostino will make his Maple Leafs debut tonight against the 
Winnipeg Jets. Mark Masters has more on what to expect from the 28-
year-old. 

 

By Mark Masters 

 

Kenny Agostino will make his Maple Leafs debut tonight.  

"He's worked really hard and really waited for an opportunity to play," 
noted coach Sheldon Keefe. "He's never complained, just continued to 
work and has been a real leader and one of, if not the best, players down 
with the Marlies." 

Agostino posted 49 points in 53 games in the American Hockey League 
last season and had seven points in eight games with the Marlies to start 
this season. The 28-year-old hasn't suited up in the NHL since April 6, 
2019, when he played with the New Jersey Devils.   

"In the games he's played with the Marlies, he's just continued being the 
player that he's established himself as in the American League, but he 
also has NHL experience," Keefe said. "When we signed him a couple 
off-seasons ago, he was a guy who was coming off a full season in the 
NHL and hasn't really had his chance here yet." 

That changes tonight. Agostino will replace Travis Boyd, who has played 
in 18 of the past 20 games.  

"I haven't liked what we've gotten out of our fourth line here in the last 
little while," Keefe explained. "Also, just having a fresh body in at forward, 
someone that is hungry for his opportunity, we think it might inject 
something into the group today." 

The Leafs are looking to snap a season long three game losing streak.  

"I don't think there's any panic in their room nor should there be," said 
Jets coach Paul Maurice. "They will be hyper aggressive and they're 
going to want to play their best, but I don't believe Toronto will cross the 
line into a desperation that makes them weaker where their risk profile 
changes to the point where you'll be able to take advantage. They'll come 
out hard. We know we got to be better." 

This season, when two teams play in consecutive games in the same 
arena, the team coming off a victory has a record of 80-66-16 in next 
game. Toronto, coming off a loss in that situation, is 4-1-0. Winnipeg, 
coming off a win, is 4-3-0.  

Leafs Ice Chips: Agostino debuts; Matthews finds a way 

Kenny Agostino will make his Leafs debut tonight against the Jets, his 
first NHL game since April 2019, and Auston Matthews is good to go as 
Toronto looks to snap a season-long three-game losing streak. Mark 
Masters has more. 

 ---  

Winnipeg edged Toronto 4-3 on Tuesday night, but gave up 39 shots and 
leaned heavily on goalie Connor Hellebuyck.  

"We think we can control parts of our end of the ice a little better than we 
did," Maurice said. "From training camp on, this is a piece of our game 
we need to improve at. We're also [facing] one of the top two or three 
teams in the NHL at exploiting those areas, getting the pucks to the net, 
getting the puck to the slot. This is a huge challenge for us." 

The Jets outhit the Leafs 28-15, but Nikolaj Ehlers believes his team can 
do a better job of throwing its weight around.   

"It's a matter of playing the way we did and maybe with a little more 
physicality and getting more pucks to the net," the winger said.  

Tuesday's victory was Winnipeg's seventh this season after allowing the 
first goal of the game, which leads the North Division.  

"There's games where we haven't played the way we wanted to, but this 
team, this group, there's a lot of fight and we don't give up," said  Ehlers, 
who had two assists Tuesday. "We've been able to come back and win 
games even though we're down. We keep working and we work for each 
other and that's what makes us a good team."  

Maurice doesn't believe Leafs will 'cross the line into a desperation that 
makes them weaker' 

With Toronto in the midst of a three-game losing streak, Paul Maurice 
discusses what he expects from the Leafs tonight, while Nikolaj Ehlers 
explains if the Jets can tell that Auston Matthews isn't quite himself in 
terms of shooting the puck. 

--- 

Joe Thornton will play regular-season game No. 1,652 in the NHL 
tonight, moving into a tie with Mark Recchi for sixth on the all-time list.  

"I didn't realize that," the 41-year-old forward said. "I've been playing for a 
while now and my body feels good. When I'm done I'll probably look at 
that stuff a little more." 

The Leafs are wrapping up a busy part of their schedule this week, but 
Thornton stuck to his usual routine of taking part in the optional morning 
skate.  

"It makes me eat lunch a little bit easier, it makes me nap," Thornton 
explained. "Nice little sweat. I've always done it. It helps me relax for 
what tonight brings." 
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Thornton was one of only five regulars to hit the ice this morning skating 
alongside Jake Muzzin, Jason Spezza, Pierre Engvall and Alex Kerfoot.  

Thornton has helped keep the mood loose around the Leafs as they 
navigate their first losing streak of the season. He's been bestowing 
different nicknames on his teammates, including 'Willy Styles' for William 
Nylander and ‘Hollywood' for Jimmy Vesey. Frederik Andersen has been 
referred to as ‘Fredzilla' of late, but Thornton denied involvement.  

"I didn't give 'Zilla his nickname, by the way," he said with a laugh. "That 
was not me. I know who did, but it was not me. As a kid running around 
with my brothers and my cousins, we always had nicknames for each 
other, so it started at a young age." 

'It's a secret': Thornton refuses to reveal 'Willy Styles' origin story 

Known to dish out interesting nicknames, Joe Thornton played coy when 
asked about the one he bestowed upon William Nylander. He also spoke 
about how he likes Nylander's style on the ice and T.J. Brodie and Travis 
Dermott spoke about waiting for their own nicknames from Jumbo Joe. 

Thornton said having a good sense of humour helps keep everyone in 
the dressing room relaxed and that usually translates to a better 
performance on the ice.  

"He's got more excitement every day than anyone else and so we can all 
learn from that," said Kerfoot.  

Thornton's impact on the Leafs is evident on the ice as he's given the 
team more of a presence below the goal line in the offensive zone.  

"He's such an effective player still," observed Maurice. "So smart and has 
an impact on all his teams [with] the style of play. You see Toronto 
change sides quite a bit more than maybe in the past. That's a San Jose 
thing. That's a Joe Thornton thing. Those guys in San Jose would rip it 
from one corner out to the weak-side point all the time. When we [Team 
North America] played Team Canada at the World Cup, I think they 
changed sides 16 times and that's him and that's the impact he's had on 
the game."  

Thornton, who slots in on Toronto’s top line with Auston Matthews and 
Mitch Marner, has two assists and five shots in six games since returning 
from a lower-body injury. He saw his ice time decline late in the recent 
Western Canada swing.  

"As we went through that road trip, starting with the back-to-back with 
travel into Vancouver and then coming home, you could just feel it 
affecting the group a little bit and, of course, it's going to affect Joe as 
well," Keefe said. "At the same time, we've had more than enough time to 
adjust to that coming back home here now and we're expecting 
everybody to start to turn the corner." 

Thornton impresses Leafs with longevity, nick-naming ability 

The Maple Leafs will try to end their three-game losing streak tonight 
when they host the Jets again. In the past, Toronto has struggled to deal 
with adversity, which is one reason why they added some veterans last 
off-season to help deal with situations like this. Like Joe Thornton, who 
has been playing a 'jumbo' role. TSN's Mark Masters has more. 

--- 

Maurice has opted for a three-forward alignment in three-on-three 
overtime. The Jets coach has pointed out that most of the defending in 
that situation is man-to-man anyway, so you may as well go for the win 
by icing the most gifted scorers.  

“With the type of forwards that they have, you get three of them on there 
at the same time there's lots of skill," Keefe noted. "They're obviously 
very dynamic. I think also, at the same time, if you're fortunate enough to 
get the puck it presents some opportunities the other way, potentially. I 
haven't given it a great deal of thought. There's enough things to concern 
ourselves with for the first 60 minutes." 

The Leafs are 2-2 in overtime this season.  

--- 

Morgan Rielly heaped praise on new defence partner T.J. Brodie.  

"What he brings to this team is extremely valuable," Rielly said. "The way 
he plays in our end. The way he can move the puck on the break out. His 
stick in the defensive zone is elite. He’s been very, very good for us and 
he's been a huge part of this group on and off the ice. If you watch him 
play over an extended period of time you'll really appreciate how he 
views the game, how he plays defensively and how important he is to me 
and our whole back end." 

--- 

Projected Leafs lines for Thursday's game:  

Thornton - Matthews - Marner 

Kerfoot - Tavares - Nylander  

Mikheyev - Engvall - Hyman 

Vesey - Agostino - Spezza  

Rielly - Brodie  

Muzzin - Holl 

Dermott - Bogosian 

Andersen starts  

Mikko Lehtonen will be a healthy scratch for a seventh straight game. He 
hasn't suited up since Feb. 24 when Muzzin was out due to a facial 
fracture. 

"We've reached a different phase of the season here," Keefe said. "I 
think we gave lots of opportunity to different people early in the season, 
Mikko being one, at times when maybe we really didn't have a reason to 
change the lineup. Obviously, we're at a point now where this season has 
definitely got lots of momentum. We're approaching or right at the 
halfway point and you've got to give yourself the best opportunity to win 
each day. Everybody really is just going to have to wait for their next 
opportunity and continue to put in the proper work to do so. 

“In Mikko's case, specifically, we have no doubts or questions about the 
work that he puts in. He's extremely committed, extremely focused, 
works very hard. We're happy with all of those kinds of things. For the 
last little while we just haven't seen a reason to make a change on 
defence.” 
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TSN.CA / Edmundson and Petry look like the best defensive pairing in 
the North Division 

Neither Jeff Petry or Joel Edmundson are particularly offensively flashy 
nor intimidating defensively, but their results as a pairing are outstanding. 
Travis Yost has more. 

 

By Travis Yost 

 

Do the Montreal Canadiens have the best defensive pairing in the North 
Division? 

I’m starting to think the answer to that question is yes. When general 
manager Marc Bergevin signed Joel Edmundson to a four-year, $14 
million-dollar contract this past off-season, it seemed likely he would be 
slotted into the team’s second pairing alongside Jeff Petry. Behind the 
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Shea Weber and Ben Chiarot pairing, it gave Montreal a very stable top 
four on the blueline. 

But the second pairing has been much better than stable. In fact, stable 
feels like a bit of an insult, as does calling them the second pairing. 

Neither player is particularly offensively flashy nor intimidating 
defensively, but their results as a pairing are outstanding. I think a lot of 
that is attributed to the fact that the duo has no discernible weakness – 
they are both strong skaters and puck movers and play exceptionally well 
within structure. Combine their ability to transition the ice with speedy 
Canadiens attackers up front, and you have a recipe for success. 

If we look at a sampling of some of the most productive defenders in the 
North Division, the Petry and Edmundson pairing keeps appearing at the 
top of the list. Whether we use a Goals Above Replacement regression 
model or simply look at how on-ice goal differentials (both actual and 
expected) have moved with respective players on the ice, the Montreal 
second pairing holds the pole position: 

It is true that there is an obvious talent skew to the forward group in the 
North Division – calling Petry and Edmundson the best pairing in their 
division would be more contentious if you were comparing them to 
options in the West Division, where Colorado’s Cale Makar/Samuel 
Girard pairing and Minnesota’s duo of Jonas Brodin and Matt Dumba 
would have similarly strong arguments. 

But it’s not lost on me that the talent skew in the North is a two-sided 
coin: their results are coming against some really impressive offences, 
and no forward group has been able to solve them with any degree of 
regularity. 

A lot of this comes down to sheer territorial domination. The Canadiens 
being +13 (+25 goals for, -12 goals against) with this pairing on the ice 
does get some lift from some strong percentages on both ends of the ice. 
The Canadiens are shooting 10.5 per cent at even strength with the 
second pair on the ice, and are stopping 93.0 per cent of shots faced. 
The latter is significantly variant from other Montreal skaters, especially 
since Carey Price has struggled this season. 

But they also are more than 100 shots better (57.5 per cent Corsi%) than 
their opponents to start the season, which is a remarkable 
accomplishment 25 games and a few hundred minutes in. 

And, on the foundation of such a significant shot advantage, another 
truism: The balance between blueline relief valve options and forwards 
crashing the interior makes Montreal quite dangerous offensively, 
whereas on the defensive side of things, attackers cannot crack the 
Petry/Edmundson duo. 

Consider Edmundson’s shot profile for just a moment to illustrate this, 
courtesy HockeyViz: 

The other thing that’s noteworthy to me is that the pairing seems to get 
results with any forward combination. Let’s look at the numbers of the 
pairing when playing with a given Montreal centre: 

- With the Nick Suzuki line: 55 per cent of the shots, 57 per cent of the 
goals 

- With the Phillip Danault line: 62 per cent of the shots, 87 per cent of the 
goals 

- With the Jesperi Kotkaniemi line: 60 per cent of the shots, 75 per cent 
of the goals 

They really can be deployed with strong forwards or weak forwards, and 
against strong opposition or weak opposition. In every scenario so far 
this season, they have quite frankly pulverized who they have played 
against. 

Keep an eye on this pair going forward. Montreal is still in position to 
chase down a playoff bid, and an argument can be made that Petry and 
Edmundson are the biggest drivers behind that run. 
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TSN.CA / Thornton keeping things light as Leafs struggle through slump 

The Toronto Maple Leafs may be mired in a season-worst three-game 
losing streak, but Joe Thornton isn’t bothered and is attempting to keep 
spirits up ahead of Thursday night's date with the Winnipeg Jets. TSN 
Maple Leafs Reporter Kristen Shilton has more. 

 

By Kristen Shilton 

 

TORONTO — The Maple Leafs may be mired in a season-worst three-
game losing streak, but Joe Thornton isn’t bothered. 

In fact, the veteran centre is wielding his infectious personality more than 
ever to keep teammates focused on the good they've already done, and 
can continue to do with a win in Thursday’s rematch against Winnipeg. 

“It's a long year, and you've got to enjoy the process. You really do,” 
Thornton told reporters on a Zoom call after Toronto’s optional morning 
skate. 

“There’s going to be ups, there's going to be downs, but you’ve got to 
fight through it all. I think the team in general has just been great with 
that. We've responded a lot this year, and we're going to need to in the 
future. But I think just keeping the guys fresh, keeping them light, it tends 
to show up when you play at night for a good game.” 

Toronto hasn’t had many of those recently, dropping two contests out 
West to Vancouver and returning home to another loss against Winnipeg 
on Tuesday. Prior to this stretch, the Leafs hadn’t suffered consecutive 
regulation defeats all season, and suddenly those negative outcomes 
can feel on the verge of snowballing. 

That’s where Thornton’s even-keeled presence comes to the forefront. 
Lately he’s taken to handing out more nicknames in the dressing room, 
including ‘Willy Styles’ for William Nylander, ‘Hollywood’ and ‘9-0’ for 
Jimmy Vesey and, reportedly, ‘Fredzilla’ to Frederik Andersen, although 
Thornton jokingly refused to take full credit for that one.  

And then there’s Thornton’s commitment to routine, which starts hours 
before game time. He’s one of the few regular skaters who always 
participates in the Leafs’ morning skates, an endearing trait that his 
young counterparts can appreciate. 

Even if it’s only for a few minutes, Thornton openly relishes every 
interaction he has on the ice, touching base with players and coaches 
alike, going through a few exercises, and then heading off with a wave 
and ear-to-ear smile.  

“It makes me eat lunch a little bit easier, makes me nap a little bit – just a 
light a little sweat,” Thornton said of his need for morning skate. “I've 
always done it, so it is something I've always known, but it just helps me 
relax for what tonight brings.” 

Alex Kerfoot often takes part in optional workouts as well, where he and 
Thornton share more ice time during drills than they normally would at a 
more crowded session.  

“He just comes to the rink every day and he's got more excitement every 
day than anyone else,” said Kerfoot. “I think we can all learn a lot from 
that, and it’s his love for the game that’s been able to keep him around 
for so long. A lot of it is just his energy and attitude; you have to love [the 
grind] and you have to love every aspect of it.” 

It’s a mindset head coach Sheldon Keefe hopes rubs off on the rest of his 
group, particularly when they’re going through a rough patch. Thornton 
has been struggling to produce offensively since returning from a lower-
body injury on Feb. 27, recording just two assists in that six-game 
stretch, but Keefe never sees adversity shake his confidence. 
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“The way that [Thornton] conducts himself, he's just all about getting 
better and giving himself the best opportunity to succeed,” Keefe said. 
“He's very open to being coached, and that's great not only for him but 
for the rest of our team. It sets a terrific example that he continues to 
want to get better and allows himself to be pushed and coached.” 

The Leafs have recently been pushed in the wrong direction, while the 
Jets are gaining ground in the North Division, cutting Toronto’s lead to 
just five points with two more games in hand. 

There have been a lot of little issues adding up for the Leafs in their 
losses, like sputtering special teams (Toronto is 1-for-5 on the penalty kill 
and 1-for-5 on the power play in its past three games) and blown leads in 
each of their past two games. 

To shake things up, Keefe will be inserting Kenny Agostino for Travis 
Boyd on the fourth line in this second of three meetings with Winnipeg 
this week.  

A veteran of 85 NHL contests with eight goals and 30 points to date, 
Thursday will not only mark Agostino’s Leafs’ debut, but will also be his 
first NHL action since April 6, 2019 with the New Jersey Devils. 

Agostino signed a two-year, $1.475 million deal with the Leafs in June 
2019, but has only seen time so far with the American Hockey League’s 
Toronto Marlies. Over 53 AHL games last season, Agostino led the 
Marlies with 27 goals and 49 points, which also ranked 12th overall in the 
league.  

The 28-year-old started this season in the AHL, skating in eight games 
with seven points, before Toronto recalled him to the taxi squad on Feb. 
27.  

It’s a minor move, but Keefe is hoping it will pay at least some dividend in 
getting Toronto back on track.  

“We just think with the way things have gone here for us in the last little 
bit, [it’s the right move],” Keefe explained. “Both in the fact that I haven't 
liked what we've gotten out of our fourth line, and then also just getting a 
fresh body in on forward, someone that is hungry for his opportunity, his 
chance, and hasn't played and all those kind of things. We just think it'll 
inject something into the group.” 
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USA TODAY / Blue Jackets cough up three-goal lead in the third, lose to 
Florida Panthers in OT 

 

Brian Hedger 

 

It’s never easy for the Blue Jackets.  

If there is anything we’ve learned about this team through 28 games, 
that’s at the top of the list – and it was on full display again Thursday 
night at Nationwide Arena – which housed an attendance of 3,739 who 
watched in person.  

Despite scoring the game’s first two goals and building a 4-1 lead in the 
third period, the Blue Jackets took home only a bitter point after an 
overtime loss to the Florida Panthers – who stormed back with three 
straight goals and won it 5-4 at 2:48 into OT on a goal by Frank Vatrano. 

“We’ll be OK," said Blue Jackets coach John Tortorella, whose response 
in his postgame press video conference was the exact opposite of what 
many might've expected. "We’ve just got to keep on growing. Although 
we don’t get a full result tonight, we get a point. We’ll take the point." 

Leading the list of positives for the Blue Jackets were Oliver Bjorkstrand, 
who scored two goals, and a pair of two-point games from struggling 
forwards Patrik Laine and Max Domi – who contributed a goal and assist 
each. Elvis Merzlikins, who returned from an upper-body injury to make 
27 saves, also looked sharp until being deluged in the second half of the 
third period. 

Patric Hornqvist, Ryan Lomberg, Owen Tippett and Aleksander Barkov 
scored in regulation for the Panthers (17-5-4), who helped goalie Sergei 
Bobrovsky earn his second win in a row this week against his former 
team in the arena he used to called home. 

The Panthers have now won three of the first four games in the season 
series against the Blue Jackets, who've lost their past three games and 
fell to 3-8-2 in the past month's worth of games dating to Feb. 11 in 
Chicago. 

Once again, they lost in OT similar to three previous games they've 
dropped in the NHL's 3-on-3 overtime format. A lost puck battle by Domi 
along the left wing wall, just outside the Columbus zone, created a 2-on-1 
rush that Vatrano capped by scoring off Jonathan Huberdeau's rebound. 

Merzlikins had no chance for the second save and the Blue Jackets were 
officially dealt another body blow in a season full of them. Tortorella was 
just intent on keeping a positive outlook in spite of it. 

"There (are) so many good things happening, as far as our breaking out 
of our end zone and a lot of good things going on," he said. "We’ve got to 
focus on that. Obviously, it’s a tough way to lose the game, but we’ll 
focus on the things that we’re improving at and we’ll keep on trying to get 
better.”  

Bjorkstrand was one of the bright spots. 

His two goals, both in the second period, gave the Blue Jackets a 2-0 
lead and were his ninth and 10th of the season.  

The first was a redirection off past Bobrovsky's outstretched glove off a 
great pass from Domi to cap a 2-on-1 at the 6:00 mark, while the second 
was scored with a snap shot from the low slot off of Riley Nash's feed 
from behind the net.  

"There's positive things, but I'm sure there's also some negatives," 
Bjorkstrand said. "I mean, we lost and we aren't really winning. So, 
something's got to change, I guess, for us to win." 

His goals were also notable for other reasons.  

The first was sparked by Jack Roslovic, who earned a second assist by 
battling with two Panthers players for a loose puck along the wall in the 
Columbus zone. Bjorkstrand got to the puck, tapped it to Domi for the 2-
on-1 rush and rewarded Roslovic – who was called out by Tortorella this 
week for not competing hard enough in the Jackets’ 4-2 loss Tuesday to 
the Panthers.  

It was also the 19th time the Blue Jackets scored first this season and 
the 12th time they’ve done it in the past 17 contests. The problem is their 
record in those games, which is now a pedestrian 8-6-5 and a far cry 
from what most NHL teams usually do when scoring first. 

Bjorkstrand's second goal was assisted by Nash and Laine, whose assist 
ended a seven-game drought without a point. Bjorkstrand also had a 
chance for a hat trick on the shift that followed, but a hard shot from 
between the circles deflected into the safety netting behind Bobrovsky. 

That allowed the Panthers to stay within 2-0 for a late charge, which 
resulted in Hornqvist making it 2-1 with 3:10 left in the second on a tipped 
shot by defenseman Gustav Forsling. The goal capped a dominant shift 
for the Panthers, who pinned the Blue Jackets into their own end and 
played keep away until Forsling got a pass from Carter Verhaeghe.  

The third was wild. 

The teams combined for five goals and the final three were scored by the 
Panthers, who trailed 4-1 after Laine scored with a booming one-timer 
during a power play at 3:23 for his first goal since Feb. 23 against the 
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Chicago Blackhawks and Domi followed 1:20 later with an accidental 
goal at 4:43 – which he intended as a cross-crease pass to Nash. 

It felt like the Blue Jackets were on their way to the kind of victory that 
could spark a resurgence during their season of discontent. Instead, the 
Panthers roared back on three straight goals by Lomberg, Tippett and 
Barkov to tie it 4-4 with 5:34 left in the period. 

Lomberg batted a rebound out of mid-air off a rush at 6:34 to cut it to 4-2, 
Tippett made it 4-3 with a hard wrist shot under Merzlikins’ glove to the 
far side with 7:39 left and Barkov capped a power play with a one-timer 
from the right-wing circle for the equalizer.  

"We actually played a very good game leading up to that," Domi said. 
"That's hockey, right? Sometimes you give up some opportunities on the 
other end and they get put in the back of your net, but when you get to 
overtime, obviously, anything can happen. We would've liked to win that 
one, but we'll take the point and get ready to go for the next one." 

The Blue Jackets host the Dallas Stars in back-to-back games Saturday 
and Sunday to complete a four-game homestand. 
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USA TODAY / NHL is back on ESPN: Why new broadcast agreement 
could benefit both sides 

 

Chris Bumbaca 

 

For more than a decade, NBC has served as the exclusive broadcast 
partner for the NHL. Starting in October, that will no longer be true.  

On Wednesday, the broadcasting agreement between the league and 
Disney/ESPN became official, with four of the next seven Stanley Cup 
Finals airing on ABC and ESPN becoming the primary cable and 
streaming partner starting in October and running through the 2027-28 
season.  

And there is still a secondary package with another media player to 
come, putting the NHL into the "multiple-media-rights-deals" stratosphere 
of the NFL, MLB, NBA and PGA Tour. 

"The other three major (sports) all have multiple partners," NHL 
commissioner Gary Bettman told reporters on a conference call 
Wednesday,  "so they’ve already figured out to divvy the rights among 
them."  

The NHL saw the billions of dollars other leagues' rights deals were 
bringing in and decided to emulate them in a way. 

For ESPN, acquiring more broadcast rights has been the blueprint since 
president Jimmy Pitaro took over about three years ago. And another 
sport to diversify the Disney stock is all the motivation ESPN needed.  

"We're focused on creating shareholder value," Pitaro told reporters 
during the same conference call.  

The last time the NHL appeared under the ESPN banner was prior to the 
2004-05 lockout (the theme music is returning, thankfully). Harboring the 
passions of a supposedly growing fan base will be paramount. Pitaro 
said the latest data he'd seen saw viewership in this for the coveted 18-
to-49 demo is "up around 30%."  

"From when I first got to ESPN, we sat down as a leadership team and 
looked at the data and looked at the demos," Pitaro said. "They have a 
young demographic here, one of the youngest sports, in fact. When you 
look at ESPN’s priorities, one of our top priorities is audience expansion. 
That includes attracting this younger demographic." 

Multiple networks are bidding for the other half of the NHL's rights, and 
both NBC and FOX are making a play for package, a person with 
knowledge of the discussions told USA TODAY Sports. The person 
spoke on the condition of anonymity because the negotiations are not 
publicly discussed.  

Bettman said the next package will be worked on in the coming weeks, 
but he and the NHL gave Disney first dibs and specifically catered to 
them. Half of the Stanley Cup Playoffs will air on ABC and ESPN each 
season. Coverage of opening night games, the All-Star Game and other 
special events each season are also reserved for Disney properties.  

"For us, this was the best of both worlds," Bettman said. "We’re getting 
the linear exposure that more traditionally we need and want, at the 
same time we’re on the cutting edge of what’s coming with streaming."  

ESPN+ has more than 12 million subscribers, and the NHL (and ESPN) 
are both banking on Hulu's reach (nearly 40 million subscribers).  
Subscribers to ESPN+ (or Hulu + Live) will have access to 75 exclusive 
regular-season games, in addition to more than 1,000 games previously 
under the NHL.TV package. Twenty-five regular-season games will be 
shown on ABC or ESPN. 

"If you look at the amount of national exclusive territory that’s going to 
live on a direct-to-consumer platform, this hasn’t been done before," 
Pitaro said. "On top of that, really the jewel or the centerpiece is the out-
of-market games, which again will be available within ESPN Plus. We 
feel this is going to help accelerate the product and our subscription 
base." 

For ESPN, this could mean more native hockey content — Pitaro 
mentioned "In the Crease" show that airs on ESPN+ nightly — or at least 
a heightened attention paid to the sport during popular programming, 
such as "Get Up!" or "First Take."  

When asked about the financials of the deal, and whether ESPN is 
paying more than NBC's annual $200 million, neither Pitaro nor Bettman 
would go there.  

All that matters to Bettman is that there is another check coming. 
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